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FOREWORD

This report documents an effort to transfer certain elements of pilot-

vehicle system dynamics technology into methods suitable for the development

of engineering specifications for handling qualities design of advanced air-

craft or flight control mechanizations. The work reported was performed

under Contract F33615-77-C-3011, as part of Air Force Project 2090, Tas

Task 209002. Mr. Frank L. George and Mr. Brian W. VanVliet, both of AFFDL/

FGC, were co-project engineers for the AFFDL. The principal investigator was

Ralph H. Smith of Systems Research Laboratories, Inc. (SRL), Dayton, Ohio.

Smith authored the final report and performed all analyses except those for

flight path stability in power approach; this was done by Norman D. Geddes,

also of SRL. This work was performed during the period February 1977 to

August 1978. The report was submitted by the authors in September 1978.

The authors gratefully acknowledge the intensive, careful review and

technical editing of the final report by Brian W. VanVliet and Robert J.

Woodcock. The encouragement given by Mr. Charles B. Westbrook, formerly of

SRL, also played an important role in whatever success this work may enjoy.

It seems that no matter where one turns in this business, Charlie's influence

is felt by those with the wisdom to understand.
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List of SNmbols

Svmbol Description

ADC Analog-to-digital converter.

a Amplitude of 6.(t).

a Magnitude of .q(t) threshold; degrees/second.

az Normal acceleration measured at the pilot's location; positive
sense is that of the + z-axis (i.e., "down"); g's.

C* The handling qualities parameter:

C* a p 0 + 400 8

F F g F g F

CAP The Control Anticipation Parameter, CAP w2 /n/asp

D The flight path damping parameter,

Y'max Ymm

I "imaxl

DAC Digital-to-analog converter.

DLC Direct Lift Control.

F Pilot applied stick force; pounds.
s

* f Digital flight control system frame rate or inverse cycle
time; Hz.

HUD Head-updisplay.

"K. A parameter of the pilot rating expression, R = Kan.
q

K Controlled element gain.

K Equivalent display gain in the q..channel of the optimal
Dq pilot model..

Yq Describing, function representation for "alman estimator

in optimal pilot model; q-channel.

K Equivalent pilot gain for control of q in optimal pilot
q moel Kr ý K*.

*model; Kq , q q
K Gain of the equivalent system pitch dynamics model; root

locus form.

K Value of K as equivalent'systems time delay approaches
zero; the classical value.
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ep Location of pilot forward of aircraft center of mass; feet.

m Aircraft mass; slugs.

M pSU2 cC /21Se o M's y

n A parameter of the pilot rating expression, R =KY qq
n Wordlength in bits of the ADC.

n/,% Steady state normal acceleration per steŽady state change in

angle of attack for step input of elevator at constanf
speed; g's per radian.

PIOR Pilot induced oscillation rating.

£ POR Pilot opinion rating; Cooper-Harper scale.

q 0; degrees/second.

q Pilot perceived q(t) following effects of physiological or
display thresholds.

R Pilot opinion rating; generally used to infer a pilot opinion
rating as given by various app;oximating formulae; Cooper-
Harper ratings.

R Control rate weighting in the optimal pilot model.

R Range of x(t) used for scaling of the analog-to-digital
conversion; R = Ix - XI a miniI.

4 Laplace transform (complex) variable, s = a + J(,); radian/
second.

T Cycle time of digital flight r,'ntrol system; seconds.

T02 Time constant of the 0/6e () transfer function numerator;,

short-period approximation; seconds.

t 'Time; seconds.

TE Ntumerator time constant parameter of the equivalent systems
rmnovl for pitch dynamics; seconds.

TRP Time Response Parameter from Reftrence 16.'

Time-to-first-peak cf q(t) following step input in F ; seconds.
q s

tTpper limit On't for Level 1 hardling.qualities; seconds.m q

t. Time-to-90 percent jMax following step input in throttle,

elevon at I)LC cortrol1 seconds.

U, Ste ady-state aircraft rpeed (x-axis component); Kts or ft/sec.

V Airceaft total airspeed;. kts.

Oa Minimum operational . airspeed; kts.

x Any aircraft response variabl2 input to the ADC.
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x Arbitrary vehicle or display response variable used by the
pilot for accomplishment of a prescribed task; e.g., vertical
separation distance between target and chase aircraft in
refueling or formation flight.

dx
dt'

X Average amplitude of x(t) perturbations from the average value
of x(t) in a prescribed flight mode and FCS configuration.

z PSU2 (-CL-C )/2m

Creek Symbols

Signal from the q-channel of the optimal pilot model to the
q neuromuscular system.

Flight path angle; degrees.

(it•

First peak'value of the j(t) response following'step input of
elevator or throttle; absolute value presc.rlbed; degrees/second.

A 1e Maximum valiue of Ie(t ) - 60(t) a measure of the size of

the harmonic content of 6,e(t)--the DAC output.

At Change In commanded thrust; pounds.

AThrust Steady-state change in propulsion system thrust following a
step throttle Input; pounds.

l)11( I~IC control, pilot-applied.

6 Elevon (or pitch) control; degrees or radians.
C

ie. DAC output w hen the commanded output 1.4 a sine wave; a periodic
signal.

Deleflection of the pilot's control stick, positivý- forward:
inches, degrees, .or radlans.

• d t

• , ,17indamental component of %e (t); it sine wave of amplitude a;

Short-period damping ratio parameter of the equivalent systems
S"E model for pitch dynamics'.

Short-period damping ratio; classic aircraft dynamics.

t 0 I' Pit ch at t I tude angle; degrees.
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Oqo Value of : for R - 1.
q

qo.RS value of (r ).

RMtS value of t6 (t).
,,q q

. IS value of 'S (t).

RIMS fit error between average, actual pi lot opin nion rating and

that given by the formula R - K,, 2; Cooper-flarper units.

t)O RM•S value of 0(t).

E Time delay parameter in the equivalent systems model for
pitch dynamics; seconds.

trengine Engine thrust response time (time to steady state following stepnichange in throttle setting), seconds.

S(.1.) Phase parameter for normal acceleration response dynamie;:
a

) ( týZ-( ) - 14.3 w ; degrees.

Fre'quency; imaginary part of m, radian/seconds.

,c The criterion frequency; approximately equal to the crossover
Sfrequency for the pitch control loop; defined by equation 10:

radian,/second.

E lhort-r natural frequency parameter of the equivalent
ystems model for pitch dynamics: rad ians/s'econd.

4) R esonant frequency of any open-loop mode of pitch at ti tude
lynamics; radianm/4econd.

' hort-period natural frequency of pitch attitude responseSsp vnamics; radians/second.

Miscellaneous S •bo Is

d -i vF-:1•-:.w) lhe slope parameter for handling qualities% the deriv.t.ie
is the average'value on 2 (1 6; decibels/octave.

azp he closed loop, piloted control of atp with F considered
.a the pilot's otutput.
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Section I

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the flying qualities. specification, MIL-F-8785B,

is deficient for certain of the present generation high performiance military

aircraft. These deficiencies are compounded where the flight control system

(FCS) adds significant dynamic modes or delays to the overall system dynamics.

The goal of this report is to -assess certain of the deficiencies of

MIL-F-8785B and correct these where possible. Only the longitudinal handling

qualities problem is considered.

One may approach the task of updating or revising MIL-F-8785B in various

ways. The approach adopted in this report is to review the type and nature

of advanced flight control systems of current and probable future interest,*

assess the availability of handling qualities data for such systems, examine

the applicability of. analytical theories for handling qualities for the

development of design specifications, and develop and propose specific

revisions to the specification for those combinations of task and FCS that

are of most immediate concern to systems development.

The context in which this review will be conducted will encompass con-

,siderations of probable operational requirements, anticipated directions that

air warfare will take, and expected advances in FCS hardware capabilities.

This report is the third and last of a series., In Reference 1 a review

was .coniducted of the'state of the art of pilot-vehicle systems analysLs

methods, a unified model for pilot dynamics was investigated, and a generali

analytical theory for, handling qualities prediction was developed. This

model provided the theoretical basis for the work of Reference 2. The

• principal s-ignificance of Reference 2 is the anwier in which it successfully

* treats the coupling that can occur between the'ptlot's visual and kinesthetic

senses in precision control tasks; the pilot induced oscillation phenomenon

is but a bizarre and limiting case resulting from this coupling. The present

report extracts from each of these earlier works those concepts-and rcsults

.1
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that can be most directly applied to :he update of MIL-F-8785B. This is

accomplished by maintaining close ties with historical work in pilot modeling;

the data base of Reference 3, interpreted within the analytical framework

provided by Reference 1, was invaluable and remains the only usable source

for human dynamic response data applicable to handling qualities research.

A product of the present work is a physical theory for handling quali-

ties that complements and extends the theory of Reference 1. The rather

startling concept ,on which this theory is based will not be a comfortable one

with'many readers. It may seem to imply that three decades of work on human

pilot dynamics has come to a dead end. That is not the case.. The theory

does indicate that the conventional viewpoint of pilot-vehicle system dynamics

vis-a-vis handling qualities misses a fundamental point. Because of this,

analytical handling qualities research has usually seemed more abstruse than

necessary and not immediately applicable to the problem of airplane and FCS

design.

2



Section II

EXPERIENCE WITH ADVANCED FCS

A. BACKGROUND

Experience with advanced FCS has been obtained from a potpourri of hard-

ware and simulation exercises--few of which were dedicated to handling quality

requirements, per se. Problems e2-plored have included control law development

for highly augmented or direct force control systems, multimode control con-

cepts, display system concepts, integrated fire/FCS, etc. These have been

mostly ad hoc exercises with specific, limited goals.

In the past, progress in handling qualities technology has p-:imarily

come from gathering empiricil data, rectifyfng it against a framework of stan-

d4rds provided mostly by experience, and devising new or modified interprets-

tions of the cause-effect, relationship between airfrgme-FCS dynamic behavior

and handling qualities. There has never been sufficient handling qualities

data forthis purpose.' This evolutionary process has been less than satisfac-

tory for the forecasting of handling quality problems, the selection of aero-

dynamic configurations, or the design of automatic flight controls. It has

worked only for those aircraft/FCS that have exhibited relatively little

dynamic coupling between classic airframe modes and FCS modes.

Handling quality ,specifications based on experience are proving to be

inapplicable for some aspects of the design of advanced FCS of current

interest. For such systems the handling qualities data base is sketchy-,

piecemeal, and too weak to support an entirely empirical approach to updating

MIL-F-87,85B. In short,, there is no obvious way to parameterize the handling

qualities problem in view of the almost unlimited variety of airframe-FCS

combinations and changes in operational usage that current and near-future

hardware capabilities can permit.

Underlying the present MIL-F-8785B and the whole of handling qualities

technology is an implicit concept of piloting task requirements. With the

integrated rlight, fire, propulsion, and display systems of the sort now

L 1*



being considered, and in some cases developed, it is no longer clear what the

effects of changing piloting tasks will be on handling quality requirements.

A major part of this problem is that it isn't clear what the specific task

definitions will be for advanced systems concepts. New concepts for control

of aircraft path, new sensor capabilities, new weapons, and new threats, may

mean that the critical conditions for advanced FCS desigia may occur for tasks

that haven't yet •been identified.

Or 3ill they? The one fact that seems completely clear as a result of

the, current handling qualities specification dilemma is' that we have no clear

picture of what specific vehicle-environmental factors cause good or poor

handling qualities. As a result, we are unable to make a priori assessments

of task influences on aircraft-FCS design requirements for satisfactory han-

dling qualitles. The problem does not easily lend itself to empirical study.

Consider the classic problem of air-to-air combat with guns. Methods

exist (Reference 4) for handling qualities assessment and quantification for

fixed reticle target tracking once the diffitult problem of target acquisition

has been solved. We have no useful, practical method for analysis of the

latter problem; it isn't clear what could be done with it if we had it.t Efforts'were taken in Reference 1 to establish and defend the hypothesis that

those features of small amplitude tracking which promote good or poor handling

are inseparable from those of importance to the more general large amplitude

motions of air combat tasks. Therefore, it was argued, good handling qualities

in tracking seem to be a prerequisite to good handling qualities in general.

Though this may be good logic, it isn't of much help for understanding-FCS_

design requirements for the effective use of guns in nontracking tasks (e.g.,

snap-shooting).

in Section V of this report the argument above, from Reference 1, will

be inverted. The resulting handling qualities theorem will enable a unified

treatment to be made of virtually any FCS-task combination for which handling

qualities are a legitimate consideration. In the remainder of this section,

a brief examination will be made of data ivailable about the character of

advanced FCS and the operational theatre in which they may be required to

14



lerform. These data will then be used where possible to p'rovide general

support for the handling quality requirements derived from the theory of

Section V.

B. AVAILABLE DATA FOR ADVANCED FCS

There have been very few recent simulations or flight tests conducted

for the purpose of collecting handling qualities data. It is not our intent

to chronicle the history of specific work done in this subject area. Only an

overview with comments on the utility of past work to the task of revising

MIL-F-8785B will be provided. The principal advanced systems studied include:

0 B-52 CCV

* Survivable FCS/PACT

. F-5E Austere HUD/Gt:nsight

- AFTI

* 1.&EAD I/Il

0 F-8 Digital FCS

* DIL;ITAC (A-7) I/II

* CCV-YF-16

* Firefly (F-106 Integrated gFire/FCS)

Little or no reference material was available for the YF-17, F-14, F-18,

YC-14, YC-15, or -space shuttle.

Handling Quality Reguirements

The pervasive belief in all this literature is that MIL-F-8785B does not

satisfactorily address the problems of designing state-of-the-art advanced
FCS. -There is'a strong undercurrent of opinion that the dynamic requirements

'of MIL-F-8785B can be supplanted with time-response measures. It isn't dif-

ficult to appreciate the appeal of time response methods for handling quail-

-ties prediction. Methods such as C* and TRP--both of which will be discussed

* later in this report--have an intuitive motivation, are easily applied, and

correctly predict handling qualities for at-least some configurations of

airframe and FCS dynamics. However, frequency domain models for handling'

5



qualities also continue to have an enthusiastic following. The experimental

results of References 5 and 6 were assayed in Reference 6 where it was con-

cluded that C* was not an adequate handling qualities model. A new criterion,

based upon frequency domain measures of pitch attitude dynamics was proposed

and is now used as a research tool by several organizations.

References 5, 6,and 7 comprise the fundamental data base for studies of

advanced FCS. Arnold's experiments were the fixed-base equivalents of the

Neal-Smith configurations for those cases where higher order FCS dynamics

were negligible.' Arnold's data, when compared with that of Neal and Smith,

enable a quantitative assessment of motion cue effects on longitudinal han-

dling qualities. This is a vital link in the development of design specifica-

tions for direct force control systems.

Systems Integration

The greatest single deficiency in many test programs conducted for the

study of advanced FCS concepts is the total lack of consideration given to

Soverall systems integration considerations in evaluation of specific hardware

approaches to FCS design solutions. The problems of hardware prototype design

4 and man-rating, and the difficulties and expense of flight test, appear to

have almost completely overridden any considerations of experimental design

and test for the collection of handling qualities data. In part, this has

resulted from the lack of, any unifying plan for the organization of such

research for this purpose. It is comparatively easy to build and test equip-

ment; handling qualities problems, in contrast, are depressingly elusive to

classify or quantify and expensive to evaluate. No one has ever successfully

quantified the benefits to weapons systems effectiveness or flight safety of

good handling qualities. The quarrelsome handling qualities ',community" can

-- except for extreme cases--never agree about what constitutes good or poor

handling qualities. Since major R&D test programs, whatever their original

objectives, inevitably become cost-and schedule driven, it isn't difficult to

understand why so much testing is done with so little impact on the handling

qualities state of the art.
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However, it is difficult to understand how, in those occasional instances

where reasonable and timely input is made about handling quality test require-

ments, such advice can be ignored. This has happened in past work to the

detriment of present hardware design, test capabilities, and weapons system

effe,:tiveness.

Disnlays and Controls

There appears to be a general concern in the flight control area about

the problems of integrated control and display design. Displayand cockpit

* architectural requirements for the implementation of advanced FCS concepts

involves at least three mutual considerations; viz. the usual human factors

considerations of display size, position and symbology, tolerable or desirable

display dynamics (including display gain or nonlinearities), and the effects

of weapon or piloting task on display requirements. It is within the state

of the art to implement a display system that is entirely computer generated

with features that vary according to flight condition or task (the multimode

concept).

Many specific considerations of advanced FCS display requirements are

found mostly in the literature of gunsight design, test, and evaluation.

Interesting work has also been conducted for the approach and landing task on

the question of what cues are most beneficial to task perf rmance. Such work

has been of the ad hoc variety. The unifying concept required to rationalize

display design is lacking.

!t does appear that the potential for interaction among weapons employed,

display, and .flight control is now widely recognized. The notion that clever

display design can account for deficiencies in airframe-FCS dynamics is no

longer so radical as it once seemed. More important, it now seems.to be
!.fashionabli co, consider that handling qualities can be affected as much by

display design as by the airframe or the FCS.

SLittle attention has been given to the design.7equirements for control

manipulators. With, few exceptions, our data base 6or feel system requirements
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predates the widespread use of stability augmentation systems. It appears

that a new generation of handling quality specifications will be required for

manipulator design and feel characteristics for highly augmented or multimode

FCS. It is likely that the test and evaluation of radical concepts for FCS

will require that careful attention be given to manipulator design if the

results are to be credible. Evaluations of direct force control cystems, in

particular, seem to be sensitive to manipulator design. Evaluations of such

concepts should also consider their probable operational usage. It seems

naive to imagine that direct side force control will, in the near future, be

used to evade a missilc attack; it may, however, be an effective control for

approach and landing, aerial refueling, And ground attack. In general, it

appears that the independent control of lift or side forces Sy the pilot is

not a satisfact6ry control technique.

Control or mode select switching is accomplished in even the latest

fighter cockpits by using forty year old technology. For piloting tasks so

complex and demanding as single seat, night, ground attack or Wild Weasel

missions, the demands being placed on the pilot by utility requirements

threaten mission effectiveness and combat survivability. Voice actuated con-

trol technology is now being examined as-one approach to simplifying the

switching required by modern attack concepts. Other approaches entailing

more automation of specific tasks are feasible.

Gunsights (fixed zeticle, lead computing, etc.) have received con-

siderable attention, The viewpoint here is that gunsights or computer aided

tracking devices, in general, are specialized displays-and should be treated

as such. The concepts of fuselage poinring (via the use of direct lift and

side force control.) and independently aimable guns have an impact on the

display required. The so-called Big Pipper concept for HUD design for air-to-

air combat is a natural marriage of the concept of integrated fire control

and display. The hardware capability now exists to develop 'fire control

systems based on concepts, of this sort. Their systems effectiveness has yet

to be completely demonstrated.

I I
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The TWEAD program provides an interesting case history of the influence

of display dynamics (in this case, guisights) on. handling qualities task

evaluations. The case is.',Ill known and needn't be discussed in detail. It

can he concluded from the TWEAD experience., and others, that:

* Lead computing gunsigtts may be good in theory but when reduced to

practice they can be severely degraded by inappropriate display

design.

Display dynamics can have an overwhelming effect on handling quali-

ties (Cooper-Harper ratings).almost without regard for airframe or

FCS dynamics.

9 In dir-to-air tracking with guns the pilot's handling qualities

evaluation is based upon task performance--not aircraft response to

control, per se. The display i.s very much a part of this loop.

When the TWEAD experiences are compared against the Neajl-Smith" and

Arnold 7 data bases (as interpreted by Smith 1 ) it is possible to establish a

corollary of importance to display design: proper display design can, for a

particular task, improve handling qualities, resulting from less than ideal

airframe-FCS dynamics.

Six-Degree-of-Freedom FCS

Six-degree-of-freedom FCS appear -to be much discussed but little analyzed.

In the AFTI program the selection of control laws for mode blending has been
a major concern. However, it is difficult to see how these experiences can

* be salvaged and.consolidated to the benefit of future systems developments,A
in general., One is left with the impression that, without, flight simulation

as back-up (in some cases, primary), no. viable'basis for control law develop-

ment would exist. The problem has been treated in ad hoc, seat-of-the-pants

fashion. However, it may be a serious error for handling quality research to

get drawn too deeply into this problem. Control law development will be

driven by factors outside the handling qualities domain. The handling quali-

*.ties contribution should be to:

9.. .,1 <''.,>. . .°,:• .



0 Quantify the required aircraft responses to control in state regula-

tion (tracking) or in the initiation or termination of state changes.

* Define acceptable solutions to the trim control problem for tasks

where steady state solutions are practically nonexistent (as in

phases of air-to-air combat, for example).

This is far simpler than the general problem of control law definition. How-

ever, the results of such specifications will have a clear impact on the

choice of allowable control laws.

One finds, in'the flight control literature, a general concern for the

effects on handling qualities and flight safety of unusual motion cues due to

control blending and direct force control. Considering the difficulties

experienced with so many new (conventional) aircraft due to the pilot induced

oscillation phenomenon, these concerns may be well founded. A physical basis

for understanding and eliminating such problems is now available. 2 However,

there has been no satisfactory method for a priori assessment of the effects

on handling qualities (as reflected by Cooper-Harper ratings) of motion cues,

per se. This matter is considered in Section V1.

Control Authority

Another aspect of fly-by-wire or high authority FCS that has scarcely

been considered is the effect of control 'system saturation on handling quali-

ties, flight safety, or any restrictions to the flight envelope. Control

saturation, particularly with an aerodynamically unstable airframe, could

* easily lead to loss of control *or PlO. It appears that the requirement exists

| to develop design specifications tc avoid control saturation or loss of con-

trol if it occurs.

' m .Multimode FCS

The multimode FCS concept seems to be gaining currency. With a digital

FCS and integrated control-display system, multimode operation appears to be

q 10t



,practical. There is, however, little factual basis for the assessment of

handling quality problems associated with the concept. One obviois problem

area thit does not appear to have been systematically addressed in recent

work with advanced FCS is that of suppression of FCS transients induced by

mode switching.

Digital FCS

A significant amount of research, hardware development, and flight test

has been conducted in the area of digital flight control systems (DFCS). The

first operational, all-digital United States warplane, the F-18, is nearing

first flight status. A primary benefit of DFCS lies inm the flexibility

afforded by the system for making FCS modifications And far integration of

the FCS with propulsion, display, fire control, or avionics systems. This can

be done with software changes only--at least in principle. However, penalties

must be extracted to obtain this flexibility. Among these, the software-

associated problems loom ominously: how does one verify DFCS software? The

hardware required for analog-to-digital conversion (ADC) or digital-to-analog

conversion (DAC) may very well prove to be inseparable frcm the FCS archi-

tecture selected. The concept of a bus-oriented DFCS, including remote sensor

elements, actuators, display, and central processor is being considered and

seems like a natural evolution of the DFCS concept. Curiously, however, there

appears to have been no attention given-thus far to the development of "smart"

peripherals. These might include inertial reference systems, accelerometers,

gyros, angle-of-attack sensorg, etc. which consist not only of transducer

elements, but also contain microcomputers with enough power to perform sub-

stantial data preprcessing. The results,. rather than the transducer signals,

could then be transmitted to the central processor when requested. Fr!m the

limited flight testing conducted to date, it-appears Lhat the hardwart p.ob-

lems associated with building and flying a DFCS, and the flight safety aspects

of fly-by-wire systems have overriden considerations of handling qualities

requirements; opportunities for the collection of handling qualities dat.

have been lost.

!I
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Despite the experience accumulated witb advanced FCS, our knowledge of

the handling quality requirements for such systems is sketchy. The.'principal

data base for MIL-F-8785B does not include usable, quantitative data.for high

technology FCS concepts that greatly depart from classical designs.-.

C. THE SPECIFICATION DILEMMA

In a period of rapid technological change, such as we are now seeing, it

is impossible for MIL-F-8785B to anticipate tihe future handling quality

requirements so long as either MIL-F-b785B remains rooted in the empirical

practices of the past, or a physically realistic theory for handling quali-

ties .is lacking.

The task-related nature of handling qualities is now popularly recog-

nized. However, for the FCS concepts addressed by this 'report, it isn't clear

what the critical pilot tasks will be; therefore, how does one collect data

sufficient to develop design criteria for such systems? The complicating

I factor in this scenario is really the changing nature (or the possible change)

of air warfare tactics as a result of the changing threat, enhanced avionics

capabilities, and the hardware and functional integration of aircraft

subsystems.

The need for an alternative approach to the specification of aircraft

handling qualities has. been recognized for some time. The difficulty is in

developing an approach that is acceptable to the services and to thosev'ho

must implement the design requirements, yet is physically sound.

D. AN OPERATIONAL CONTEXT

The design and procurement of A new weapons system occurs In response to

an.operational requirement. The 'intended use of a weapons 'system' will deter-

mine the technology mix employed in the design 'of the, system. flow these tech-

nologies will be integrated and what demands they will Impose on handling

* qualities design will depend on many factors. It Is important that. a general

appreciation for the 'tactical requirements of advanced warplane systems be

12
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The correct interpretation of AIWVAL/ACEVAL results will be disputed for

some time. We do not intend to address that matter here. It does seem plaus-

ible, however, that United States aircraft, fighting numerically superior

forces, will be relying heavily either on air-to-air missiles or on guns--but

not in :he classic dog-fight manner. It is possible thhat tracking, per se,

is dead as a viable strategy for our aircraft in future combat operations.

The implications of this possibility to MIIL-F-8785B are important to consider.

The impact of the deployment of sophisticated, effective surface-to-air

missiles could also affect the nature of the handdling qualities problem. It

is anticipated that no combatant could survive in the airspace from 1000 to

20,000( feet altitude within a battle zone with present defensive missile

technology. For the close air support role, particularly, ttie piloting tasks

will qualitatively change. High speed, terrain avoidancet guidantce and navi-

gation systems with supporting display and FCS will be likely complements to

all our future fighter/attack aircraft., A goal for hindl'ng qualities

research should be to ensure that the requirements for such systems are fore-

cast and satisfied long before hardware or FCS/displav :archlttecture becomes

immutably frozen.

4.
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Section III

DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS

A. BACKGROUND

Despite enormous progress digital control technology is still in its

infancy. It is rapidly emerging, however, and offers great potential for

increasing system flexibility and enabling true integracion of a variety of

subsystems. The motivation for digital control is simply stated: expensive

hardware-intensive control logic and 'devices can be replaced with a d4gital

computer and appropriate computer programs; the functional performance of a

digital system can be changed by modifying the controlling program (the "soft-

ware"). For flight control tasks that involve considerable cross-coupling of

controls or nonlinear responses with change of operating state, the DFCS

appears to offer substantial simplification. A DFCS can have many modes of

operation, limited only by memory size and required speed of operation; the

mode can he selected manually or under program control. The organization of

a digital system is well-suited to the integration of subsystems such as

flight control, fire control, navigation, avionics, propulsion, and display.

The purpose of this section is to present an overview of digital control

technology and its general areas of impact on aircraft handling qualities. A

portion of this material is tutorial and intended only as a discussion of the

basics. In the interests of clarity no attempt will be, made to address the

subtleties of digital control. The discussions of system: "architecture" (bus

structure, single vs multiple central processing units (CPUs), input/output

design, etc.) are generic, only. No discussion is offered of internal archi-.

tecture of the CPU, per se, or of the connection b6tween it, the CPU instruc-

tion set, and its impact on software design and the limits this may impose on

the speed of program execution. The reader who is knowledgeable about these

points doesn't need much of the material in this section; we hope he, will. not

be offended by the superficial discussion of matters that are critical to the

4 design of a successful DFCS. However, there are subtle but definite connec-

tions between the hardware and software choices in DFCS design and the

resulting aircraft handling qualities. It is our opinion that these are not
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being adequately considered in state-of-the-art DFCS design. In this section

some ot these subtle and not-so-subtle points will be addressed in order to

establish a foundation for the, recommended revisions to MIL-F-8785B in those

areas where digital control, per se, can have unfavorable effects on handling

qualities.

It is worth repeating here that airframe-FCS dynamics that look good

with respect to the classic servo measures of system response are useless in

flight if the pilot can't accomplish intended tasks with acceptable dynamic

performance, or if flight safety is compromised by pilot-vehicle dynamic mis-

matches. This seems to be happening with increasittg frequency as flight

systems become more complex. Design mistakes happen too often with reasonably

conventional control systems; however, the opportunity for errors In both

concept and execution is vastly increased with DFCS.

The functional capabilities of a DFCS are limited only by

0 Sensor or transducer capabilities 1

0 Control actuator performance f Analog domain

* The speed, relative to real-time, with which the FCS computer

can execute the required control program

. . . computer hardware limitations

. . . computer software limitations 1  Digital domain

* The pilot

In the remainder of this section the. coupling that exists between these

areas will be discussed with respect to the handling qualities problem. It

may help to observe, at the outset, that the digital computer does not run in

"real-time" (i.e., the time of the analog process that it is used to control).

Its time base is that of a "clock" that is a central part of the computer

system. The clock speed (relative to real-time) is controllable over a broad

range; this is done by the system hardware designer through the choice of

crystal-controlled oscillator componente, etc., which are used to generate the

clock time-base. A large part of the difficulty In digital control .jystem

design is to make digital commands to the coutrol actuators appear, for

16



practical purposes, to occur in real-time. With conventional DFCS designs

this requires a trade-off. The essential difficulty is that a' trade-off must,

be made between the quality and the frequency of control command. This trade-

off is really ',,e only point this section addresses. We point out that the

usual problem ,; to make the digital system "fast enough" to be compatible

with the analog world; in a practical system,.with todayts computer hardware,

the problem of "slowing down" the digital system never arises.

To one weaned on analog control systems, digital systems can seem very

confusing. The jargon, particularly, is strange and its practitioners seer

to delight in 'keeping it that way. Words like bits, bytes, words, word

length, bus (or buss, in some publications), central processor, peripheral

processor, memory, arithmetic logic unit, clock, machine cycle, accumulator,

.%AM, ROM, PROM, EPROM, TTL, ASCII, etc. comprise the language of digital

systems. A further complication is that digital technologists -'nerally

belong to one of two clubs: the software club or the hardware club. Stories

are legion about the problems of system design and 'operation due to poor or

"nonexistent communications between these two groups and the design interface

problems that can result from one group's failure to adequately address the

needs of the other. In this respect, we note that there is probably more

experience with digital-based industrial process control systems than with

flight control systems, per.se.

A particular digital control system is schematically illustrated in

Figure 1. There are four parts to this system: the analog system consisting

of the plant to be controlled, the control actuators, and the response trans-

ducers; the digital computer, consisting of central processor (the "brain"),

a clock and a memory; interface hardware'for accomplishing analog-to-digital

conversion (ADC)'or Adgital-to-analog conversion (DAC); an input/output (I/O)

section consisting of mass storage devices, command and control devices, and

display devices for communIcation to a human operator. Although multiplexing

is shown, some signal paths may be hard-wired.

The system of Figure 1 is merely one of an infinity of possibilitits--

e although it is reasonably representative of current design practice. The
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systems organization for multiplexing and demultiplexing is arbitrary and

depends largely upon the requirements for system performance (speed of opera-

tion and accuracy) and cost constraints. Buffering and sample-and-hold

functions are implied but not shown on Figure 1.

Within the digital portions of a system, communications take place over

"buses"; these are shown in Figure'1 as the broad signal paths to distinguish

them from analog signal paths. Three distinct signal buses are shown corre-

sponding to whether the information to be transferred is a digital control

signal, data to be 'transferred to or from memory or mass storage, or a loca-

tion "address" in memory. Each bus is physically constructed of a number of

individual signal conductors (e.g., traces on a printed circuit board); each

element of a bus only transmits a "high" or a "low" voltage. Roughly a high

voltage will be from 2.0-5.0 volts and will represent a logic true or 1. A

low voltage will be 0.0-0.8. volts and will represent a logic false or 0.

Other conventions exist. A typical micro or minicomputer bus will consist of

8, 12, or 16 such elements. The information carried by each element is

called a "bit," which is a contraction of binary digit. Eight bits make one

S"byte." One or more bytes make a "word" (the number depends upon the design
.4

of the CPU; this will largely determine the way the "memory" is organized). A

microprocessor typically has one word equal to one byte (eight bits); for a

"* minicomputer it may be 12, 16, or 32 bits; for a CDC6600 one word equals

60 bits.

£ To illustrate the transfer of, information between the analog and digital

portions of Figure 1, consider that a transducer signal equal to 12 volts is

to be converted to a digital signal and passed to the central processor unit.

The ADC requires that the analog signal be scaled,.' This is generally done

much as one would scale an analog computer simulation. For simplicity assume

that the maximum transducer output is 255 volts and the minimum output is

0 volts. Further, assume that the digital signal is to be transmitted over

an 8 bit data bus. Then we can (arbitrarily) decree that

* im
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-most significant bit

lleast significant bit

0000 0000
0 volts, analog - digital

8 bits

255 volts, analog - 1111 1111 ,digital

where the digital signals are expressed in binary (base 2) format; that is

012 - 110, 102 - 210, 112 - 310 1002 -410, etc. Then 12 volts, analog-

0000 1100, digital.

The ADC,, in accomplishing this process, introduces error. The most

.obvious error is due to quantization; a finite number of bits are available

to represent an inf~inity of analog values. In the present example the maximum

quantization error would be ± 1/2 volt since 1 bit equals 1 volt. Another

error is the delay time introduced by the ADC, including multiplexing opera-

tions. The principal hardware elements of modern multiplexers and ADCs are

transistors used as switches, tracking amplifiers, or comparators. Let us,

make a brief aside to consider the physical nature of digital systems hard-

ware, after which we shall return to the question of time delays in ADC..

It is important to realize that there is no such thing as true digital

hardware; it's all analog. -What we identify as the digital component response

(i.e., the high or low voltage output) is merely the steady state part of the

analog response'. The digital dev~ice--typically constructed with a transistor-

network--has the distinguishing property-of having only two possible steady

* state'; i.e., it is bistable. The transient responses of digital devices

kIlook. not unlike ithose of a linear filter when examined with an oscilloscope.

The normal modes, however, are in the megahertz range; the settling time is

typically a few nanoseconds. The operation of-the ADC and, in fact, all the

digital process mechanics require the sequential operations of many devices,

all of which behave this way. The elimination of errors due to device tran-

sients (which could cause a high to be interpreted as a low, or vice versa)
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requires that the next switching period not be initiated until all previous

transients have dissipated.

The switching intervals for all the digital hardware are determined by

the central processor's "clock," shown in Figure 1. This clock, coupled with

the bistable device response, is a principal feature which distinguishes digi-

tal from analog systems. The clock has been likened to the crank on an organ

, grinder; the faster it isturned, the taster the music comes out. For the

digital system, however, the crank can't be turned so fast that the analog

* portions of the digital device responses are not allowed to settle. The clock

signal can be any square-wave-like signal;' it is usually a crystal controlled

oscillator with leading and trailing edges squared up to yield precise timing

signals for the entire system. The clock frequency fixes the operating speed

of the digital system. Note, however, that the analog portion of the system

(t.e., the plant and its a-tuators) continues to respona to the current con-

trol state regardless of how fast the digital system works. Thus, it is

plausible that control inputs due to digital output "updates" could be applied

Sat just the wrong time so that plant responses are amplified rather than sup-
pressed. This would be analogous to the case 'of sizable lag in an analog

control system. It is therefore intuitively plausible that, for given plant

dynamics, a mininum clock frequency is required for stable system operation.

This intuitive notion can be made "rigorous"-via z-transform or similar tech-

niques. One wonders, however, how mu h rigor remains following implementation

of the necessary physical and mathema ical assumptions required to treat prob-
lems of any complexity with aailable analyses tools.

'rhe clock frequency is one of th single most important parameters of a

digital control system. It directly limits the bandwidth of system dynamics

and system accuracy and stability. e clock speed is limited by the CPU

'design and the settling time of the computer memory-both state-of-the-art

limitations.

ln order to perform an analog-to, digital conversion it is necessary that

several clock cycles occur.- 1he exac number required depends upon the hard-

ware approach used in the ADC design, upon the number of data bits used and,

U, '" ' ...



in some designs, upon the properties of the signal being converted. Since a

typical digital system clock frequency might be about 2-5 MHz (i.e., clock

period, T - 200-500ns), then the conversion time for a single channel of

Figure 1 would typically be 8T x (number of channels) - 20-40 us for an 8 bit

converter with 10 multiplexed channels. This doesn't seem like a, significant

effect (at 10 radians/second the corresponding phase lag would be only about.

.01); in fact, it isn't significant in this example. However, the analog-to-

digital conversion time does put an upper limit on the theoretical speed at

which the digital system can operate. Other, more serious, bottlenecks exist

to restrict the allowable speed of the digital 'controller. Among these, "slow

i memory" is an important restriction on the system cycle time. In order to

execute a computer program stored in memory, it is necessary, to move the pro-

gram stored in memory into the CPU; the program instructs the CPU how to per-

form the intended control function. However, the CPU may be visualized as a

vast network of on/off switches ('they have been built with relays, for

example). In order for the CPU to "read" and Interpret the instruction stored

at a particular memory address, as many as 20 CPU ,'lock cycles may be required.

If the clock cycle time is 250-500 ns, then the corresponding delay due to a

memory read operation is 5-10 us. Agafn, this doesn't seem like a lot.; the

difficulty, however, is that many such operations are required to perform a

control function of any complexity.

These hardware delays coupled with the "software bottleneck" constitute

E the basic restriction to the speed at which a control law (or the eqaiivalent)

can be implemented. To this point we've really been talking only about time

delays inma digital system due to hardware elements. Once an analog signal
'has been 'digitized, it must generally be processed according to predetermined

rules. These rules constitute the "software"; they are called the "-rogram"

and are stored in memory. Even the simplest of digital control systems will

require that quite a number of memory read/write opetations be performed in

order to process the input, as data, into a control counand.,

Consider a very simple digital control system. Assume that the process-

ing required of the input data (the transducer oz tput) is no more complex

than multiplication by'a constant. This would occur, for example, if one
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wished to mechanize a pitch damper. How does one multiply two numbers? There

are two approaches. The first is to output the two numbers to a special hard-

ware device which will perform the multiplication and return the result. It

isn't as easy as that, of course, but that's the basic procedure. The second

approach is to perform a software multiplication. This could be done-but

usually isn't--as a sequence of additions, for example. These are easy to

do; all central processing units are capable of adding two binary numbers.

The difficulty is that a great many manipulations may be required to do this.

A computer program for dividing two binary numbers is considerably more com-

plicated yet. Typical times required for utility mathematics are given in

the following table for two extreme examples of computer performance.

Time Required Microseconds

Microcomputer 1  CDC6600

SYSTEM2

Software Hardware
Operation Floating Point Floating Point

* Add 400 10 '0.4

Subtract 400 10 0.4

Multiply 3,000 50 1.0

Divide 5,000 100 2.9

r 1 Based on Intel 8080, 7 digit precision (typical)
214 digits precision (typical)

A complete software package for performing the arithmetic required for
implementation of advanced FCS laws might require several thousand computer

words (the~program"). Two or three thousand would be required just for the
elementary functions tabulated above and'for the computation of basic trigono-

metric and logarithmic functions. Many more wculd be required for matrix

operations typically used in guidance functions.
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So fa.r, we've ignored the question of how to code a number in binary

* format so that it can be conveniently used for'mathematical applications.

The result of the ADC, for example, must be properly coded in a manner con-

sistent with the overall functional requirements of the system. Speed vs

accuracy trade-offs are inevitable at this point and their optimization is an

important part of practical system design. This is not a 'r:oblem that can be

left entirely to the programming team. The systems-reiated cost and hardware

aspects must be considered. Usually, a floating-point number representation

is used; one of many possible number representations is illustrated below:

59 48 0

11•Ii bits 48 bits

exponent mantissa r.
E M point

NB M (sign) Me x B±E - floating point number expressed

in base B

B - base of exponent (typically 2 or 16)

M -,mantissa expressed in base B

The floating point number representation in the language of the CPU (i.e., in

binary) requires a conversion from (usually) decimal input to the number rep-

resentation in the base B. This establishes the values M and E. Finally, M

and E are converted to binary and stored according to the illustrated format.

The,,sign of the mantissa is explicitly indicated (sign bit - 1 indicates a

negative number; sign'bit - 0 indicates that M is positive). The sign of the-

exponent E can be handled with an additional sign bit or by other software

coding techniques.. The number representation shown is that used for single

* precision on the CDC 6000.series computers. hen the computer word length is

less-than that of the software floating point number representation--and this

is the usual case for FCS computers-then more than one word must be linked

form a floating'point number.. The militarized version of the DEC PDP 11/70,

for example, is a 16 bit word length machine. The number representation shown

would not be ideal for it. It is apparent that the more total bits used to

represent a number in floating point format, the more complex the software,
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thi more memory required, and the slower the operating speed of the

controller.

When a transducer signal is converted to a digital ,format by an ADC, a soft-

ware penalty is incurred which, in the flight control context, can h.,ve sig-

nificant effect on the overall system dynamics. The digital output of the

ADC must be placed in the prescribed floating point format. This conversion

must account for the various scale factors involved in the ADC and other

physical units. For example, pitching velocity 6 may be measured by a rate

gyro and the resulting signal (voltage output proportional to 6).supplied to

an ADC. Assume the ADC has a 12 bit word length, that the range of 0 is from

-90*/s to +90'/s, gnd that the corresponding range of the -ate gyro output is

-5 volts to +5 volts. The ADC resolution is

+5 - .00244 volts

212

That is, each binary digit produced by the ADC is er al to .00244 volts of

transducer response referenced to -5.volts. The transducer scaling is
10
180 volts/degree/second. If, at the end of a conversion cycle, the ADC

places on the data bus (Figure 1), the following binary number

1010 1000 1001 - 269710

then the transducer response is

-5 + 2697 x, 1.58447 volts
212

and the pitching velocity is

10!"•1.58447,÷zTE -,8.52-0"

If the accelerometer response is a nonlinear function of,8, then the cali-

brated response must be stored in the computer (as a table, an equation, etc.)

and the conversion of. the ADC output is complicated by the requirement for

table look-ups, equation solutions,, etc.
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In general, the control laws to be implemented are complex functions of

the rigid body Euler angles and their rates, the acceleration components,

angles of attack and sideslip, performance restrictions (e.g.. g-limiter),

control authority restrictions, etc. All these physical quantities musL be

measured, digitized, scaled, and operated upon in some manner by the digital

computer. The software which implements the control laws may require the

generation of trigonometric functions, coordinate transformations, matrix

inversions, the numerical integration-of differential equations, digital

filtering, etc. These processes are all software-intensive. They can require

considerable memory size. They require execution times that are lnvariaoiv

significant with respect to the system dynamics that they are intended to

control.

Figure 1 shows only one central processor unit (CPU). Another hardware

bottleneck of significance to DFCS Is that the CPU can only perform one

function at a time. When more than one actinn ic required (e.g., pitch aug-

mentation plus display update) the CPU must be time-shared between these

functions. This Is accomplished with a software "executive"; this is the

main computer program that, in effect, directs the use of the CPU, estab-

lishes the priority of functions to be performed, and controls the timing of

these functions.

Iy now, it should be evident that when complex control Ilaws are to be

Implemented (such as those Investigated In the AFI! propram). when several

degrees of freedom are to he controlled, when several mode% of control are

involved, and when one central digital compLter in to do all this, then it is

difficult to operate'in.real-tioe (that of the analog process) without using

long cycle times. If 10 " are required for the software calculation of each

axis oZ the next attitude control update, 10 an for the diplav update, and

10 m for the artifical feel system. then the required. cycle time in ý0 ms--a

samp e frequency of 20 frames/second. This isn't fast enough If one dominant

mode to be cont:ol'ed ham a natural frequency • about 2-4 Hz (allowing a

marg n for aliasing, notie, and other nonideal effectO). Regardless of

Shan on's sampling theorem, practical experience with real digital control

syst ma (e.g., the C-130 gunship fire control) indicates that a cycle fre-

quenr y 5 or 10 times greater than the desired bandwidth of control Is a
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necessity. While analytical techniques for the evaluation of this problem

will certainly improve, FCS computational complexity will continue to increase.

The cycle time can be decreased by simplifying the software, getting a

fahter computer, or giving the CTU fewer-things to do.

Software simplifications might be in the nature of truncating an infinite

series (e.g., using sin x - x, rather than a more generally acceptable calcu-

lation) or replacing a numerical integration subroutine with one of lower

order/accuracy in the interest of gaining speed of computation. (It is inter-

esting that relatively crude Runge-Kutta algorithms are typically used for

performing numerical integrations in modern aircraft simulator design; the

reason offered is that this'approach is necessary to achieve real-time speed

capability! One may be excused for feeling that the. art of numerical analysis

hasn't successfully infiltrated simulation technology.) Hardware sol-itions

may occasiona.ly have a benefit here. Hardware floating point devices can

* replace almost all software floating point calculations with a typical time

savings ,of about 50:1; these add to total hardware acquisition and life cycle

costs, but mav save on the overhead costs of developing and verifying complex

software packages.

It isn't in the nature of things to expect that getting a fd,,ter computer

will provide a lasting solution to any problem related to Insufficient CPU

time available. State-of-the-art CPU's appear to be fast enough to get the

basic job done. The problem is managing their use; someone can always find

one more thing for the FCS computer to do. Even a miniaturized CDC 6t00 would

be hard pressed to do all of the following:

* Implement the basic flight conirol laws

* Manage the flow of transducer data In and out of the CPU

0 Perform guidance/navigation calculations, command and control

0 Cenerate the pilot's display/flight director logic, svmbologv
and dynamics

0 Compute data 'requir,,d by the fire control system

0 Control' the artificial feel system

* Perform system error checking
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0 Contain the multimode control law functions with automatic
suppression of switching transients, etc.

* Perform terminal navigation, guidance, and controlfor automatic,

coupled approach and landing

* Interface the avionics, FCS, and-propulsion systems

* Accomplish FCS fault detection and perform redundancy management

In this context, however, it is worth considering that P miniaturized com-

puter in the CDC 6600 or IBM 370 class is forecast for laboratory use by 1981.

This is visualized as a baseball-sized unit, cryogenically cooled to near

absolute zero, and based on Josephson junction technology. Perhaps within

two to three generations of militaryaircraft, computer technology of this

sort can become part of the DFCS and completely eliminate current size and

speed limitations.

The development of aircraft and aircraft systems based on the concept of

functional integration at the level of hardware design seems to lead naturally

to the concept of giving a central computer almost everything to do. There

is a modification of this concept, however, that seems quite straightforward

4nd promising, viz., multiprocessing. With a multiprocessIng control system,

there can be several CPUs. Each may have its own memory and buses or these

may be shared. The possibilities for system architectural arrangements are

limitless. Each processor could be dedicated to one or a few functions (e.g.,

longitudinal control or generating firea control displays for the pilot).

Each processor is slaved to a master CPU (executive) so that it merely relays

synthesized results over' a. data bus to the executive or to a peripheral device

(e.g., to an actuator) when commanded by the executive to do so; during the

intervening period between input/output cycles the slave CPU busily acquires

new status data and calculates the next output. Such systems could be marvel-

ously efficient. However, there has been relatively little attention given

to multiprocessor solutions-to the FCS problem. The hardware and software,

problems m be more complex than those for a simple 'PU-however, this is by

no means a certainty. The conventional approach to hardware redundancy, .how-

ever, looks much more difficult within the present state of the art. This

may be an area where the concept of fault-tolerant digital systems hardware/

software design could provide enormou; practical simplification of the redun-

,dancy problem.
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Now, consider the situation where a pilot applies control inputs in addi-

tion to those of the automatic, digital controller of Figure 1. If the pilot

is tracking pitch attitude such that •he rms value of 0 is equal to 0.5°/s (a

typical value for precision control) then, to continue the example, the ADC

would digitize the region from -0.5 to +0.5"/s into about 22 discrete segments

of .043*/s each (slightly less than one milliradian/second). Since tie human

threshold for visual rate perception is about 1 mr/s, then it is plausible

that the pilot would be unaware of the effect of the digital controller so

long as the resulting changes in normal acceleration also are not detect-

able by him. If the computer uses 0 or 0 information to drive a display,

then the discrete changes in 0 and 0 (as displayed) for successive updates

must remain below the pilot's threshold of perception if the handling quali-

ties are not to be degraded. This value may be assumed to be 1 mr/s of arc

subtended at the pilot's eye. It is apparent that there is a relationship

between the change in successive output steps and the frequency of this output.

The point of these heuristic arguments is to illustrate that a direct

relationship can exist between the DFCS designer's choice of hardware, the

choice of control laws, their software implementation within the flight con-

trol computer, and their impact on handling qualities. What is required of

the handling qualities technology at this time is an assessment of these and

similar areas of interface between the handling qualities problem and FCS

design practices or hardware specifications. Proposed In this report are

handling quality requirements which address the DFCS issue as but a first

step in this process.

B. SUMMARY

There are several points where DFCS hardware or software can impact the

ultimate handling qualities of the aircraft when used in the intended, opera-

tional manner. Some of'these are.discussed below:

ADC Resolution

The number of binary digits used to represent an analog signal can have

a direct impact on aircraft handling qualities. In general, the smaller the
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word length, the less the resolution of the ADC, the coarser the discretiza-

tion, and the greater the equivalent noise injected into subsequent computa-

tions or data analyses by the digital portions of the FCS. In the above

example, a 12-bit ADC gives 212 - 4096 increments allowable for the analog

signil.

The range of the ADC is very nearly arbitrary in many practical appli-

cations; it is defined in this report as the maximum minus the minimum values

of the signal to be digitized. The range is not an ADC property, per se. It

is used only for scaling of the digital signal. The range is traditionally

selected so that the probability is small that an out-of-range signal would

ever be encountered in practice. The problem is that one can be too conserva-

tive. The scaling should be given very careful attention within the context

of handling quality considerations. For a given ADC word length, the range

should be selected as small as possible to reduce the coarseness of the signal

discretization. If the range is large, in fact, due to system dynamics, then

discretization errors can be reduced by increasing the ADC word length. The

range, together with the ADC word length, uniquely determines the ADC resolu-

tion limits.

Control Roughness

When the period between control command updates (cycle time) by the CPU

is too long, the control output spectrum will contain a high frequency content

that would not be present in a functionally comparable analog system. This

could degrade the handling qualities in much the same way as does turbulence.

In effect, the pilot could try to track motions induced-by the-DFCS. In an

extreme case this could lead to amplifications of the motion and even inadver-

tent departure. Control roughness of this sort could be minimized by keeping

the cycle time of the DFCS less than some tolerablelevel. Also, the use of,

a first-order sampleaand hold on the DAC outputs to control actuators might,

in some cases, reduce the undesirable high frequency components in the. control

* output spectra.
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DFCS Phase Lag

The pure time delay contributed by a digital controller to system

dynamics is, to a first approximation, equal to that of an equivalent phase

lag. For a zero-order hold, the magnitude of this delay is one-half that of

the digital controller's cycle time. Thus, increasing cycle time (i.e.,

decreasing the controller update frequency) yields increased total loop phase

lag and either reduced'bandwidth or decreased loop stability; this occurs

independently of any considerations of handling qualities. The impact of

this result on handling qualities can be severe when the DFCS cycle time is

made less than some value (which is a function of plant dynamics).

When the outputs of a DFCS 'computer are used to drive a primary display

instrument (attitude, altitude rate, flight path angle, HUD flight director,

etc.) the DAC and video (or other) interface must be designed with particular

care. It is no longer newsworthy to note that display dynamics can, under

the proper circumstances, become part -of the pilot-vehicle system dynamics

loop and, as a result, influence vehicle handling qualities. With a computer

generated CRT or HUD the display dynamics can, with one exception, be elimi-

nated. The exception is the equivalent phase lag due to the display update

frequency. If this is fixed at too low a rate (e.g., because the CPU is over-

loaded with control or other functional requirements) then the display will

"Jitter" unless the DAC output is smoothed. In general, smoothing the display

control signals by low-pass filtering must be carefully done; the associated

phase lag can severely degrade handling qualities and make precision tracking

impossible. More sophisticated signal processing is desirable. This problem

appears to provide a natural application fc a multiprocessor design. For

example, this might consist of a "smart" display that can update'itself with

high accuracy while the executive CPU is busy with other functions. The

function of the executive then becomes one of updating the predictions of the

"smart" display. An intelligent display of this sort would be part of a

multiprocessor system architecture.
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DFCS ARCHITECTURE

The governing approach to design of a DFCS must account for many factors.

This seems particularly appropriate when the DFCS is fully integrated with

the display, avionics, fire control, etc. An iterative approach to system
design would consider available hardware, the FCS tasks, any governing han-
dling quality considerations that might impact the DFCS, etc. Single vs multi-

CPUs should be considered as alternatives. All these factors are interrelated

in wu.ys that have only been hinted at in this brief appraisal of the state of

the art. The point to be made here is that hardware considerations which, in

another context, would be entirely esoteric can have a devastating effect on

handling qualities. Such effects must be carefully evaluated during the

process of systems specifications development, system design and system proto-

type evaluation. An example of this might be the CPU instruction set; this

is the table of all user commands which, when properly coded into binary (ones

and zeros), can be interpreted by the CPU to execute a useful function--such

as adding two numbers or fetching a word from a particular address in memory'.

Each CPU has a unique instruction set. The connection between the CPU

instruction set and considerations of handling qualities may seem obscure;

one function of DFCS design should be to ensure that the functional connection

remains this way. However, if a particular CPU's instruction set should lead

to an FCS architecture which restricts system cycle frequency, and if the

resulting phase lag sufficiently degrades the handling qualities, then either

the CPU or the FCS architectural deficiencies should be identified and, if

necessary, changed. It is' not sufficient to assume that FCS deficiencies

which are identified in flight test can be corrected by changing the control-

ling software. This probably can't be done, in general; it can never be done

successfully when the basic problem is a CPU that can'tbe driven fast enough

to perform the functions demanded of it. Since one does not merely prescribe

a faster CPU as's solution, such problems are inherently of an architectural

nature. Hultiprocessor approaches to the DFCS architectural design problem

look especially attractive because they tend to unload the individual CPU and

thereby levve a lot of software options for, final FCS control law."tweaking"

in the flight test phase of a systems development. In this context, standard-

ization on on& single airborne digital computer looks like a mistake.
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Software-Degraded Handling Qualities

It was previously indicated that for a given CPU and a specified DFCS

architecture the software design is restricted by the required system cycle

time, or vice versa. The literature is weak in the area of equivalent noise

generation by discrete, numerical approximations to continuous systems. How-

I ever, it is readily apparent that the transfer properties of a digital con-

troller can often be approximated as linear with an equivalent noise component

(the describing function approximation). Both the linear element dynamics

and the equivalent noise spectrum will be functions of the detailed numerical
process mechanics. This may be illustrated by an examination of z-transform
models for various simple numerical integration algorithms. 8 .

In general, the use of discrete numerical algorithms for implementation

of FCS control functions will produce additional dynamics to the FCS that

would not be accounted for by examining only the original, continuous dynamics

that the digital controller is intended to emulate. The system dynamics are

dependent to some extent on the numerical algorithms selected for control law

implementation. There is also a clear and very strong connection between

accuracy of a numerical process and the speed required for process completion.

The rules for speed/accuracy trade-offs in DFCS architectural and software

design are obscure. However one may choose to address the problem of software

design, the effects of software selection and its implementation within a

particular FCS computer on system dynamics,and the handling qualities problem

should be carefully evaluated.

The requirements for DFCS redundancy and'system error checking may pre-

sent special difficulty to the handling quality problem-depending upon how

this is done. In some past design studies, for example, multiple CPUs "trade"

data at, the start of each new control cycle.. These data are finally' averaged

for use in later calculations. However, one CPU may be faulty or receive

spurious data yet remain on line provided it does not contradict the remaining

CPUs for more than a preset number of consecutive cycles. The result i's that

all control calculations using these data will be degraded because the spur-

ious data are included in the data averages; this might look like noise
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injection into the control loop. Problems of this sort may often have an

intermittent, hardware'origin; they may not be identified by software error

checks that were designed for catching the hard-failure condition.

Intelligent Sensors

There is little evidencein the literature of activity in the develop-

merit of "smart" sensors. The usual (implicit) notion is that transducer

elements will be used to supply raw data to a central computer for implementa-

tion of control laws, control of displays, etc. However, with the advent of

the microprocessor it is now practical to consider localizing many basic data

calculations at the sensor, prior to bothering the executive. This would be

true for elementary sensors, such as a linear accelerometer, or for "sensors"

that are really complex systems, such as strap-down inertial reference systems.

A "smart" inertial reference system, for example, might calculate the actual

course and estimate the future course with no closure of a navigation control

loop; when it estimates a course deviaticn greater than a tolerance value,

then it interrupts the executive CPU, requests a course correction, and pro-

vides an estimatv of the control required. The obvious benefit of distributed

processing of thissort to basic FCS performance and handling qualities is

that more time might be available for the executive CPU to devote to the inner

loop control functions. The behavior of these will define the handling quali-

ties problem.

DFCS Transparency

Aircraft handling qualities are dependent on system functional perform-

ance. Ideally, a pdlot neither cares nor knows about the hardware or software

employed to perforir :he flight control tasks. The thrust of DFCS design

should be to ensuri that all such considerations remain transparent to the

pilot. The accomplishment of this will require:

0 Careful selection and fine tuning of control laws.

* Optimizatf3n of the digital system architecture (including
selection of the CPU, multiprocessing, etc.).
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* Consideration of the effects of software, as Implemented in
the digital computer, on system dynamics.

* Sophisticated human factors dssiqn of computer generated
displays and control manipulators.

0 Consideration of the impact of anolog-to-digital-to-analog
hardware specifications and seleccion on the DFCS performance.

* Consideration of the potential degradation of DFCS performance
and handling qualities due to redundancy or error-checking
requirements during this portion of executive software design.

The DFCS concept offers enormous potential for both enhanced performance and

for colossal error. The problems posed by DFCS design are complex because,

at their root, they are systems problems.

The future development of DFCS must adopt a systems approach in which

t problems peculiar to the airframe dynamics, FCS hardware, software, control

manipulators, etc., are all given a balanced treatment. The pilot's role as

both a final judge of system quality and as the operator'must be considered.

To do this, handling quality specifications which address the design require-

ments for DFCS must be developed. A step toward that end is taken in

Section VIII.
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Section IV

THE ANALYTICAL APPROACH TO HANDLING
QUALITIES SPECIFICATION--A CRITIQUE

A. THEORY

The field of pilot-vehicle systems analysis--viz, pilot modeling and

prediction of system dynamics and performance--was thoroughly reviewed and

critiqued in Reference 1. Since then, Onstott" 0 has continued his studies of

pilot dynamic modeling in two axis tracking. The interesting feature of

Onstott's work is its time domain orientation. Hess 1 1 ,1 2 has continued his

studies of the pilot model introduced by Smith 1 3 , 1 • and confirmed its value

as a tool for unifying the entire base of single axis tracking data and for

understanding the character of the classic servo model 3 and the origins of

its parameters.

It is noted in References 1 and 9 that neither pilot-vehicle system

dynamic response nor system performance necessarily determines the handling

quality problem. These things are closely related to vehicle handling behav-

ior. However, the availability of analysis methods that enable the prediction

of dynamics and performance of a pilot-airframe-FCS does not lead automati-

cally to the prediction or assessment of what we call handling qualities.

The question of the validity and consistency of subjective rating data

for handling qualities was considered in References 1 and 9; it was concluded

that there is no basis for believing that Cooper-Harper ratings--properly

obtained--are not adequate measures of handling qualities. The philosophy in

this report $s that pilot opinion rating is the onl1 acceptable, available

msrthod for handling qualities quantification. The Cooper-Harper scale has

its deficitncies; they are not restrictive so long as the evaluation pilot is

well indoctrinated in the use of the scale and an adequate experimental

design is provided. These are practical restrictions which create some of

the confusion. that seems to exist about the validity of pilot opinion as a

handling qualities metric.'
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This philosophy was developed and pursued in Reference 1. A physical

theory for pilot opinion rating (and, therefore, handling qualities) was

derived from that philosophy. The derivation was founded on years of prior

i! research by many investigators on measuring human dynamics and pilot model

development; it was not another ad'hoc effort. The theory of Reference 1 is

the only physical theory for pilot opinion rating that, is known to exist. It

suffers from one major, practical restriction: an adequate mathematical model

for pilot dynamic response does not exist for exercise of the theory. 1  The

* optimal control model for pilot dynamics was used1 with some success for the

analysis of existing data; however, the lack of a universal 'cost functional

S • severely restricts the use of the optimal control model for handling qualities

"prediction for aircraft with nonclassical dynamics.

B. EMPIRICAL

There exist several methods for handling qualities prediction that are,

S["in essence, empirical with ad hoc origins. The better known of these are:

S C*15

0. TRP 1 6

S . . . C A P 1 7

0 Neal-Smith Criterion6 , 2 0

0 McPilot 18

0 Paper Pilot 19

0. Mayhew
2 1

The first three are time response methods; they relate handling qualities

to parameters of aircraft time response. The others are frequency response

methods; they use a model for pilot dynamics, perform a loop closure and use

the results for handling qualities prediction. (Reference 20 contains an

1 ,, open-loop, aircraft-only version of the original closed loop criterion of

Neal and Smith.) MePilot is based upon Anderson's Paper Pilot concept; the

atter was reviewed in Reference 1 and won't be considered further in thir

report. Mayhew's work i3 a modification of that of Neal and Smith; he

t employed the equivalent short-period model for aircraft/FCS dynamics and

developed a set of revisions to the short-petiod dynamic requirements of
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MIL-F-8785B. He also eliminated pilot dynamic parameters from his reformu-

lation of the requirements; the results are given in a format much like that

of MIL-F-8785B but with a data base that includes higher, order system dynamics.

-He adds one more parameter: time delay. Earlier references to Mavhew's work

exist; that contained in Reference 21 is the most topical and the most readily

available.

Tobie et al. 3 8 developed C* boundaries corresponding to the Cornell

Aeronautical Laboratory "bullseye" boundaries of frequency and damping ratio.

These were later revised by Kisslinger et al.44 Reference 6 contains a

critical evaluation of C* based upon extensive flight test data.*

Coursimault 2 2 also evaluated C*. In each reference, it was concluded that

the C* version investigated was not an adequate basis for the prediction or

specification of handling qualities. The Neal-Smith criterion has been

evaluated by Coursimault, 2 2 Mayhew, 2 1 and Brulle and Moran; 2 ý the results are

inconclusive. One difficulty with this criterion is that an a priori specifi-

cation of pilot-aircraft system bandwidth must be made. Ii, some cases, the

"resulting prediction of handling qualities is very sensitive to the bandwidth

selection. Examples of this are given by Mayhew. 2 1 , There is ample evidence

that closed loop bandwidth is not a parameter that can be specified on any

a priori basis. One of the principal results of Reference 3 was to show that

bandwidth is systematically dependent upon controlled element dynamics and

the spectrum'of" disturbance input. There is no provision in the theory of

References 6. 20, or 21 to account for this dependence of bandwidth on aircraft

r dynamics or turbulence spectrum. It is also true that turbulence prbperties,

per se, are not accounted for in thi3 theory. Mayhew's justification for use

K of this approach for the development of handling qualities specifications is

that the theory is to provide only a guideline for the collection and inter-

pretation of handling qualities data. In his view, the specification of

Sshort period dynamics, for example, would be revised byincrements as new

data become available; the Neal-Smith-Mayhew model would serve this revision

process in bootstrap fashion. Thus, the theory would be used primarily as a

sophisticated curve fitting technique.
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The use of any theory--sophisticated or crude--for the basic purpose of

data interpolation or extrapolation car. only be justifiri for hanaling

qualities specification development if a sizable data base exists, or the

theory is based upon physical principles and is not ad hoc in character; for

such a theory, a minimum of supporting data are required.

It is already apparent that the acquisition of handling qualities data

will probably continue to lag systems development; -.egardless, there never

seem to be Sufficient data. It is also questionable whether advanced air-

craft-FCS can be parameterized in some way that would permit convenient and

acceptable updates of MIL-F-8785B. There exists, however, a social phe-

nomenon that might be called the "equivalent systems juggernaut" that has

attracted a substantial following.

Briefly, the equivalent systems concept is as follows:

(1) An aircraft 'control-response relation that is describable with a

differential equation of order n can be described in some sense

with a differential equation of order less than n.

(2) For short-period aircraft pitch attitude response, the equivalent

systems model is

K + l/TE) e-TEs

F s s2 + ,24EW s + W2]

This form was selected so that in the limit as the system dynamics due

to control augmentation become of sufi..ciently high bandwidth the model

reduces to that of a classic aircraft with no contribution of controls to the

short-period dynamics, i.e., to
ss) Ko s + l/T^ J

FS s cW S+wh
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(3) The effect of higher order system dynamics, due to the control

system, at frequencies of interest to manual control is therefore

embodied in

* TE - the equivalent system time delay

* modification of the airplane-only short period parameters

T., , and wT2 sp' an sp.

(4) Four parameters (TE, E' wE. and TE) are required to represent the

pitch attitude dynamics of any higher order system--versus three

for the classic airplane (for which rE has either been ignored or

is negligible).

(5) If the requirements of MIL-F-8785B for short-period dynamics are

rcformulated in terms of the classic parameters, then the addition

of the fourth parameter (TE) required for the equivalent system

model can be easily accommodated without further qualitative

revision to the format of MIL-F-8785B.

Mayhew's recommended revisions2 1 follow precisely this philosophy. A

good summary of the equivalent systems approach is contained in Reference 24.

The value of the equivalent systems model is purported to be that it is

applicable to aircraft-FCS dynamics of any order. While it is true that the

model can be fitted to arbitrary dynamics of higher order, it is by no means

clear how this will assist in the resolution o'f the handling qualities

problem for aircraftof these sort. We repeat:

* The capability for predicting~or measuring aircraft or system

dynamics does not imply that estimates of handling qualities will

necessarily follow.

Two intrinsic difficulties with the equivalent systems conce t are: (1)

How does one uniquely determine its parameters, given higher order system

dynamics? Is uniqueness necessary, in fact? '(2) Are handling qu lities
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uniquely defined by pitch attitude dynamics? Do we require supplementary

equivalent system parameters for normal acceleration or other responses to

j complete the description?

There 'are various schemes used for determination of the equivalent

system parameters; each can yield significantly differene results. There is

no standardized method for selection of the modeLvs parameters. One approach

is to fix l/T - l/T 0 (the airframe-alone value) and then select the

remaining three par.imeters to minimize the' fit error in some sense. The

results can be qualitatively different (in terms of handling quality impli-

cations) than those obtained with all varameters free. An even more trouble-

some condition occurs when the control system dynamic effects do not dominate

the aircraft dynamics, but the aircraft response is nonclassical. This is

known to occur for the F-15 in asyvmetrical flight conditions (eog., in a

wind-up turn).4 The F-15 has what'appears to be the usual short-period and

phugoid modes. However, a new mode exists that appears. to result from

lateral-directional coupling. The frequency -f this mode is not much greater

than that of the short-period. There is no evidence that this mode nec-

essari~ly degrades longitudinal handling qualities. In order to apply the

equivalent systems model to dynamics of these sort, either the model or the

fitting rules would have to be changed; otherwise the fit errors might be

gross.

It is recognized that a clever analyst can always find a path around

obstacles of these sort. Still, it is difficult to see how, in the absence

of a unifying theory, such problems can. be broadly addressed for resolution

of the problems of MIL-F-8785B.

The PTO theory of Reference 2. and the stick pumping theory ot

References' 13 and 14 emphasize the importarce of normal acceleration as a

piloting cue-at least for thone tasks where path control is critical to task

performance. Also. with modern HUD coacepts or Integrated display-FCS the

pilot may have no pitch attitude cue. The usual application of the equivalent

systems model contains no provisions for handling qualities analysis of such

conditions. Dual models for both pitch and normal accoleration dynamics have
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apparently been tried for limited studies with some success (McDonnell-

Douglas) but the work is unpublished. If two such equivalent system models

are required to satisfactorily address longitudinal dynamics and handling

qualities, then the impact on specification development is serious; eight

parameters would be required, in general, plus standardized rules for parameter

estimation and a sizable data base to establish the handling qualities connec-

r.tion. Surely a more direct approach to the problem is possfole.
L

The equivalent systems approach to modeling higher order system dynamics

may create as many problems as it solves. It is conceivable that handling

qualities prediction methods .based upon the philosophy can be devised and

that these can be used to support airframe or FCS design trade-off analyses;

this may even have been done already, on a proprietary basis. However, such
methods are artistic and ad hoc in character; this situation will not change

until the true handling quality parameters are identified. It is difficult

to imagine that methods based On the equivalent systems concept, given the

current state-of-the-art, can be satisfactorily implemented to update MIL-F-

8785B.

The complexity posed by frequency response methods, in general, makes

time response methods look especially attractive by comparison. Abrams' TRP

(time response parameter) is evaluated in Reference 23 where it is concluded

that, for inexplicable reasons, the method seems to work surprisingly well;

it is, however, not applicable to those cases where the aircraft step response

is overdamped with zero dead time. 2 3

Reference'23 reviews most of, these and other handling qualities methods

against a data base obtained during the F-15 development. It was concluded

that no existing single criterion will suffice for the prediction of aircraft

handling qualities.

It should be noted that analysis methods based on the Neal-Smith crite-

rion and C* are in routine use at various companies to develop flight control

systems for real airplanes. There Lsa .clear and pressing need for .methods

of this character. The simplicity of the time response methods, in particular,

has a tremendous appeal for use in design studies.
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The time response methods (TRP, C*, CAP) are based oa intuitive notions

about what features of aircraft response to control are desirable. The

general success of these methods is an indication that parameters such as

rise time, overshoot and dead time may indeed be closely related to a pilot's

opinion rating. However, the connection that will link the physical problem

with the tools of rational analysis has yet to be made; an attempt to do so

will be made in the next section.

C. SPECIFICATION DEVELOPMENT

Let us imagine that one or all of the above methods proposed for handling

qualities prediction is completely successful. How, then, would this predic-

tiontechnique be implemented to develop a better flying qualities specifica-'

tion? There is no obvious answer; the problem is technically complex and

embraces important nontechnical issues.

It cannot be emphasized too strongly that the specification of aircraft

design requirements for acceptable handling qualities is an altogether.

different problem from that of designing an aircraft to have acceptable

handling. We recognize that this is not a popular viewpoint; however, the

prevailing alternative viewpoint is responsible for much of the current

specification dilema for advanced FCS.

Any method is acceptable for the design and development of an aircraft-

FCS so long as it leads 'to acceptable results. This is not a tautology. Any

design approach will entail a certain number of iterations. Thus, methods

for-handling qualities prediction such as the Neal-Smith criterion, C* or TRP

can all serve a useful function in the design process if they enable the

transutiionof a FCS from the pencil and paper stage to hardware development.

One danger in using analysis methods such as these for systems design is

that candidate FCS designs that might have real merit to system performance

enhancement, reliability, cost, or handling qualities may be thrown out

because of deficiencies in the analysis method. Poor systems may also be

retained; these however, will (or~should) be so identified later in the
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design cycle--perhaps in the simulation stage. Examples of both cases are

given by Coursimault 2 2 and by Neal and Smith. 6 There is a definite overhead

involved, therefore, with the use of handling quality tools that are lacking

in baseline precision. So long as the next generation of FCS looks much like

the last, then the design methodology may not be all that crucial to the

result.

For design acceptability an engineering specification must be right in

an absolute sense. It is true that MIL-F-8785B is a design guide of sorts

(it all depends upon one's concept of a design guide). But to view it only

in those terms is to ignore the reasons why such specifications exist at all.

The intent of MIL-F-8785B is to provide the desired functional performance of

the pilot-vehicle system. This, however, is not easily done in any direct

quantitative sense without prior identification rf a physical, measurable

description of handling qualities. (The U.S. Army specified for the Wright

Flyer, Model B that its flying qualities be safe and satisfactory for comple-

tion of the intended mission.] There is, as yet, no satisfactory measure for

handling qualities other than pilot opinion rating; but that, for reasons

that are well known, is not an acceptable metric for use in a design specifica-

tion.

The philosophy of MIL-F-8785B rests upon the implicit use of pilot

opinion rating to "map" airframe dynamic parameters into regions of accept-

able or unacceptable handling qualitiee. This approach has never been

entirely successful; exceptional cases, at both ektremes, which violated MIL-

P-8785B and its predecessors have always existed. The relationships between

handling qualities and modal response parameters of the classic aircraft

(Ca op sp, La, etc.) have been empirically derived with some general guidance

from the technology of pilot-vehicle systems analysis. The problem, in

essence, !.s that a reliable method for the prediction of pilot opinion
rating has not existed.1

The art of pilot-vehicle systems analysis was developed in response to a

clear need to predict troublesome handling qualities problems and develop

design specifications to avoid them in practice. It is therefore ironic that
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the analytical approach to handling qualities has had so little impact on the

handling qualities state of the art. Reasons for this state of affairs are

complex and many; those that bear on the philosophy of research in this

problem area are discussed in Reference 1.

D. THE METHOD OF REFERENCE 1

Reference 1 presents an analytical approach to the formulation of

handling quality specifications. The approach proposed was straightforward:

(1) Develop. a refined model for pilot dynamics which is capable of

unifying the loose ends of the available data base and which

eliminates the mystique of the "adjustment rules" of Reference 3.

(2) Establish a rational connection between this model and pilot

opinion rating; use this as a basis for a physical theory for

handling qualities.

(3) Map aircraft-FCS parameters into regions of acceptable and

unacceptable handling qualities in a manner similar to the format

of MIL-F-8785B.

A metric for the correlating and prediction of pilot rating was devised

in Reference 1 for the control task of pitch attitude stabilization. The key

to the success of this work was the realization that state-of-the-art models

for pilot dynamics are deficient in both philosophy and application. The

character of the required pilot model was presented; It could not be suitably

parameterized with the time and resources available for use as a tool for

engineering analysis. The principal product. of Reference 1 was a critical

perspective on the nature of the-pilot as a controller. In lieu of a unified

model for pilot dynamics, the application of the concept proposed for the

prediction of POR requires use of the optimal pilot model.' This, for reasons

discussed in Reference 1, is a hard limit on the practical utility of the

method for handling qualities prediction. This model is structurally depicted

in Figure 2 for the case of single axis control of pitch attitude. The
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4.signal 8q is an abstract representation of the response of the central

processes (cortex, thalamus, etc.) to error rate; it is a command to the

neuromusc-ilar system and is therefore representative of that portion of the

pilot's control response devoted to the control of errors in attitude rate.

For reasons that are completely explained in Reference 1, the rms value of

the signal 8 is hypothesized to vary directly with Cooper-Harper rating for
q

continuous tracking tasks; confirmation of this hypothesis is given by

Figure 3. These results, from Reference 1, were obtained-by using the

optimal pilot model to predict a Sqfor the configurations tested by Arnold;7

these same cases had been flight tested earlier by Neal and Smith.6 It was

concluded in Reference 1 tha It the varia 'tion of a Sqwith Cooper-Harper 'rating

shown in Figure 3 constitutes a "calibration" which may be used for the

prediction of pilot rating for single axis pitch tracking for any aircraft or

FCS dynamics.

The power of the method proposed in Reference 1 is its foundation on

physical principles and, hence it's universality. The method is not restricted

by aircraft or FCS dynamics; it applies equally to classic or nonclassic,

linear or nonlinear system dynamics. The functional relation between Cooper-

-Harper ratings and a ,is hypothesized to represent a first approximation to

a psychophysical continuum. This function provides a basis for the develop-

meot of design specifications for short-period longitudinal handling qualities,

as follows:

lClassic Aircraft-FCS Dynamics

s + ~2 + 2,s sps+ w02)

- .The Visual Loop

(1) Use the optimal control model for representation of human p'llot

* dynamics; the alpropriate model structure is that of Figure 4.
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.. Figure 4. Pilot-Vehicle System Dynamics Model
[ for Sh~ort-Period Pitch. Attitude Control:
•, Classic Airc~raft-FCS
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.(2) Use the cost functional
!2

"J-70 a0 + 7 a2 + Roa,
I. es

This cost functional and the rationale for choice of R are based

upon the work of Dillow and Picha. 4 5

(3) Vary the mode parameters I/T 0 , e sp and wsp in systematic fashion.

For each combination estimate aaq using the optimal pilot model;

from this estimate pilot opinion rating from Figure 3.

(4) Vary turbulence intensity if the effects of turbulence are to be

incorporated into the design requirements of MIL-F-8785B.

(5) Cross-plot the results in any desired manner to define the Level 1,

.2and 3 regions of handling qualities. If l/T is substituted for
02'

n/a then revisions to MIL-F-8785B could be made to closely follow

the current format (paragraphs 3.2.2.1.1 and 3.2.2.1.2).

The Motion Loop

The above approach to specification development directly treats only the

* visually controlled pitch response dynamics. Kinesthetic cue effects are

* implicitly ignored since the method is based upon a treatment of the Arnold 7

'data base which was obtained from fixed-base simulation. [The effects on

* - handling qualities of motion cues (e and a) are embodied in the parameters
p

n/a and CAP - ws 2 /n/l in MIL-F-8785B.] It is proposed that the concept of

the essential role of motion cues in handling qualities, presented in

Reference 2, be used to modify handling quality boundaries derived for MIL-F-

8785B derived from considerations of visual tracking alone.

There is considerable appeal to any method that permits the 'classifi-

cation of handling qualities according to the separate effects of visual and

motion cues. If this can be done for classic aircraft dynamics, then the

extension to advanced FCS with decoupled modes may be very natural.
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(a) No motion cue effects; C constant

lowe I

//

44L

(b) Boundaries Imposed From PIO Requirements

*Figure 5. Handling Quality Requirements
* Derived From Pilot-Vehicle Systems.

Analysis (Schematic Only)
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Figure 5a is a schematic depiction of short-period handling quality

boundaries that could be-obtained by the procedure outlined above for visual,

fixed-base tracking. The choice of psr-'eter space is arbitrary and is only

for the purpose of discussion. Each point of the figure has an associated

set of closed-loop pilot-aircraft dynamics; these can be estimated through

use of the optimal pilot model.

For those parameter configurations that produce a sufficiently resonant

closed loop, the method of Reference 2 can be used to identify regions where

PIO would be a potential problem. Note that this is only possible because of

the unique relation between 0 and azp response dynamics for a classic air-

plane at a given speed U ; that is, the parameters that establish the O

response will also establish the azp response dynamics since for classic

airplane dynamics

az 0 oT07 0

FF
s s + 1/T s

The essence of the PIO analysis method is that the azp loop dynamics

must be stable at a crossover frequency equal to the pitch loop resonance

frequency, including pilot dynamics. Thus, the no-motion boundaries of

7 i Figure 5awould, themselves, be bounded by the requirement that no PIO

tenidencies exist. [The PIO specification proposed by Smith 2 and published in

[ Reference 21 accomplishes this same result for any airplane dynamics.] A PIO'

boundary could then- be superimposed on 'the no-motion requirements; this is

illustrated in the sketch'of Figure 5b; note that the PIO boundaries are

sped dependent.
'I '

In general, motion can degrade handling'qualities without necessarily

pr ducing PIO tendencies.'. It is plausible to hypothesize that if zero or

ne ative phase margin of the azp - F loop at the resonance frequency of

pilch attitude loop closure leads to PIO tendencies, then for sufficiently

po itive phase margin at an appropriate azp - F bandwidth, sotion cues

sh uld not degrade handling qualities obtained from fixed-base simulation.

-Thus, a motion cue boundary might be superimposed on the basic attitude
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control dynamic requirements as illustrated by the dashed curve in Figure 5b;

this motion boundary is also speed dependent. The "appropriate" azp 4 F

-. bandwidth would be equal to the crossover frequency for pitch attitude

- control.

This approach to the categorization of the effects of motion on short-

period handling quality requirements will be further examined in Section VI

where will be shown that sufficient flight test data exists to support the

hypothesis that the phase properties of 6zp/Fs can be used ro determine

whether motion degrades basic short-period handling qualities in the manner

of Figure ,5b.
r

Higher Order System Dynamics

The method describcd above for the prediction of handling qualities

applies equally well to classic or nonclassic aircraft-FCS dynamics; its

accuracy is limited only by the validity of the concept on which it is based

and by the accuracy of the POR(0 8 q) "calibration" of Figure 3.

If one accepts the validity of the method of Reference 1, then tne

difficulty posed by nonclassic dynamics is really only one of specification

S : format. There is no obvious best way to define the dynamics of a higher

order system in a manner that is completely general and suitable for use in

an engineering design specification. However, if the equivalent systems

* concept is accepted then the method is, in principle, easily applied to

accommodate higher order system dynamics.

It is reiterated that the equivalent systems model has absolutely

nothing to do with .andling qualities, per se. It is =erely a device for the

approximation of higher order system dynamics with a naar-classical form.

"The problem of relating handling qualities to the equivalent system parameters

is unchanged from the classical case except that there is now one additional

parameter to be considered--the equivalent time delay. The current popularity

of the method'is that it is purported to enable the retention of almost all

of the current specifications of MIL-F-8785B.
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The above method, extended to the case of nonclassical dynamics, is as

follows:

The Visual Loop

(1) ltt'e the equivalent systems concept as a me.•is for standardizing the

aircraft-FCS pitch attitude dynamics In a canonical form, I.e.,

_ KO 0 . + li/T Et
" (5 + 2C W S + W•e

S E E E

The equivalent system parameters+E F# W Fs TE. and r are to be
derived in any convenient manner in order to obtain a best fit. In

some frequency domain'sense usually of the actual transfer function.

(2) Estimate pilot opinion rating as a function of the equivalent

system parameters exactly as was proposed above for classic

dynamics; there is now one additional system parameter--rE.

The Mot ion L.oop

The effects of Tmotion cues on handling qualities and handling quality

requirements cannot be accommodated in precisely the same way as was sug-

gested for the classical condition. The difficulty is due to the lack of any
,canonical relation between the transfer functions (.4) and !-Z(s); that i,

WEt E TE' from.! may not give agood fit to M en 2- (s) is approxi-

mated with tl-'- equivalent system model then, in general., this approximation

contains no irformation about the azp response dynamien.

It has been suggested (privately) that two equivalent systems models he

used to simultaneously fit both 0 and at. dynamics. This author is not

enthusiastic about further complicating an already cumbersome-approach to the

development of design specifications. This approach would require as many as

nine independent parameters for the description of nihort-period dynamic

response if nonsiiglo point control systems are to be admitted.
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Ic is worth noting that the possible degradation of handling qualities

due to normal acceleration cues could be entirely ignored provided that the

PIO criterion of Appendix I isenforced,. That approach would permit the use

of the equivalent systems model for pitch response and avoid any additional

requirement for approximating normal acceleration dynamics. Any specifica-

tion devised with that approach would, however, be unable to identify short-

period dynamic configurations that have unacceptable handling qualities due

to the effects of motion but which are not PIO prone. It is not a recom-

mended approach.

Requirements for Aircraft Class
or Flight Phase Category

The above approach for the use of the tools of pilot-vehicle systems

analysis for development of handling quality specification provides no

obvious mechanism for discrimination of effects due to vehicle class or

flight phase category. ,The method is based upon the functional relation of

Figure 3 between POR and a which strictly applies to Class IV, Category A
8q

conditions. It is presumed that the Approach could accommodate all classes

and categories by modification of:

* tzie POR (Oaq) curve--as by new, extended simulation experiments,

* the cost functional J, or,

* the equivalent input thresholds to the pilot model.

Any of the above could account for the various piloting requirement

specifics associated with flight phase or class. There is no available

method for the implementation of these notions at the present time; it is

uncertain whether th1s could be successfully accomplished using the optimal

control model. The cost functional selection involves sufficient black magic

already; it may not be practical to modify it at the level of detail required

to obtain the required resolution forthe prediction of subtle handling

quality effects such as would be required for the discrimination of Class or

Flight Phase requirements.
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If this approach to specification development'is to be pursuedw then
considerable research will be required to develop methods tailored to the
resolution of the effects on handling qualities of aircraft size, weight,
cockpit architecture, feel, and Aanipulator properties, and specific taskrequirements. This is no easy matter.

E. A ROLE FOR PILOT-VEHICLE SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
For the conduct of Pilot-vehicle systems research or even for the

engineering design of an aircraft or FCS, matters of style and personal taste
can dictate how one chooses to visualize and model the human pilot's role asan lem nt in he system' s dyIn m . This Is no t a satisf~acto r ba i fo

the development of design stEclfications for aircraft handling qualities.The rules of engineering conservatis. must apply, and the communitv of

buyers, manufacturers, and users should all agre on the validity of the
specifications to be imposed on the system design. In a practical sense this
almost requires that any proposed handling quality specifications be Iide.pendent of all references to Pilot modeling.

The role of pilot-vehicle systems analysts should be carefully evaluated
for any applications to the development of handling quality specificatio..The viewpoint of this author is expressed in the PIO specification based uponthe theoretical development of Reference 2 (summarized In the Appendix). The
study of Pilot-aircraft system dynamics enabled the derivatin of a Z'hVsiCal
theory for the P -phenomenon. Thus, the theory of Pro is independent of
the analysis methodology or philosophy from which it is derived The Physical
theory for PTO was then translated Into 4 specification for engineeringdesign. The validity of ,this or any other spec derived from a

phys cal prin ipl ca be eri r a y ot er peificat -ion de v d ,ro "Physical principle can be verified from a dedicated flight test experiment.A physical theory of this sort--once validated with reliable data--tisinde.pendent of the analysis methods with which It originated. This is in com-
plete contrast with the Paper Pilot concept and, to some extent, with methodswhich have employed the equivalent systems concept.
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We conclude, therefore, that handling quality specifications should be

independent of pilot-vehicle systems analysis methodology; these are merely a

means to an end. The tools of analytical handling qualities may be used to

understand or correlate data and to aid in the design of experiments; however,

their only real use for the support of specification development is to assist

(bootstrap) in the evolution of physical principles on which what we choose

to call the handling qualities technology is based.

An analogy may serve to illustrate the point. Consider that Newton

never existed; Kepler's laws would remain valid for the two-body condition

but theextent of their validity would be unknown. How, then, would one

propose to plan and conduct a lunar landing? It could be done, but at

greatly increased risk and uncertainty. Simulation, for example, would seem

all but impossible.

As a further illustration, consider that one of the established rules of

thumb of analytical handling qualities requires chat the pitch attitude

response resemble K /s in the vicinity of the pilot-vehicle system crossoverc

frequency if handling qualities are to be optimum. There are substantial

data to support this criterion. There is probably also a physical basis for

It--but that hasn't been determined. As a result, we are unable to say

whether it should be the amplitude, the phase properties, or both, of the

aircraft dynamics that should most closely resemble Kc/s; also, there is no

clear basis for quantifying how "close" to K Is the dynamics should be to
c

avoid degraded handling qualities. We have no physical principle to establish

precisely why the form K c/S has some distinct attribute to handling qualities.

In the practical world of airframe and flight control system design, criteria

of this sort are of no more than modest value. Usually, a penalty must be

exacted if system dynamics of this form are to be achieved.

F. CONCLUSIONS

(1) The approach outlined above in Paragraph D appears to be feasible

in concept, but troublesome to implement directly:
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(a) It relies upon the use of the optimal control model for pilot

dynamics. The validity of this model is highly conjectural;

there is no physical basis for presuming the pilot to be an

optimal controller. We can't even agree on what "optimal"

means. The use of the model in past work has been in the

nature of a sophisticated curve fit technique--no matter how

well-disguised this may have been. In its present form, the

model is probably overparameterized. However, as was demon-

strated in Reference 1, if one has data and a physical theory,

then the optimal control model may be a satisfactory tool for

quantifying the theory. It was concluded in Reference 1, in

fact, that the optimal pilot model is the only state-of-the-

art model capabile of general use for the prediction of pilot

opinion rating via thephysical theory of that report.

(b) A minimum of four parameters are required for the definition

of pitch attitude dynamic requirements in terms of the equiva-

lent systems model for higher order system dynamics. These

requirements must be further modified to account for normal

acceleration effects on handling qualities. The method pro-

posed may require more data than exists and also require the

extension of the equivalent systems concept to address normal

acceleration dynamics if advanced FCS requirements are to be

generally covered by specification.

S(c) The equivalent systems approach to the canonical treatment of

higiter order system dynamics requires a standard method for

its implementation. There is no standard for the derivation

of equivalent system parameters as-yet. For aircraft in

asymmetric flight, coupling between longitudinal and lateral-

directional dynamics'can create new dynamic modes that could

not be fitted with the equivalent systems model as it now

exists.



(2) Time domain models for the specification of handling qualities have

a certain visceral appeal--especially after wading through the

complexities of frequency domain analyses. However, there is no

physical basis for any of these other than an instinctive belief

that some balance must exist among 0, 0, 0 and azp time responses.

The limited success of C* and TRP as correlators of pilot opinion

rating suggests that a physical principle may indeed exist which,

when properly applied, will yield a universal time response crite-

rion for handling qualities. At present available time response

methods lack the universality required for use as design require-

ments; they may however,.be very satisfactory for the preliminary

design studies required for FCS development.

(3) The approach outlined in Paragraph D is, excepting for its incor-

poration of motion cue effects, the practical equivalent of that

proposed by Mayhew, 2 1 based upon the Neal-Smith criterion. 6 The

underlying concepts are greatly different but, in view of the

limited handling qualities data. available, both methods would yield

similar results when reduced to a specification format since both

must be exercised against the same, limited data. For this reason,

plus a general concern with the uncritical application of the

optimal pilot model to the development of specifications, this

approach was discarded during the course of this work.

(4) The greatest single deficiency with MIL-F-8785B, with the equiva-

lent systems model, with the time domain models for handling

qualities, and with almost all analytical approaches to specifi-

cation development is the failure to consider cue requirements ,of

the pilot versus task. 4IL-F-8785B, we believe, has scrambled the

requirements for pitch sittitude with.those for normal acceleration

through the use of ws, rsp n/0, And CAP all in the same specifi-

cation statement. One would be well advised to study the separate

effects of these degrees of freedom when the task requirements

suggest that one may dominate the other, in the pilot's mind, If

the control task is to be satisfactorily performed. For advanced
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FCS where these modes are, in fact, decoupled it is vital that this

be done.

(5) It is proposed that, where possible, we return to the basics,

search for the dynamic and static motivations for pilot opinion

rating, and quantify these against known criteria or data. If this

search is successful, then a physical basis will have been estab-

lished for the development of handling quality requirements for any

FCS. That is the approach followed in the remainder of' this report.
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Section V

A UNIFIED, ANALYTICAL APPROACH FOR
HANDLING QUALITIES SPECIFICATION DEVELOPMENT

A. BACKGROUND AND THEORY

The theory of Smith1 provides the necessary physical and mathematical

basis for the prediction of pilot opinion rating. The purpose of this

section is to show specifically how this theory may be implemented to develop

specifications for the update and revision of MIL-F-8785B. It is generally.

true that the development of engineering specifications for something so

elusive as handling qualities has been an art form. We seek here to employ

art to the limits of our capability and ingenuity so that the fruits of this

effort will be useful and acceptable to those who are responsible for the

production of engineering drawings, bending the metal, and flight testing the

result. It is to that audience that this work is dedicated. Based upon the

research previously discussed in this report and upon the general philosophy

employed, we trust that the various hypotheses and assumptions to be presented

in this section will seem plausible and natural. However, philosophy is

difficult to convey and the intricate logic underlying the concept proposed

in this section is not easily reduced to a convincing narrative. We ask,

therefore, that the final test of this effort be the degree to which it is

supported by available flight test data.

B. THE DATA AND ITS INTERPRETATION

John Arnold's 7 MSE" thesis experiment provided the experimental data used

by SmithI for "calibration" of a pilot rating metric for pitch attitude

tracking with a Class IV aircraft in Flight Phase Category A (fixed base

simulation). The result is shown in Figure 3. The handling quality metric

a q is hypothesized to represent a measure of pilot effort required for the

stabilization of attitude rate q; it is a function of pilot dynamics, airframe

and FCS dynamics, display dynamics and threshold, and disturbance spectrum.
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The estimation or prediction of O requires an accurate pilot model

that is not tied too closely to any particular data base for its parameteri-

zation. In this section we wish to look for physical implications of the

metric aOq and to explore the possibility that a simpler criterion for

handling qualities can be derived from it that is independent of how one

models the human pilot.

The relation between pilot opinion rating R and the metric a of

Figure 3 can be approximated on i 5 R 5 10 by the empirical formula

R - 4.27(a 0)3 (1)

Thie is an eyeball fit; a more sophisticated fit will be developed

in the following paragraphs. However, note from Figure 2 that

8q - KDqKq Oq

where

Kq - equivalent display gain

K - equivalent pilot gain for control of q
q

All these gains are those predicted using the optimal pilot model as

- explained in Reference 1. K includes the optimal controller, the Kalmanq
estimator, and the predictor gains. In terms of the pilot perceived q error,

qp, we have

O - q Oqp

We could therefore write

R -4.27 .3 a (2)
q qp
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Thus, based on qn empirical fit to the Arnold data using the metric a q,

a clear connection exists between rating R and rate error-perceived or

actual. This, in itself, is hardly surprising since this was one of the

hypotheses of Reference 1. What we have done here is merely to quantify the

connection for Arnold's data.

The Reference 1 theory says that pilot rating for attitude control tasks

is based upon two factors:

(1) the level of effort required to control.attitude rate, and

(2) the pilot's perception of the connection between this effort and

the adjectives of the Cooper-Harper scale.

It is apparent from the optimal pilot model (Figure 2), and from the

formulae above, that the value of a attained from a tracking experiment is
Bq

dependent upon both

(1) attitude rate error, aq, and
(2) the pilot's q-channel gain, Kq

Reference 1 contains an extensive discourse on what Smith terms the

"athletic" nature of the rate control problem, as perceived by the pilot.

There are three basic thoughts expressed: that attitude is an outer loop

quantity with r._spect to attitude rate; that the piloted control of rate is

done more by reflex than by conscious thought; that the pilot's judgment of

task difficulty is based almost entirely upon his ability to control rate.

Thus, if K represents a reflex action, it'is plausible that for a homogeneous
q

pilot population it will not be highly'variable. Let us'investigate this-

possibility.

Table 1 is extracted from Reference 1 (Table 3, p. 110);,it summarizes

the q-loop gains,-a , a8 , and pilot rating for Arnold's 14 cases. The pilot
Sq

model gains were estimated using the optimal control model. The following

definitions apply:
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KDq - equivalent q-channel display gain

KF - equivalent q-channel Kalman estimator gain
q

K* a optimal controller gain, q-channel
q

o q rms q(t) in degrees/secondq

These same data are shown in Table 2 for the McDonnell experiment 2 6 -- also

extracted from Reference 1 (Table 4, p. 111). It is noted that the gains KDq

and K.-, as used here and in Reference 1, are random input describing func-
q

tions obtained by computing the ratio of root-mean-square signal levels.

TABLE 2. PILOT MODEL PARAMETERS FOR THE MCDONNELL DATA (Reference 1)

Case KDq KFq a a R2
K~ qq q Oq

1 .944 .836 3.21 .68 1.72 4.8

2 .944 .838 3.21 1.35 3.43 7.2

3 .944 .838 3.21 2.03 5.15 8.0

4 .894 .812 3.26 1.05 2.48 5.5

5 .923 .783 2.50 .47 .85 2.8

6 .923 .783 2.50 .95 1.71 4.1

7 .923 .783 2.50 1.42 2.56 5.1

8 .902 .825 3.54 1.15 3.03. 6.1.

9 .913 .738 2.80 1.29 2.43 5.3

10 .929 .607 1.15 1.57 1.02 4.6

11 .897 .818 3.19 1.08 2.53 4.5

S1 12 .997 .813 3.11 4ý.92 12.13 9.0 4

13 .961 .860 3.42 2.83 8.00 10.0

lModel-derived; not recorded in experimental data
2 Average of experimental values
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The gain D q is a measure of the pilot's perception of q(t). Arnold

purposely introduced a significant display threshold; this is the reason for
the small values of__KD in some cases (1, 6, 9, 10, and 11). For the McDonnell

q
data, the K.D shown represent the equivalent describing function for the

q
pilot's physiological limits of rate perception; McDonnell's display con-

tained no threshold. This is why 1D%• 1.0 for all the McDonnell data.

In Table 3, the v..lues Kq -KFqK* Me/14.54 are shown for both these

q KqK;Mel*~

data sets. The gain K is intended to represent the conscious level ofq

piloted control of q(t). The factor M e/14.54 is included to normalize K
Se q'

against a standard controlled element gain. 1  It is noted that this normalizing

factor was necessary because of the character of the optimal pilot model. It

optimizes the loop gain (pilot plus controlled element). Since Arnold's

experiments were conducted with two values of controlled element gain, it was

necessary to select one value of control effectiveness and reference all the

optimal pilot gains to it. If this were not done, then a change in control

effectiveness would produce a reciprocal change in K ; the nature of the
q

physical problem, however, suggests that this change would not actually

occur. The gain normalization was introduced as an attempt to limit the

error that might otherwise result from this gain ambiguity. It is remarkable

that so little variation in K exists for all these data--especially since a
q

broad spectrum of aircraft dynamics is spanned. Also, the Arnold data are

averages from five service pilots; McDonnell's data are for ne nonservice

pilot. The average gain values are

" • r2.01 Arnold

q avg {2.34 -- McDonnell

The'approximate rms fit error to these data, if it is assume that K is
q

constant and equal to the average values above, is
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rms error -0.63 Arnold

10.59 McDonnell

SIt is therefore plausible to assume that K is not a true parameter of the
q

pilot model but is, in fact, a human constant. If this is true, then the

formidable relationship between pilot rating and a8q reduces to the simple

formula

R ,K a p.3

'4 Note, however, that it is nL easy matter to estimate a - qa. The des-
qp qp

cribing function gain K D is dependent on aq.
q q

TABLE 3. AVERAGE q-LOOP PILOT GAIN-
ARNOLD AND McDONNELL DATA

* Kq - KFqKI M4614.54

Case Arnold McDonnell

1 2.16 2.69-

2 1.95 2.69

3 1.58 2.69

4 2.37 2.65

5 2.33 1.96

6 1.85 1.96

7 1.55 1.96

8 1.14 2.92

9 2.44 2.07

10 1.79 .70

11 2.31 2.61

12 3.78 2.53

13 1.48 2.94

14 1.43 n.a.

Average 2.01 .34
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Arnold's Data--Average For 5 Pilots

A more detailed examination of the Arnold 'data is in order from the

perspective provided by the result that K is approximately constant for
q

these data.

~33 .3
If it is assumed that R -4.27 K* a- and K 2.01, then R S.26 a'

q qp q qp
But oqp c Thus R can be related directly to c by this formula for

%lq q q

each case given in Table 1. The result is plotted on Figure 6; this figure

is a summary plot of all the data (from Reference 7, p. 63). Note that the

value aq is an average oi all the data for the case indicated. It can be

seen that the formula is accurate only for the estimation of average pilot

opinion ratings. This has to be true--to the extent that K is constant--q

since the formula is derived from the average rating data of Figure 3.

Arnold's Dlata--Interpilot Variability and
Observations on the Cooper-Harper Scale

A closer examination f' Figure 6 indicates that systematic interpilot

differences exist between rating and a'. Bluford,for example, consistently,
q

gave better ratings for the same a than did Radamacher. A plausible explana-
q

tion for these differences is that Bluford's interpretation of the task

performance vis-a-vis the Cooper-Harper scale was different from Radamacher's.

It follows that a more appropriate and general fit to the rating data'of

the individual pilots would be obtained by

R- 5 
'~n (3)

q

The individu2l pilot ratings and rue error values are given in Tables 4-8;

these are extracted from Arnold's thesis. For each pilot, the values K

and n were computed to minimize the ran error between the actual ratings and

those given by tormula 3. The results are summarized in Table 9. The

overall rum error of fit (pilot rating) anJ the average pilot' rating for each

pilot are also included in the summarv. The "grand average" data are the
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TABLE 4. PILOT OPINION RATING VS ;

SUBJECT: ARNOLD' {cont.) q

Case Run oq R

13 1 3.883 7
2 3.548 6
3 3.268 6

4 3.447 6
5 3.450 6.5
6 3.838 6.5
7 3.574 6

10 3.600 6
14' 1 4.397 6.5

2 4.436 6.5
3 4.352 5
4 4.452 7
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TABLE 4. PILOT OPINION RATING VS a q

SUBJECT: ARNOLD

Case Run -aq R Case Run aq R

1D 3 .634 3 7C 1 1.057 4

4 .577 3 1.306 3.5

.533 3 3 .9.95 3.5

6 .559 4 4 1.014 4

7 .671 4.5 8A 1 2.159 5

2D- 3 1.035 4 2 2.196 5

4 1.015 3.5 3 2.190 5

5 1.012 3.5 4 2.211 4.5

6 1.012 3.5 5 2.210 5

3A 3 1.852 5 9 1 .446 2.5

4 1.845 4.5 2 .441 2.5

5 1.761 4.j 3 .422 2.0

4A 1 2.193 6 4 .461 2.0

2 2.152 6 10 1 .162 1.5

3 2.160 5.5 2 .175 1.5

4 2.172 5.5 3 .141 1.5

7 2.2b4 5.5 4 .168 2.0

5A 3 3.229 8 5 .171 2.0

4 3.007 7 11 1 .172 1.5

5 3.081 7 2 .178 1.5

8 2.962 7 3 .180 1.5

6C 1 .683 2.5 12 1 2.002 5.5

2 .679 2.5 2 1.995 5.5

3 .639 2.5 3* 1.963 6

4 .753 2.5 4 1.980 5.5

7 .680 3.0 5 1.994 5.5
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TABLE 5. PILOT OPINION RATING VS aq
SUBJECT: KEISER

Case Run a R

1D 8 .616 4

9 .60814
3A 6 2.339. 6

*7 2.115 6

6C 8 .681 2

9 .631 4

7C 7 .934 3

8 .945 3

8A 6 2.219 4.

72.081 4

12 6 . 2.575 7

7 1.855 6

8 1.851 6

*113 8 3.277 6
9 3.457 7

r14 5 4.116 7

6 .3.782 7
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TABLE 6. PILOT OPINION RATING VS aq;
q

SUBJECT: SILLIMAN

Case Run aq R

ID 1 .746 4

2 .778 5

2D 1 .932 4.5

2 .945 3.5

JA 1 2.56 6

2 2.03

4A 5 2.17 8

6 1.95 8

5A 1 3.67. 8

2 2.97 7

9 5 .457 2.5

6 .456 3

11 4 .233 1.5

5 .254 1.5
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TABLE 7. PILOT OPINION RATING VS a
q

SUBJECT: RADAMACHER

Case Run aq R

2D 9 .962' 4

10 .975 4

4A 8 1.981 6

9 2.135 6

5A 6 3.011 8

7 2.420 8

9 2.313 8

10 2.481 9

6C 5 .607 3

6 .596 .3

10 .673 3

11 .610 3

7C 5 .964 4

6 .964 4

8A 8 1.860 5'

9 1.861 5

10 6 .127 2

7 .129 2

12' 9 1.837 7

10 1.831 7

13 11 2.760 7

12 2.700 6
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TABLE 8. PILOT OPINION RATING VS a ;

SUBJECT: BLUFORD

Case Run a Rq

1D 10 .619 2

ii .645 2

2D 7 1.033 3

8 1.036 2.5

3A 8 2.614 4.5

9 2.441 4.0

9 7 .454 1.5

8 .426 2

10 8 .163 1

9 .164 1

11 6 .158 1

7 .176 1

14 7 4.735 5.5

8. 4.455 6
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TABLE 9. SUIMMARY OF PILOT RATING FORMULA PARAMETERS
LEAST-SQUARED FIT TO ARNOLD'S DATA

' "]R Ka Kn

Subject Kn c

Bluford 2.606 .527 .218 2.6

Arnold 3.559 .450 .588 4.4

Keiser 3.844 .431 .906 5.1

Silliman 4.202 .605 .983 4.9

Radamacher 4.391 .474 .982 5.2

R -3.83/
q

POR--5.236 /a

1 o€ - MRS (POR -R)

2 POR - Arithmetic Average (each subject)

3 K = Cooper-Harper Gain

t~ (pOR)6,

6. 4
S(POR)

3.5

least-squared fit values for the generalized equation to all the rating

data; it is included as a measure of the accuracy of the original approxi-

matlon to the relation POR (a ) of Figure 3.
aq

These results indicate that the Arnold data are more consistent on an

individual pilot basis than on an average basis across all five pilots. The

* interpilot differences are systematic and could be *nterpreted to result from

how each pilot interprets the task perfouinance/control effort versus the

Cooper-Harper scale.

I 7
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It is also interesting that the error of fit between the formula R Kon
q

and the actual pilot opinion rating seems to be strongly correlated with the

average rating for each pilot. This can be seen from Table 9. Bluford, for

example, primarily saw aircraft dynamics that he rated as very good '(average

POR - 2.6), and the rms error of' fit for his data is minimum (0.218 units of

the Cooper-Harper scale). Rademacher's data indicates a much poorer rms fit

by the formula; the aircraft dynamics were, on average, rated much worse by

him than those flown by Bluford.

The connection between (POR)avg and rms error of fit aE can be sum-

marized by the equation

(POR). av= 5.236 aE.445 (4)

It is assumed that the exponent should actually be 0.5. This is shown -n

Table 9 and in Figure 7.

The two constants minimize the mean-squared error between actua.l,

averaged pilot opinion rating and that given by formula. The rms error of
fit of this equation to the data of Table 8 is 0.184 Cooper-Harper units.

These data are shown inFigure 7. This relation is construed to represent

the expected variation of actual Rilt oninion ratin from the true nominal

ratini. The "expected nominal" rating is given by (POR)a. Figurc 7 is
avg

* labeled to indicate this interpretation of these results.

4 If this interpretation is correct, then Equation 4 indicates that

* increasing task difficulty will result in increased variability in'Cooper-
Harper ratings. By direct calculation the variance at the Level 1 and 2

boundaries is:

(POR) ava E

3.5 .404
6.5 1.626
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We should expect, therefore, that the variance of Cooper-Harper rating

will be about four times greater at the Level 2 boundary than at the Level 1

boundary.

Equation 4*constitutes a quantification of the hypothesis of Reference 1
that a -- and therefore pilot rating--will be more variable as the degree of

Oq
task difficulty is incre&sed. 'Equation 4 could be used to estimate the

number of data runs that would be required for the estimation of average

pilot rating at a prescribed level of statistical validity for several pilot

subjects.

These results seem to indicate that significant interpilot differences

exist within the Arnold data base. For the general problem of understanding

and predicting pilot opinion rating, however, it is necessary that interpilot

averages be used. Nevertheless, with the benefit of the preceding analyses

we can be comforted by the thought that our knowledge of the nature and

extent of pilot variability is perhaps improved.

The average value of the exponent in equation 3, across all five pilots,

equally weighted, can be computed from Table, 9:

(n)avg - 0.497
aav

In deference to Weber's Square Law, it will be assumed thet these data

*indicate that, in general,

n ,5 0.5

for all pilots. This will be assumed. Thus, the general formula for pilot

rating becomes

R - (5)
q
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where K may be a constant but different value for each pilot. Its: value

depends upon two Zactors:

" how the individual interprets the specific task requirements, and

"* his interpretation of how this relates to the adjectives of the

Cooper-Harper scale.

The average "rating gain" K across all five pilots for the Arnold experiment

is obtained from Table 9 to be

K -3.83avg

It can therefore be concluded that a general rating model for Arnold's

experimental data is

R 3.83 Ia (6)
q

This model is not intended (or suited) for handling qualities prediction. It

was derived here to emphasize those features of aircraft response that are

most significant to the handling qualities problem. This model approximates

the case of single axis, pitch attitude control of Class IV aircraft in

Flight Phase Categories A and C where kinesthetic cues are of no

significance.

Since the, Cooper-Harper Scale is bounded by 1, it might seem that a

better formula would have the form

R- 1+KKa (7)
q

If the above calculations are repeated to estimate K and n to fit Arnold's

data with minimum mean-squared error; the following results are. ubtained:
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"Subject K rms error (Cooper-Harper)

Bluford 1.179 1.178 .965

Arnold 2.397 .719 1.198

Keiser 2.754 .572 1.452

Silliman 2.886 .916 1.573

Radamacher 3.329 .656 1.361

These results are less systematic with much worse fit errors than those

obtained above for Equation (3).

This result seems to indicate a contradiction. Equation 6 shows R

approaching zero as a approaches zero. The resolution of this apparent
q

contractiction can be used to partially confirm the validity of these results,

as follows.

Consider that forR = 1, from Equation (6)

v'- = 1/3.83
q0

a o .. 068 degrees/second I 1 millir.dian/second

This value is assumed to equal the approximate threshold for visual perception

of rate. There is, therefore, no conflict between formulas (3) and (6) and

the Cooper-Harper sdale.

We also note that these fo.2ulae are bounded by R 5 10 according to the

definitions of the Cooper-Harper scale. The use of oth-r adjectives or scale

descriptions would change the constants in equation (3); the physical prin-

ciples on which this theory rests would not be changed.

C Equation (6) could be rederived in terms of perceived rate,

//

n~ n

* R -Kaq K(%. aq~ (8)
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The equivalent display gain K% for all of Arnold's data can be esti-
Dq

mated using the optimal pilot model; this was done in Reference 1 only for 3

data averaged across all subjects for each set of aircraft dynamics. Using

the values KDq from Table I as though they are constant for all pilots (a

reasonable assumption since 1% is mainly a display function), then the
q

following results are obtained; the values K and n are those that minimize

the mean-squared error in estimation of pilot rating with (8):

Subject K n rms error

Bluford 3.889 .269 .280

Arnold 5.074 .239 .615

Radamacher 5.987 .287 .802

Silliman 6.215 .233 .886

Keiser 5.206 .202 .932

Average 5.274 .246

Then on an averaged basis

.246
R - 5.27 a2p

or, again in deference to Weber,

4 (9)

R - 5.27 (.-)
qp

Equation (9) can be used t:i provide a consistency check ou all these

results, as follows:

4 4 4

R - 5.27 r,- 5*27
qqpq

But from (6)

R -3.83 /,a
q
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Solve for .q;

4

5.27 q
S3.83 .4
S4/0

4L q

JB .726 rcy

% - .278 q
q q

By direct calculation the average a from all 115 runs is a = 1.896 a/s.

q q

For this value, obtain Kq - .527. From Graham and McRuer, 2 7 , p. 238 for the

gaussian input describing function for a simple threshold, this value for K%

would imply that

a--- .44
a F2

q

or

a - 1.18 */s

This value for equivalent threshold compares favorably with the direct esti-

mate by Dillow and Pichai 8 of a - 1.08 */s for the Arnold experiment. On

this basis, the results embodied in (6) and (9) appear to be consistent with

the factual data base.

C. TASK EFFECTS ON PILOT OPINION RATING AND
COMMENTS ON RATING VARIABILITY

Task Effects

The resu,.ts of the above paragraphs were derived from simulator data for

the precision control of pitch attitude in turbulence. The dynamics simulated
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were those representative of Class IV aircraft. The general consistency

between Arnold's simulation results and those of Neai and Smith for actual

flight test was established by Arnold and further refined in Reference 1.

One of the major difficulties presented by the spectrum of potential

advanced FCS candidates is that the piloting tasks may differ signif.cantlv

from those for which handling qualities data now exists. We wish to extend

the results obtained here in such a manner that they can be usefully applied

to a variety ot tasks other than merely pitch control.

The theory of Reference 1 is restricted only by

"* lack of a suitable pilot model for multiple loop/axis prediction

of pilot opinicn rating, and

"* lack of involvement of motion cue effects on handling q-,alities.

"* lack of a model for control feel effects on pilot opinion ratings.

We can do nothing here about the first restriction; the second will be

treated in later paragraphs of this report. Until a broader data base can be

compiled, there is no reason why the variable a cannot be replaced with i.,.qx

where x(t) represents some svstemresponse variable; the only restrict!ou is

that x(t) must be displayed to the pilot in some manner, and task-related so

that it is controlled by him in an approximately single-axis fashion.

The usual case of interest for future FCS would probably have a cue x(t)

displayed on a HUD; this symbol might implicitly contain flight path, alti-

tude, or fire control information. A representative concept- for HUD symbology

of this sort is depicted 'schematically in Figure 8. This particular design

has been proposed by Bateman. 2 8 The interesting feature of this concept to

HUD design for the integration of guidance, flight path control, and fire'

control is that the symbology and the pilot's task remains essentially constant

throughout the envelope of flight; i.e., put A on B to accomplish Task C.,

Properly done, an approach of this sort to display design might simplify the

handling qualities problem. The point is that the above method for handling

qualities prediction in single axis tracking is applicable to such systems.
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Figure 8. The ABC HUD Concept
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A complex task such as VFR control.of flight path cannot be directly

analyzed with the methods discussed ia the last paragraph. Such tasks are

inherently multiple loop if one assumes as is always done that the pilot uses

pitch attitude as an inner loop cue with a flight path or angle cue as the

outer loop variable. An alternate approach, consistent with the switching

model proposed for pilot dynamics, is to assume that all piloting cues are

controlled in single axis fashion, but that the control of more than one cue

requires the pilot to time-share his attention among the various single

loops.

It can therefore be postulated that the effect of task definition is to

(1) define the cues required for task performance, and

(2) establish the limits on acceptable system dynamic performance.

The closed-loop pilot-vehicle system structure can, for present purposes, be

visualized as an amalgam of single-axis control systems coupled only through

a "switch." The switch, however, is a logical process of decision making

performed by the pilot. WIe suspect that this concept is a reasonably

accurate portrayal of the pilot's adaptation. This philosophy was discussed

at length in Referencn 1. It is dynamically equivalent to the dual axis

switching model of Onstott. 1 0, 2 9 The point of departure, however, is

significant.

The implication of the Reference 1 theory, which we postulate here to be

Svalid, is that- one need not consider more than one control axis at s time to

establish basic handling qualities or handling quality requirements. Our

interest is to devise methods for the transfer of pilot-vehicle analysis

techniques' to, the development of handling quality specifications.

It was previously noted that one of the difficulties presented by

advanced FCS concepts is that we can't be certain what specific piloting

tasks will be--even functionally in some cases. It is reasonably safe to

assume that'most future systems must perform certain baseline'tasks. The

most notable of these for handling quality investigation are
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0 Power approach

* Landing flare

0 In-flight refueling

0 Formation flight

0 Attitude hold in turbulence

* Air-to-air weapons delivery

6 Air-to-ground weapons delivery

Pilot Rating Variability

The analysis above of Arnold's experimental results, if anything,

strongly disputes the notion that pilot "subjective" evaluations (and. the

Cooper-Harper scale, in particular) are too variable and baseless to be of

value in systems analysis. In some cases, the intrapilot data are accurate

to three decimal places when the correlation is made of aa ar4 Cooper-Harper

rating. It is long past the time when we, as a community, must mature to the

point where we can accept the idea without being self-conscious that pilot

evaluations are the only measures of handling qualities that have meaning.

The results atove go even further. They indicate that pilot ratings are

remarkably consistent when properly interpreted.

It is hoped that the comments made about the dependency between the

expected value of pilot opinion rating. and' the rating variance will be

further tested by simulation and flight test. Reference 1 hypcthesized that

such a relationship exists and that it exists for good, physical reasons., The

fact is that Cooper-Harper ratings vary because they reflect a physical

phenomenon; the point here is that the variance is systematic. The results

above indicate that this will be a practical consideration only for the

determination of Level 2-boundaries for handling qualities.

Systematic differences between pilots exist. Again, this is no reason

to doubt the utility of the Cooper-Harper scale. This effect must be con-

sidered when developing a data base or preparing a handling quality specifi-

cation. The best available and'practical solution to this problem at the

present time is to use at least two pilot subjects and look for systematic
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rating differences. The widely referenced Neal-Smith data 6 ,are notable for

their remarkable .nterpilot consistency. This may not appear to be the case

if one merely looks at these data; we conclude that it is so after considerable

analysis, the results of which will be presented later in this report.

D. THE NO-TRACKING HYPOTHESIS

It was established in Paragraph B that Cooper-Harper rating is propor-

tional to the square root of rms rate error:

R- 3.83 V (6)q

This result applies for the single axis regulation of pitch attitude with

turbulence input in the absence of inertial acceleration cues.

It follows from (6) that the optimization of handling qualities requires

that a approach the value corresponding to the perception threshold; i.e.,
q

no tracking is performed, and the Cooper-Harper rating is 1. This appears to

explain Arnold's Cases 10 and 11.

The No-Track'ng Hypothesis

Optimum handling qualities dema ds minimum closed-loop control by the

pilot.

Fligtht est Implications

One very attractive feature of thIs concept is that it permits the

transition between handling qualiti s data obtained for tracking and that

obtained from the usual flight test which requires~gross maneuveriag. Time

available for task performance is n t a factor In the assessment of handling

qualities if the problem can be red ced to its open-loop, constituent

components.-
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Application to Specification Development

If the features of open-loop aircraft response to control can be identi-

fied which promote pilot tracking, then these imply degraded handling quali-

ties. The quantification of such response properties against available data

will then lead in a natural manner to the development cf handling quality

specifications. This is the procedure that will be implemented in the

remainder of this report.

An Historical Perspective

The result expressed by (6), viz.., R - 3.83 /a - has ramifications that
q

may be discomforting to some. It implies that pilots do not wish to exert

closed loop control, and that the more required because of either aircraft-

FCS dynamics, turbulence intensity, or flight director prompting, the more

degraded the handling qualities. Here, we assume that a pilot tracks q

because of task requirements that (explicitly or implicitly) place limits on

tolerable 0.

Why, then, have we spent all these years (three decades, approximately)

in pursuit, of better mode:.s of pilot dynamics for closed loop tracking? It

seems that the answer is . . . because it seemed like a reasonable thing to

do at the time. And it was.

What we have lacked from' the study of pilot-vehicle system dynamics was

a concept for how system dynamics could be translated into handling quality

assessments a4 the analytical level. Reference 1 was dedicated to bridging

that technology gap.' The work on these pages merey represents an attempt to

translate that philosophy and theory into engineering design practice.

In fact, the "no tracking" hypothesis, above, seems to have taken us

full-citcle: we have employed the art of pilot-vehicle analysis to the

limits of our ability and concluded that optimum handling qualities requires

minimum or no pilot contribution to system dynamics. For the development of

handling quality specifications, this 4s. an enormous simplification. It
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remains to be seen whether nonoptimum handling qualities can be quantified

using those same parameters which identify optimum handling.

The correct interpretation of these results is, we believe, that a pilot

does not wish to perforn unnecessary tracking within the context of mission

performance. The accomplishment of gross maneuvers (as in air combat)

requires that the pilot initiate a change in aircraft state and then stabilize

on a new one; this necessarily entails a certain level of closed loop control

at each ead of the problem. What he does not want is to be made (by dynamics

or turbulence) to perform delicate state regulation before, during, or after

the basic maneuver is performed. The factors which degrade the handling

qualities sufficiently to cause this will also influence the piloc-vehicle

system dynamics in a tracking task; they cannot necessarily, however, be

entirely identified'from tracking experiments with gaussian inputs. This may

serve for the identification of adverse vehicle properties that are directly

related to frequency domain parameters which govern the dynamics of closed

loop tracking (e.g., phase margin, resonance, crossover frequency, etc.).

Those aircraft response properties that are best expressed in the time domain

may not clearly appear from forced tracking experiments. The frequency

domain effects are the only part of this problem that has been addressed with

state-of-the-art pilot vehicle systems analysis methodology.

What we conclude, therefore, is that the classic work remains valid and

useful. We have altered the context for its applications to problems of

handling qualities. We have taken the further step ,of suggesting that a

hybrid approach--incorporating aspects of both frequency and time domain

modeling--is the natural evolution of the handling qualities theory'of

Reference 1. This- direction will, we trust, properly account for the attrac-

tive features of both approaches. Most importantly, the results of this will

be based upon a physical model for handling qualities which should strip away

many of the ambiguities and ad hoc qualities of the subject which have

prevented its realistic incorporation into aircraft design practice.
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E. LESSONS FROM PILOT-VEHICLE SYSTEMS ANALYSES

Stereotypes for Aircraft Dynamics

Among McRuer's many contributions to the art of pilot-vehicle systems

analysis, perhaps the most important was the concept of using simple stereo-

types for the general classification of aircraft-FCS dynamics. These were

used in the experiments of Reference 3 as a means for simplifying the experi-

mental design and for extending the range of data applicability.

These stereotypes are:

Y (s) -K Is, Kc, K /s 2 ; K /s-X and K /s(s-x)

c c C c c c

The corresponding handling qualities for these range, in the order presented,

from optimum to barely controllable.

Reference I offers an explanation for this ranking according to the

level of error rate control activity (workload, if you must) required of the

pilot for acceptable tracking performance. This was used, in part, as a

heuristic defense of the multiple loop pilot model for single axis

tracking. 1' 9 The success of this result led directly to the ideatiflcation

of a as the central handling qualities parameter for pitch attitude con-

trol. In essence, this correlation should be regarded as a rationalization

of the connection between the controlled element stereotype and the equaliza-

tion required of the pilot. "[Note that the manner in which pilot control of

rate error appears as a lag in the servo description of the human pilot is

explained in References 1 and 9.1 However, this work did not yield a rational

assessment of the importanre of controlled element dynamic gain--the ampli-

tude ratio vs frequency behavior on a Bode plot.
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Closed Loop Structural Stability,
Mode Switching and Pilot Technique

The servomechanisms theory for human pilot dynamics and the experiments

performed in establishing the general validity of the theory led to a funda-

mental tenet of analytical handling qualities: handling qualities are

optimum for aircraft dynamics of the form K c/s.

The theory of Reference I suggests that the optimality of K /s is due inc

part to its minimum requirement for piloted control of rate (roughly butnot

exactly the same as-lead equalization). The rate control required for task

performance is a direct function of the controlled elemenc phase properties

(e.g., as on a, Bode diagram). However, one of the rules for estimation of

pilot equalization requirements from the servo theory is that these be

selected to creaie a sizable reSion in the frequency domain where the slope

of the open loop system amplitude ratio (pilot plus aircraft) is approxi'-

mately -20 db/decade. The open loop gain is then selected so that the 0 db

line passes through 0--e midpoint, roughly, of that region. However well this

rule might have been shown to work in past a;plications, it is nonetheless

empirical.

The general question of the relative importance to handling qualities of

the gain and phase properties of aircraft dynamic3 has never been properly

assessed. The servo theory, as indicated above, uses these interchangeablv--

which may be satisfactory for closed loop control with all-linear system

dynamics, and for which higher order system dynamics do not exist which

significantly affect the system phase near crossover. It is plausible that

the amplitude and phase properties of aircraft 'dynamics can have important,

distinct contributions to hardling qualities.

A'curlous item noted in connection with the study of PIe2 was that for

aircraft known to have PIO tendencies the most appropriate pilot model for

the explanation.of available results should be derived based only on the• 0

ampl'itude ratio vs frequency properties of -- (Jw). That is, PIe tendencies
F

appear to be more strongly reflected by magnitude than by phase
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properties.. The importance of this observation cannot be overemphasized.

Once it is known which of the elementary controlled element stereotypes most

closely approximates the aircraft dynamics of interest, then a realistic

assessment of pilot-vehicle system bandwidth can be made. This can be done

based upon the fixed-base simulator data of Reference 3 which was distilled

to yield system crossover frequency as a function of controlled element form.

Some of these data.are shown in Figure 9 of this report. This frequency can

then be used to estimate PIO'potential, as was indicated in imeference 2, by

examinipg normal acceleration phase lag at that frequency. It was determined

that for the available case history data on PIO the selection of the appro-
K K

priate controlled element stereotype (i.e., Kc, -. e, etc.) is best made bys s2

considering o .nly the, cheracter of F in the region of pro bable crossover

f requency. The phase properties 0 -(jw) are very important in defining
Fs

closed loop system stability and therefore pilot equalization requirements.

This, however, would be equally true in flight or in a fixed-base simulator;

it tells us nothing, really, about aircraft behavior in the presence of

motion cues--ie., in actual flight. The phase angle behavior of I (Jw)
s

does have the important property of establishing the basic pilot-vehicle

system closed loop dynamics when acceleration is not a pilot cue. We are

therefore led to suspect that the amplitude response properties of pitch

attitue 4 e are somehow related to the mechanisms by which kinesthetic cues can

influence pilot-vehicle system dynamics and handling qualities.

It was also noted that when - (s) - K PI0 is a potentially severeF c

problem2,. 2 5 [PIO does not require this, however 2l. For dynamics of this

form, stability ,of the closed loop e - F would hardly seem to be a problem.5

The, fact that it is, in actual flight, suggests that the syst stability is

somehow reduced because of motion cue effects. A major problem for analysis

is that we can't be certain just what constitutes the system dynamics since

we don't know what u, 3 are really used by the pilot in actual flight--we can

only speculate and then test the speculation.
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The PIO theory2 was developed by precisely that approach; its recent

confirmation against developmental experiences (F/TF-15 3 0 and Shuttle)

indicates the essential validity of the assumptions on which it is based.

The most prominent of these are:

(1) that normal acceleration az is the only significant motion cue,
p

(2) that the bandwidth of the single axis, piloted control of

azp(t) is determined by the bandwidth of the single axis,

, . piloted Lontr..,l of 0(t), and

(3) that azp(!) will probably not be controlled in single axis fashion

unless this is catalyzed by a sufficiently resonant 8(t) response--

which may be due to open or closed loop dynamics.

With a pure gain controlled element abrupt changes in pilot equalization

(rate feedback) can create large, abrupt changes in closed loop dynamics.

The mechanism by which this can occur is explained in References 1 and 9

and is repeated here. Using the pilot-vehicle system model of Figure 2

(page 46), and introducing Kq and K as shorthand representations for the

equivalent forward path gains in the pilot model, the servo model for the

* human pilot can be expressed in terms of multiple loop model parameters:

"" Y (s) -""iP 1 + SKqYc(a)
q c

All higher order pilot dynamics associated with time delays and the neuro-

muscular- system are neglected-to illustrate the point.

The servo model Y is therefore seen to include controlled element
dynamics,. (It should be kept in mind that direct measurements of Y can.p P

be made; this has not yet been done for the multiple loop pilot model

parameters.] When the controlled element is a pure gain, i.e.,

Yc(s) K
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then

•. Ko
Yp ( ) - %K K c + I

qc

'Thus, pilot control of rate creates what appears to be A low frequency lag in

the pilot dynamics when these are interpreted against the classic servo model

(which requires a single input and-a single output). This result applies

only when Y¥(s) -. K is a good approximation. The dependency of crossover
c c

frequency on K can now be determined:
q

'KCYp(iwc)l M 1

KoK

0 .
K c 2 1

wc KK
q c

For constant K and Kc, the change in w following a change in'K is

0 ,c q

ic

Aq AK q wc wcO

-.. W for K - K (nominal value)co c q qo
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AKq a Kq K qo

A " -_ co (AKqo

•c " cO 1 -..

Kqo

Halving Kq (i.e., AK -= K q) increases wc by 50 percent; if Kq 40,

AKq - -K and c -* 2w co This last example might correspond to the case

where task demands are so great that the pilot's attention is diverted away

from control of rate; thia was the case postulated by the PIO theory ot

Reference 2. A large, abrupt increase in w of this sort would generally

result in pilot resonance: possible even short term, pitch loop

instability.

It was further suggested in Reference 1 that a high-fidelity model

for pilot dynamics might include a switching function at the point where

commands from the higher centers (cerebellum, thalamus. etc.) are trans-

mitted to the neuromuscular system for action. This would permit switching

to occur between all feedback cues to these higher centers (visual position,

visual rate, kinesthetic) according to some logic which we do not yet grasp.

This intuitive concept was implemented during the development of the PIO

theory of Reference 2 and led directly to the conclusion that, for brief

periods during which a pilot concentrates only upon a single feedback quantity,

the corresponding pilot model is approximately K e a where K is the gain
x Xx

of the x-channel (the one being.controlled) and Tx is the corresponding

channel time delay. This model was incorporated directly into the

acceleration loop stability criterion of Reference 2 that establishes the

necessary condition for PIO to occur.

When the possibility of mode switching of this sort is admitted,

then it becomes apparent that the pure gain controlled element may produce very
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diffcrent closed loop properties than would be expected for the remaining

controlled element Atereotypes. The switching mechanism suggests thiat the

pilot-vehicle system dynamics will be nonstationarv with measured croessor'=

frequency variations of approximately two-to-one. This is partially con-

firmed by the crossover frequency data of Reference 3, some of which are

shown in Figure 10, Page 109. It must be borne, in mind that these dat'a were

obtained from a single axis, visual tracking experiment. It is interesting

that u becomes more variable as Y (s) becomes more nearly equal to the pure

gain stereotype. Once again, it is noted that the slope of

F

appears to adequately parameterize this behavior.

Flight tests of aircraft for which -- Kc would be expected to demon-

strate "abrupt" response to control; thle pilot might comment that the required

control is "touchy" or "overly sensitive." Occasional resonances in pitcht

would be expected to occur at frequencies of about twice the expected pilot-

vehicle system bandwidth. While these might not appreciably degrade handling

qualities in a fixed-base simulation, these resonances might, in flight,

couple with azp to ,produce a serious control problem.

Consider the case wl ere j-(s) 2• Kc, 2. The handling qualities with such

dynamics are known to be poor. Stability is a problem which is solved only

by the generation of con iderable pilot lead. PTO should not be so worrisome

a problem with these dynamics (although it can be if thle 0 andi azp dnamics

are mismatched). In fact, one recommendation' for eliminatingPIO tendencies

of the YF-12 in aerial refueling was to turn off tile pitch damner pi order to

force the dynamics 'to re emble K ,s2.C/

In contrast with pu e-gain dynamics, the closed loop, pilot-aircraft

system dynamics with -( K)C1 K// are insensitive to pilot equalization and

gain. Once again, this esult follows directly from tile slope of the
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controlled element amplitude ratio. It is noted that K and K cs represent

"practical extremes for typical pitch attitude dynamics.

We are led to suspect that the slope of (JO) in the region of

crossover frequency for pitch tracking, i.e.,,

d HW
S

"will parameterize the sensitivity of closed loop control to pilot technique.

This conclusion is rot due to the slope effect on pitch controllability, per
/ se. It is because of the manner by which the closed loop control of pitch

can influence the pilot's use of normal acceleration as a dominant cue. 2

"The distinct effects due to Fand. Ll- that are hypothesized to

exist can be summarized for the three stereotype pitch attitude-dynamics, as

follows:

•-(s)' K c
F C.° S

(a) Fixed base simulation: no motion cue exists. The pilot

equalizes the response by, effectively, creating substantial

low frequency lag. Closed loop dynamics are sensitive to

pilot-adapted lag and. gain when

d le'

The handling qualities may be satisfactory, depending on input

amplitude and bandwidth, since controlled element phase lag

)-0

at all frequencies.
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(b) Actual flight: the slope

LA-o
can lead to sudded, large increases in closed loop frequency

and consequent resonance due to variations in pilot gain

and lag. If the pilot attempts to track az (t) resonances. ' p

resulting from 0 control, system stability can be degraded,

depending on
az

F
5

" ~2
at the frequency of 0 loop resonance.

0 K.

KK
y-(S) _c:

s s

In either fixed base simulation or actual flight, stability of

the pitch closed loop is not a problem since

e _90 o0

F

is not enough to destabilize the closed loop. The slope

W- ~- d - -20 db/decade

is sufficient to ensure that neither changes in pilot gain nor

.equalization will have a sensitive effect on closed loop

dynamics. Besides, the equalization required is minimal.

Closed loop pitch resonances are unlikely; therefore,

a
z (t) is unlikely to be tracked in single axis fashion.

p

Thus, motion cues will not be a, potential handling qualities

problem-and the rhasc characteristics of az -are entirely
p

irrelevant.
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: /° K

KC
F 2

In either fixed base simulation or actual flight, closed loop

stability is a problem because

" Fs = 1800

Substantial lead equalization is required of the pilot, and

* handling qualities are poor. The pitch closed loop will be

resonant at a low frequency-typically about 1/2 Hz. The

effect of normal acceleration in actual flight will be destabi-

lizing if
az

F
s

is too negative. Closed loop dynamics will be insevsitive to

pilot technique in the control of pitch attitude because of

the large slope

d • -40 db/decade
d FS

Effects',of Motion Cues

Referenco.2 identified -zp (iw) as a principal parameter in evaluation'Fs "
of PIO susceptibility. The frequency wc is any frequency at which closed

. loop pitch oscillations can be expected .to occur with very small damping.

Normal acceleration was cited as the dominant inertial cue and the only one

necessary to consider; 0, for example, can provide at most a "tweak" on pilot'

dynamics vis-a-vis those. measured in a fixed base simulation of tracking.
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It was Indicated without comment, above that a )-(J) will parameterize
F c

normal acceleration effects on basic short-period handling qualities. From

Reference 2 it appears that when the phase angle

az

0(Jw) -z(j -14.3w

becomes equal to or less than -180, PTO is a possibility. This presupposes

that the pitch loop does resonate at frequency w radians/secnd. The phase
c

angle (jw c) is the total phase angle of the closed loop system azp F

Here we speculate that, to long as the piRch loop iL resonant, either ý(Jw C)

or y (Jwc) will parameterize the effect of zpon handling qualities.

az
The implementation of the parameter F --EJwc) requires that a rule

exist for the determination of w c This must be suitable for use in a MIL-

SPEC format. A suitable rule will be given in the next article.

In the above discussion the conceptual model for PTO2 has been gen-

erallzed to provide a model for the effects of motion on handling qualities

for non-PIO cases. This was done, however, under the presumption that PTO

results from pitch tracking. That is not always true. 2 Fortunately, it

appears that the generalized criterion to be given in the next section--

derivod'from closed loop considerations--will adequately treat. the open loop
a1

control problem as well. For generality, the parameters -(J or

*(JwR) could be Investigated for suitability as metrics for motion cue

effects. In the spirit of Reference 2, the frequency WR should be the

damped natural frequency of any airframe or FCS mod* witlIn a frequency range

1 : WR W 10 radian/second for which the corresponding damping ratio is less

than 0.2.
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F. PRACTICAL METHODS FOR SPECIFICATION DEVELOPMENT

It has been proposed above, based on considerable research, that for

longitudinal handling qualities the dominant piloting cue is q - e. This

result is for VFR. For instrument-directed flight, the appropriate cue would

be the first time derivative of the principal director cue.

We have suggested that the identificarlon of reasonable handling quality

metrics requires that we search for vehicle response properties to open loop

control inputs which force the pilot to track; these, by the no-tracking

hypothesis, will indicate off-optimum handling qualities. We expect, also,

that these will generally correlate pilot opinion rating throughout the range

of handling qualities.

For those cases where the pilot must'track because of aircraft dynamics,

a technique has been suggested for the identification of aircraft dynamics

which result in adverse motion cue effects on handling qualities.

It only remains for u, to reduce these concepts to specific criteria.

The functional description of these will bo made in the remainder of this

section. These will be quantified against available fligh: test data in the

next section.

Basic Handling Ouality Questions

The Cooper-Harper scale is-based on the notion that a pilot employs a

decision tree process in the evaluation of. an aircraft's handling qualities.

Among the questions that must be answered, by the pilot, the most-important

are:

0 Is. the response to control too abrupt? sluggish?

0 Does the aircraft response require considerable pilot compensation?
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0 Is the normal acceleration response consistent with the pitch

response? Does it tend to-"dig in" initially or overshoot the.

desired, final response?

* Is the aircraft PIO prone?

If the answer is yes to either of the first two questions, then it is

probable that excessive tracking is required of the pilot in actual closed

loop tasks such as fire control or in large amplitude maneuvering. In that

case the final two questions will serve to quantify the extent of the

handling qualities degradaticn from optimum.

We note that the first question is oriented to the time domain. It

would be an unnecessary complication to reformulate this question into the

frequency domain. Note, too, that an aircraft's response can be neither too

sluggish nor too abrupt in response to control, yet still require excessive

pilot compensation.

It should also be observed that with decoupled pitch and normal accelera-

tion degrees of freedom (as with a DLC and digital FCS) these four basic
questions still apply.

Handling Qualities Criteria: Preliminary

(1) Time-to-peak. The time to first peak t of the q(t) response to a
q

step input in F (stick force) must lie between 0.2 seconds and
5

some upper limit. For aircraft that have deadbeat q(t) response,

tq is defined' to be the time to 90 percent of the steady state q

value. Thus, require

0. 2 5t ~t.
q

The value t must be determined from flight test data for those
m

aircraft dynamics that are rated as too sluggish in their initial

response.
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The value t - 0.2 seconds is specified since it represents anq
approximate lower limit on human pilot time delay for tasks

typical of realistic flight contrnl. If the response is so abrupt

that tq < 0.2 seconds, then precision maneuvering will be

impossible without pilot compensation, i.e., tracking; the pilct,

in effect, would be made to "chase" the aircraft response.

The criterion on tm should perhaps be a function of aircraft

type and flight phase.

The connection between this criterion and C* or TRP is noted.

In essence, what we are saying here is that a time responue

history such as C* or TRP is not generally necessary.. It is

sufficient that a portion of the time responses obey the simple

peak criterion. Thus, there is a strong correlation between

those criteria and that proposed here.

(2) Level of Pilot Compensation: The phase lag of the pitch

response control dynamics at a criterion frequency ý )

must be established using available flight test data.

This'relationship will be parameterized by d a ( JW)

When the slope is too near zero, the phase angle will be

irrelevant. When the slope is too large, in the negative

sense, this Implies excessive phase lag in a linear

aircraft-FCS.

(3) Sensitivity of Response to Pilot Technique: The slope

of the amplitude ratio vs frequency for pitch dynamics,

d (J i(
dw FS wc

must be greater (in the absolute sense) than that value for

which closed loop dynamics are sensitive to small variations in pilot

* 1

1 104.
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technique or to periods of pilot inattentiveness. This limit must

be chosen to satisfy available data. We anticipate that a zero

slope will be too small (i.e., the pure gain controlled element0

case). This criterion and that on -are strongly related for
s

linear aircraft-FC8 dynamics. Increasing amplitude ratio slope

usually implies increasing phase lag, for example. However,

according to the argument previously made, it is best to consider

these effects separately since, in a time domain sense, they have

differing connotations. When hightr order system dynamics are

present, amplitude and phase properties are Independent to some

extent at low frequency. This is claar from the equivalent systems

model.

(4) Motiov Cue Effects: The phase angle Q T jwc) will be correlated
S

with pilot opinion rating of motion cue effects (the pilot induced

oscillation, ?IOR, scale). The function

0(J w) 2-(Ju ) -14.3wc degrees

is proposed for use in the development of an actual'handling quali-

ties specification, since it is a central feature of the proposed

PIO specification. 21 'We anticipate that for Level 1 handling

qualities, we must have *(iw) greater than -180*--in the algebraic
C

sense. The parameter

will be totally irrelevant to any relation between PIOR/POR and

*(JWc). A certain amount of ingenuity will be required-to quantify

handling quality requirements for DLC when the pitching and normal

acceleration degrees of freedom are decoupled. It is proposed that

the rules given here will be suitable for interim requirements for

DLC if only the definition of w is modified.
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() Pt_•0: The PIO specification recommended in Reference 21 is adequate

for all advanced FCS. It is merely the limiting form of the

criterion for ¢(J,) to be quantified in Section VI.

(b) Specif1.-ation of This parameter is the criterion frequencv; It

is appriximately equal to the crossover frequency of the pilot.-

aircraft system dynamics for the case of pitch attitude tracking.

It .s a function of aircraft dynamics and disturbance bandwidth.

The data required for specification of wc' contained in Reference 3,

are shown in Figure 9; these are regarded by this author as irrefu-

table. Note that whet we propose here is a specification for

engineering design and acceptance--not a prediction of actual system

dynamics.

The Reference 3 data are for single-axis, fixed-base tracking. The

reader may question the use of such data for problems where motion cues or

multiple loop tasks may have significant effect. The justification for

ignoring motion cue effects for the specification of wc is embodied in the

No.-Tracking hypothesis. The more significant the motion cues are to handling

qualities, the more w may depart from the crossover frequtency of Reference 3--c
which is totally irrelevant so long as the value for no motion can be success-

fully correlated with pilot opinion rating. The more significant the motion.

is to system dynamics, the more degraded the handling qualities. That, 'in

essence, is Justification enough for using w derived from fixed-base data., c
Multiple.loop effects are of no interest here since our concern is with the

specification of basic aircraft responses that art task-independent. Without

good inner loop dynamics., good outer loop handling qualities are impossible

to achieve.

We propose that the slope function
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is the best parameter for the specification of w . The phase 3. -- could beSi • ,c F
a

used only if higher order system dynamics are not a factor--which, of course,

' contradicts the point of this entire report. The following empirical formu-

lae, based on the data of Figure 10, are recommended for the specification of.

V, the criterion frequency wc

S •w -6.0 when--(j) >o_-1
c dwF c

Is C

.1 (10)

S W -0.27 d W + 6.27 when d _u -1

The units are radians/second and db/octave; the latter was chosen because it

is convenient for computations with transfer function data given in numerical

• form. This specification is illustrated in Figure 10.

In lieu of a better alternative, the slope i• ) is defined to be

the average slope of F on the region 2 < w _< 6. The values of wc

calculated and shown in this report were obtained by averaging the slopes:

A,- 1S-(41)1 - 12S-2j) (db)

s I s

a Jo

A3~ 6j3 (db)

*d Wicj•(A I A,) + A3.)

l10
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For the data shown in this report the precise manner in which ui is

estimated is not unually critical. It can be, however. Unfortunately, we

can offer no definitive rule for the estimation of w for those occasional
c

cases where the slope of varies considerably with small changes in W.

For such cases, engineering judgmentmust be exercised with the criteria of

this report used primarily as a guide. More recent work, not reported on

these pages, suggests that it isprobablv better to simply be consistent in

the method used for *stimating o and not change the method to fit the

situation.

The bandwidth specified'by Neal and Smith 6 and by Mayhew2 l should be

regarded as an oversimplification of the criterion frequency . We submitc

that the a priori definition of bandwidth accordir.g to Flight Phase Category

or aircraft class without regard for aircraft dynamics is too crude to be

generally satisfactory for the development of handling qualities

specifications.

The value - -1 was selected rather than 0 because It provides

a better match with flight test data (Section V).

(7) Applicability to Flight Control Task: It is prolposed that the

specifications that are quantified in this and t ,e next two sections

will apply equally well to all flight control ta ks for which

precision control .of attitude or flight path is requirement.

These include both tracking and nontracking task . Problems such

as fire control during high-anglel-off passes (ty ical of one-on-

many engagementS) are encompassed, we believe, b these specifica- ¶

tions. The data available for the quantificatio of these specifi-

cation proposals are strictly applicable to Class IV aircraft in

Flight Phase Categories A and C.
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Section VI

-LONGITUDINAL SHORT-PERIOD
HANDLING QUALITY REQUIREMENTS

A. APPROACH

In this section, the much referenced data base of Neal and Smith6 will

be examined once again. The perspective, however, will be that of Section V.

The detailed calculations required for estimation of the various handling

quality parameters will not be shown; the results are summarized in Table 9.

All the data required for these calculations are contained in Reference 6

except for the normal acceleration dynamics; it is assumed that these obey

the classic relationship,

Sap Z s

F- 1s/T, F
02 8

This assumption appears to be justified since the NT-33A variable stability

airplane is not equipped with DLC and, apparently, did not employ a model-

following simulation technique.

B. A PROPOSED TIME-TO-FIRST-PEAK SPECIFICATION

The data of Table 10 support as a criterion for Level 1

0.2j< t 0 seconds (11)

vhere t is the time-to-first-peak of q(t) following application of a step
q

in longitudinal stick force F For an overdamped response tq is the time

to 90 percent of final value. Ine justification for the lower limit is

based upon human reaction. time delay considerations. When t < 0.2, the
q

response is, "too abrupt" and the pilot chases the q(t) response; i.e., he
is forced to track, in violation of the No-Tracking hypothesis. When t >

q

0.9 the response is too sluggish; the pilot will comment that "the initial

motion"tends to "dig-in" or that the final response will "overshuot." This

response is generally associated with excessive lag of ý .s (j).

\ 11 ' *--
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Both of the limits proposed in (11) can be defended on a purely

empirical basis. Figure 11 is a plot of Cooper-Harper rating (averaged for

each case from Table 10) versus t . It is clear that no case hrs a Level 1
q

:ating with t < 0.2; the upoer limit of t - 0.9 seconds is not iuite so
q q 0

firn because of the interaction of other parametric effects such as t (jw )F cs

or *(Jwc). Still. it appears to be a reasonable criterion for these data.

C. A PROPOSED AMOLITUDE RATIO SLOPE CRITERION

e

Figure 12 is a plot of -ý-(Jic) versus Cooper-Harper ratings (averaged
5

for each case) for the Neal-Smith data from Table 10. The various symbols

correspond to the slope parameter d 0 . W)1. The criterion frequency wc

is computed according to Equation (10) and is shown in Table 10. The case

nu'4ber is indicated beside each data point.

It can be seen (with some study) that these data points divide con-

sistently into three groups according tothe• slope of --(Jw):

* _dli c)j -2 db/oct

d-6 1 'j,) -2 db/oct

* - jWc < -6 db/oct

The first group (slope -2 db/oct) yields degraded handling qualities;

when m -(Jw ) is very small, the degradation is less, but handling qualities
Fc

still are not Level 1. The explanation for this was given in the last

section. The second group (-6 : slope < -2 db/oct) yields good handling
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qualities provided that F JJwc) > -130*--then the airframe-FCS dynamics
s

tested are most like those of a simple integration; i.e., K Is.

The third group (slope < 76 db/oct) corresponds to K /s2-like dynamics
C

for which the phase lag generally tends to be excessive.

These results confirm the benavior postulated in Section V. The slope

d Jw)I quite nicely parameterizes these data. In general, the importance

to handling qualities of phase angle is hidden by variations in the slope

parameter. In order to clarify this effect, the data of Figure 12 are

replotted on Figure 13; however, all cases for which. ý---L > -2 have been

removed, but only if ý j-(Jw) F - 144*. These are cases 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B, 4A,

5A, 6A, 7A, 7B, 8A, 8B, 12, 13, and 14. These are the cases for which the

aircraft dynamics are similar to a pure gain; with the single exception of

case 7B, none are Level 1. Apparently, it is this combination of near-zero

slope and low phase lag that is most susceptible to the adverse effects on

normal acceleration cues.

We therefore corclude that handling qualities are not generally Level 1

when ( about -2 db/octave--regardless of -(Jwi).. It is there-

fore proposed that for Level 1,

d jW -2 db/oct (12)

This criterion and the phase angle criterion of the next paragraph are

believed to apply for any FCS mechanization for which the pilot retains

direct control of pitch attitude or fuselage pointing modes. Specifically,
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it applies to the so-called maneuver-enhancement mode where DLC is coupled

with pitch control, to stiffen the flight path control response.

D. A PROPOSED PHASE ANGLE SPECIFICATION

The data of Figure 13 indicate that a Level I boundary cccurs at

O "(jw, " -123, only case 7D fails to obey this boundary. If the boundary
5 " 1

were set at -130", several more points rated as Level 2 would then lie in the

Level 1 region. The Level 2 boundary seems to occur at -165"; all Level 2

and Level 3 data.are correctly grouped by this boundary specification. It is

noted that cases IA and 9 are rated Level 2 by the -123" limit on the Level 1

boundary. This might seem like an arbitrary divisicn; however, both these

cases are also categorized (correctly) as Level 2 by the acceleration phase

specification of, the next section.

The proposed specification for pitch attitude phase angle response may

then be summarized as follows:

Level 1: jwc) -123'

Level 2: -Z3O" ( __iwc) • -1". (13)

Level'3:. --( -165*
F S

Although a Level 3'floor no doubt exists, it cannot be determined from

the Neal-Smith data.,

E. A PROPOSED PHASE ANGLE SPECIFICATION'FOR NORMAL
ACCELERATION DYNAMICS

So long as the longitudinal control of flight path is principally

effected through elavon/elevator commands (i.e., a singl, point controller)
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it may seem irrelevant to, impose a further limit on normal acceleration

response.

However, with the use of additional control techniques (elevon plus

canards or flaps, for example) the relation between pitching and heaving

dynamics is determined by the FCS mechanization as much as by planform

aerodynamics. The DLC, F-8 and the CCV-YF-16 are but two examples of such

systems that have been flight tested.

In the general case whJere the char icter of the FCS is unknown a priori

it is desirable to develop a specification for normal acceleration response

that is complementary to those given above for pitch response dynamics.

Throughout this report the difference between normal acceleration

measured at the center of mass and at the pilot's location is ignored.

Usually, this is negligible except for very large aircraft. For applica-

tions, when the difference is believed to be significant, the normal accelera-

tion should be pilot-centered.

There is very little usable data available on the separate effects of

heaving control and pitching control on handling qualities. What we propose

is to dissect the Neal-Smith data so that, insofar as possible', the

functional effects of these two degrees of freedom may be isolated. This

will be accomplished via the following assumption:

Assumption:

The pilot induced oscillation rating (PIOR) scale, as it.
was used b7 the pilot subjects'in the Neal and Smith flight
'tests, is a measure of handling qualities degradation due to
normal acceleration dynamics.

Siftce these flight tests, of necesgity, varied both azp and e dynamics

simultaneously, it is not possible to' directly assess the degradation due

to motion; this can be done by implication, however.
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"The further assumption is made that PIOR = 1.5 corresponds to the natural

Level 1 boundary, whereas PIOR - 3.5 corresponds to the Level 2 boundary.

This assumption is based upon close inspection of the consistency between

PIOR and Cooper-Harper rating (Figures 14 and 15) from the Neal-Smith data

and with consideration for the adjectives used in the definitions of the two

scales.

Case 1: Conventional FCS or
With Maneuver Enhancement

The function O(jw c) is plotted in Figure 14 versus PIOR for all the

Neal-Smith data cases except those which violate the t reaponse criterionq
(Equation 11) or the slope criterion (Equation 13). These are cases 2A, 2B,

3A, 3B, 4A, 4B, 4C, 5A, 5B, 5C, 5D, 5E, 6A, 7A, ,., 8A, 8B, 12, 13, and 14.

These exclusions are made in order to preserve the basic PIOR-O relationship

and to enable the development of a necessary condition for handling qualities

specification. By definition,

az

4 w) -' -14.3 w
sc

It must be observed that when motion cues are not degrading and when the

Cooper-Harper rating is Level 1, then *(Jw)-is not a handling qualities

parameter--it would, be irrelevant for that condition. Thus any points in

Figure 14 for which PIOR 5 1.5 and that are shown in the Level 2 region

should be discounted provided that ý •Jwc) > - 123*. This eliminates cases

2D, 3C, 7E, and 11. Cases 2E, 3D, 3E, and 10 violate the 0-phase criterion

and are therefo e appropriately classified as Level 2. Cases 1B and 2F are,

in fact, Level but are classified as Level 2 by both phase criteria.

With that lariacation it is clear from Figure 14 that these data may

be divided into the three regions shown. The other exceptional cases are

discussed below:

Case 7D: The pilot's comments emphasized predictability of response and the

difficulty of target acquisition. This might imply that the criterion
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frequency should be determined from the open loop airplane dynamics and be

approximately equal to the short-period natural frequency (7.3 rad/sec).

This possibility is supported also by the Cooper-Harper rating given for this

case (5.5) and its inconsistency with 4 '-(Jw )--Figure 12.. When 7.3 is

used, this point is drawn into the Level 2 region of Figure 14.

Case 7F: This case i' interesting because it appears to indicate how signi-

ficant a test pilot's interpretation of task requirements can be to the

Cooper-Harper rating or PIOR obtained. This case was tested by both pilots W

and M. The results were as follows:

Cooper-Harper PIOR

Pilot M 3/4/4 2/2/2

Pilot W 7/7/7 -/3.5/4

The pilots were self-consistent and at complete variance with each

other. The closed loop handling quality correlations for Pilot M are in

excellent agreement with the results of Figures 12 and 14, whereas that for

Pilot W would be consistent only if w were selected to be nearly equal to
c

the airframe short-period natural frequency (7.3 rad/sec). This result is

indicated on Figure 14 where it is seen to be well within the Level 3 region,

as indicated by Pilot W's PIOR. Based on pilot comments, 6 it appears that

Pilot M may have flown more "aggressively" with an emphasis on the timc

required for target acquisition. Pilot W appears to have based his evaluation

on the tracking capabilities of the aircraft-after target acquisition had

been accomplished.

It is far from clear how such technique differences should be ration-

alized in a handling qualities specification. Here, we merely note that the

theory for handling qualities appears to explain the results, provided that

we fully consider the extremes of probable pilot technique.

We reiterate . . . the pilot rating differences obtained for this case

are not evidence that pilot evaluations are inadequate. Quite the contrary.

They seem to imply that we must become more sophisticated in the use of the
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Cooper-Harper scale and in the design of experiments for the collection of

handling qualities data.

Cases 6E and 6F: Both these cases are properly categorized as Level 3

according to the 8-phase criterion; for that reason, they should be discounted

in establishing the recommended acceleration phase boundaries shown in

Figure 14.

Case 1D: At the Level 2 boundary Case iD violates the * criterion of * > - 2200

but is rated as Level 2 (POR - 4.1). Comparison of the 2 •-yalues for

Cases ID,,2G, 21, 4E, and 4D--all of which have similar *-suggests that

violations of the Level 2 criterion on 0 should be classified as Level 2

whenever > •--> - 148*. This restriction is based primarily'upon Case 1D and
F

should be subjected to further flight tests.

Based upon the correlation obtained in Figure 14, it is proposed that

for conventional FCS design or when maneuver enhancement is employed the I :.

following requirements be met:

Level 1: *(jwc) > -160-

Level 2: -160* > *(jOw) > -220* •)c

Level 3: -220" > f(jwc) Ž ? (no data)
c

Case 2: Direct Lift Control Modes

It was assumed in the' last section that those aircraft' which violate the

slope criterion (Equation 13) correspond to those for which the essential

handling qualities problem is due to the adverse effects of motion cues. In

this section, we wish to pursue this idea to establish the basic connection

between aircraft-FCS dynamics and handling qualities degradation due to

motion.
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If we plot *(Jw ) vs PIOR for only those aircraft-FCS cases from the

Neal-Smith data which violate only the slope criterion (i.e.,.for which

d-2 db/oct but 0.2 < t .9) then the resulting trend will apply
dw- ot q

regardless of pitch dynamics. In particular, it will' apply when a DLC

system is employed--for which 8 may be automatically controlled, for example.

The cases for which the slope criterion of Equation 13 is violated, but

for which the q-response time criterion (Equation 11) is satisfied are:

2A, 2B, 3B, 4A, 4B, 4C, 5A, 5B, 5C, 5D, 5E, 6A, 7A, and 8B

For these cases (jw c) is plotted vs PIOR in Figure 15. A strong correlation

appears to exist.

Based upon the data of Figure 15, it is proposed that suitable new

handling qualities criteria for DLC are:

Level 1: *(Jw ) c -130-

Level 2: -130 > O(jw) > -230" (15)

Level 3: -230' *(jW) > ? (no data)

In addition, when. the task is power approach, the criterion on flight path

angle response of the next section is imposed.

For tasks such as aerial refueling and formation flight, in which
relative position is important, it is proposed.that the dynamics of the

first time-derivative of x (where x is the relative, vertical displacement

from a target position) be treated similarly to 0 for conventional flight

control; viz., require

. . ' 128
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d L
SFc) < -2 db/octave (16)

It provides an interesting and useful tie with classic man-machine

system dynamics to note that for the typical bandwidths of position control

dynamics--for example, w c 3.0--the proposed Level 1 specification of (15)

indicates that linear aircraft-FCS dynamics in the DLC mode must be similar

in form to K Is. The specification is not quite so restrictive as the

"classic requirement at higher bandwidths. This comparison is valid provided

it is assumed that the pilot's principal visual cue is - i.e., relative
dt

velocity.

F. A COMMENT ON THE PIOR SCALE

It has been suggested by some that the PIOR scale (Figure 16) is

redundant--that it contains no information that cannot be obtained from the

Cooper-Harper scale. The scale does not appear to be widely used'and is

falling into-disuse at flight test organizations that have previously

employed it.

We do not agree that the PIOR scale.is necessarily redundant, although

there is clearly some redundancy with the Cooper-Harper scale "built-in" by

the choice of rating descriptors. The basis for this position lies partly in

the success demonstrated in the last paragraphs in correlating (jw c) with

PIOR; the data correlation was essentially 100 percent. Partly, too, this

judgment is based upon a sense of how an evaluation pilot perceives the

interpretation of the Cooper-Harper and the PIOR scales vis-a-vis the piloting,

tasks.

* The Cooper-Harper scale (Figure 17) emphasizes the ability of a pilot to

perform a control task and the effort required for this. In actual flight,

the scale therefore interleaves the individual control modes, associated with

attitude and normal, acceleration. Except in near-PIO cases, however, the

motion cue loops are probably not strongly coupled with the measures of

tracking performance that the pilot may be asked to evaluate. Thus, motion

control--when it exists--can degrade the pilot's subjective evaluation of

handling qualities with insignificant effect on piloting performance.
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NUMERICAL
DESCRIPTION RATING

NO TENDENCY FCR PILOT TO INDUCE UNDESIRABLE I
MOTIONS

UNDESIRABLE MOTIONS TEND TO OCCUR WHEN
PILOT INITIATES ABRUPT MANEUVERS OR ATTEMPTS
TIGHT CONTROL. THESE MOTIONS CAN BE PREVENTED
OR ELIMINATED BY PILOT TECHNIaUS..

UNDESIRABLE MOTIONS EASILY INDIUCED WHEN PILOT 3
' INITIATES ABRUPT MANEUVERS OR ATTEMPTS TIGHT

CONTROL. THESE MOTIONS CAN BE PREVENTED OR
ELIMINATED BUT ONLY AT SACRIFICE TO TASK PER- )
FORMANCE OR THROUGH CONSIDERABLE PILOT
ATTENTION AND EFFORT.

OSCILLATIONS TEND TO DEVELOP WHEN PILOT INITIATES 4
ABRUPT MANEUVERS OR ATTEMPTS TIGHt CONTROL.
PILOT MUST REDUCE GAIN OR ABANDON TASK TO .

RECOVER.

DIVERGENT OSCILLATIONS TEND TO DEVELOP WHEN BPILOT INITIATES ABRUPT MANEUVERS OR ATTEMPTS
TIGHT CONTROL OILOTMUST OPEN LOOP BY RELEASING
OR FREEZING THE STICK.

DISTURBANCE OR NORMAL PILOT CONTROL MAY B "
CAUSE DIVERGENT OSCILLATION PILOT MUST OPEN
CONTROL LOOP BY RELEASING OR FREEZING THE
STICK.

- *1

I
Figure 16. The Pilot Induced Oscillation

Rating (PIOR) Scale
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Figure 17. The Cooper-Harper Scale
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The PIOR bcale does not directly address task performance. It is a

scale only for the quantification of handling qualities degradation due to

motion cue effects.

While the scales may be closely connected they do appear to be more

complementary than redundant.. The development of the criteria based on *(jw)

would Aot have been possible without the PIOR data from Reference 6.

The Cooper-Harper scale is a bounded and, therefore, nonlinear scale.

The effects of its nonlinear nature may be seen in the aS vs POR correla-
8qtion (Figure 3) and, in the data of Figure 12 for ~ (w)vs POR. The

PIOR scale seems very nonlinear because it is more truncated (6 points

rather than 10). Thus, the correlations of *(Jw ) with PIOR (Figures 14 and

15) are distorted to account for this. The PIOR scale emphasizes "undesirable

motions" or "oscillations." Rather than dispense with the PIOR scale we

propose that it be revised as follows:

0 Change its name to reflect its probable use; i.e., it is used for

rating the significance to control difficulty of motion cue

effects.

* Increase the scale to 10 points to increase Its linearity and to

permit more sensitive comparisons to be made of the separate

effects of performance, workload and motion cues.

* Devise descriptors for each numerical rating that will tend to

linearize the scale.

For the sorts of advanced FCS concepts that are considered in this i*

report, data obtained from a scale of this sort would be an ideal complement

to Cooper-Harper ratings.
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G. A COMMENT ON THE USE OF EQUIVALENT SYSTEMS TIME DELAY
AS A HANDLING QUALITIES METRIC

The Level 1 phase criterion I ) > -123" (Equation 13) can be
s

used to estimate the maximum allowable time delay based upon the equivalent

systems model for pitch response, viz.,

K Ka + 6 /TE e- TEla.
s(s) - -' + 2 EWE s + E

E E E

The Level 1 requirement given in Paragraph D, above, is

)- -Jw ) > -123'
$

Using the equivalent systems model this implies that

E~a 57.3w .
(tE 57 ~c[40 + tan (1(0j-) - tart ( W:cc1 (17

where w must be estimated by the formula.c

w 6.27 + .27 d jw ) for I- jW) <-1 db/oct

or

w- 6.0 for lj ) >T) '1 db/oct

If CE' wE and 1/TE are known, then the average slope of ,(jw) can be

estimated; this fixes w'. With this value known, (TE)mex can be determined

from (17). The results in the following table were obtained by this

procedure:
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L1.
TE

CE " 0.5.

W-E Wc (TE)Max

2 2.9 - .042

4 5.1 .009

6 6.0 .089

9 6.0 .205

These examplesare believed to be representative of actual flight test and

simulation experiences. The effects of 1/TE and CE are secondary in com-

parison to the relative values of wE and wc"

For the first example in the table, (TE)max - -. 042 seconds; i.e.,

this configuration cannot meet the phase criterion. For the other cases,

it can be seen that (TE)mex is very strongly dependent on w E"

It has been suggested by others in private discussions that a reason-

able specification might be TE • 0.1 seconds; Reference 20 proposes 0.12 sec

for Flight Phase Category A, Level 1. The results here support that to a

certain extent. However, it appears that there are two basic objections 'to

a requirement of this sort:

(1) It is too simplistic. It may be either too conservative or not'

conservative enough depending on iircraft-FCS dynamics.

(2) The parameter T E may be very sensitive to the method by which the

equivalent systems model is derived.

The latter possibility is sufficient reason to discard this simplified

approach to handling qualities specification.
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H. SU0M1ARY OF PROPOSED REQUIREMENTS

The requirements proposed are restricted to longitudinal mode, short-

period' dynamics of Class IV aircraft, Flight Phase Category A and, we believe,

the terminal phase of landing.

(1) Time response:

Level 1: 0.2 : t : 0.9q,

Level 2: none proposed

(2) Slope criterion:

d 0(Jwc)j db/oct.

Is'

Level 1: S < -2 dbloct

Level 2' none proposed

(3) 0-phase lag:

Level 1: -(jw) > -123"

Level 2: ) JwC ) s 4 -165.*

(4) a n-phase lag--conventional flight pat], control or maneuver enhancement

modes:

Level 1: * -160', for any value • L -130', or any

when > -122'

Level 2: * -220'% for any value 2 _> -165, or
any when

F

(5) an-phase lag--DLC control of flight path:,

Level 1: *>-1300

Level 2: * 2,-230'

The $-phase iL irrelevant for this case.
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These requirements comprise a set of necessary conditions. Each must

be satisfied at the Level 1 or 2 values if longitudinal handling qualities are

to be Level 1 or 2, respectively. Violation of any one will make the handling

qualities equal to the level for which the violation exists.

I. HANDLING QUALITY REQUIREMENTS FOR DISPLAY DESIGN

For piloting tasks which require that the pilot track a displayed cue

x (which may be any cue or combinations of, cues that are displayed explicitly),

the results given in Paragraphs B, C and D are thought to apply equally well

if x is substituted for 0 and * for q. That is, we require that

(1) .0.2 < t. • 0.9 seconds Level 1

(2 x (j 13,Level 1

x

-123 > * --(Jwc) Q -165, Level 2
F c

S

.... ) !-(Jw) • -1650, Level 3 (18)

" -" ~(3) dx

7W, j • iW) <-2, db/octave, Leve s 1 and 2

,where the criterion frequency w c is computed by E uation 10, as before.

"It is presumed that the pilot's essential ta k is to control the excur-

siona of x(t). The display by which this is acco plished could resemble the

HUD concept of Figure 8, previously'discussed.

The difficulty posed to the display designe by these specifications is

that the dynamics represented by -(s) involve tie airframe And FCS dynamics,
8

also.. In fact, for conventional displays such a an Attitude Director
"Indicator (ADI), the dynamics of -(s) are (or siould be) nearly identical
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with those of the aircraft plus FCS; i.e., we have not been accustomed to

dealing with primary displays which purposely introduce dynamic elements into

the man-machine system loop for the purpose of accomplishing a task or for

handling qualities enhancement. The usual problem of display design has Leen

to eliminate display dynamics, insofar as possible.

This scenario will probably change with the introduction of digital

computer generated displays; that proposed by Bateman 2 8 is but one example.

In order to generate Bateman's display, a tremendous amount of data acquisi-

tion (from a multitude of sensors), data processing, and sheer number-

crunching must be accomplished by one or several digital computers. Because

of the computational time required and practical limitations on frame rates,

display dynamics that are nontrivial to handling qualities appear to be

inevitable in some likely applications.

When significant nonlinearities (intentional or unintentional) are

present in the display these must be accounted for in the application of

specifications (18). It is beyond the scope of this report to show how this

may be done.

The requirements proposed in (18) implicitly require that the aircraft-

FCS-display dynamics be similar In time-wise character to conventional

attitude dynamics. When the only displayed cue is one derived from flight

path, for which the required bandwidth is much smaller than that given b

from Equation 10, then these requirements cannot be applied ditectly.

However,. for such cases the flight path stability requirements of the ne t

section should also be appropriate as specifications for display design.

The entire issue of the design of computer generated displays shoul be

carefully and systematically addressed from the viewpoint of handling qu ll-

ties impact. It is far from clear how a HUD concept such as that of Bat man

(Figure 8) should be implemented. Those considerations related to multimode

FCS further complicate the display problem.

I
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SECTION VII

FLIGHT PATH STABILITY IN POWER AFPROACH

A. NECESSITY FOR A NEW SPECIFICATION

Paragraph 3.2.1.3 of MIL-F-8785B establishes limits on the variation of

flight path angle y with airspeed in power approach. This assumes that dy/dV

represents a measure of flight path "stability" resulting from small changes in

airspeed due to the use of elevator control, only (throttle control is fixed

for application of this specification)..

This specification has been criticized, both because aircraft with deficient

handling qualities satisfy it and vice versa. In general, it seems that

transport aircraft seem to obey the current specification but that is is clearly

inadequate for Class IV aircraft.

Whatever its value to design might be, the dy/dV specification may not

adequately encompass the range of pilot technique for glide slope control.

Throttle, in general, is an important flight path control. Navy doctrine,

in fact, requires that the principal glide slope control cue for carrier-

approach -- the "meatball" of the Fresnel Lens Optical Landing System -- be

controlled with throttle. USAF pilots are not similarly constrained. Differences

between the two service philosophies are due, of course, to back-side vs front-

side power approach operations.

31
The Background ,Information and User Guide for MIL-F-8785B3, notes several

references that demonstrate how constant-throttle, altitude-hold dynamics, with

the pilot in the loop, are destabilized when the elevator transfer function

numerator zero 1/Thl becomes too negative. To a good approximatic ,

I/Th 1/im dD/dV'

where D is the total drag.. The zero l/Thl is therefore negative only the back-side

of the drag-velocity curve. (Total drag D equals net drag minus thrust times

cosine C; and steady-state V in straight-flight is regulated by elevator control

alone.)
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MIL-F-8785B places limits on dy/dV at constant throttle setting with airspeed

changes effected only with elevator. These are from Paragraph 3.2.1.3:

Level 1; d < 0.06 degrees/knot
dV

Level 2; dy < 0.15 degrees/knot
dV

Level 3;' dy < 0.24 degrees/knot
dV

The derivatives are to be measured at Vomin. Also, at a speed 5 knots slower

than Vomin, dy/dV shall not be more than 0.05.degrees/knot more positive than the

slope at V oin.

This requirement is intended to restrict the magnitude of dD/dV and thereby

limit the degree of pilot-aircraft instability that can result from the use of

elevatorto control altitude errors. This, presumably, would influence the

level of throttle activity required for control of airspeed.

This requirement has two potential shortcomings. It implies that handling

"qualities can be discriminated according to factors related to the closed-loop

piloted control of altitude with elevator. It presupposes that altitude cues

exist, are available to the pilot, and are of sufficient quality to sustain

precision closed-loop control. For back-side approaches, throttle control of

flight path is the more likely technique - it is optional for the front-side

approach. Finally, altitude, per se, is not usually present as a cue for

closed-loop control. Even for carrier approach, the visual display is of path

anglb error - not altitude. Acceptable altitude error is a range-dependent

function; tolerances on path angle error are (approximately) constant. It is

noted that the results of Reference 14 support the conclusion that it is short-

period dynamics -- not phugold --. which dominate pilot-aircraft system dynamics

in carrier approach.

*In this section, we shall attempt to establish a rational correlation between

the proposed short-period requirements for handling qualities (Section VI) and

additional, necessary requirements for power approach. First, let us briefly

review some specific case history data; these support the contention that

MIL-F-8785B requires revision and offer some insight into where its deficiencies

lie.
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Reference 32 summarizes a McDonnell-Douglas study of the F-4 series ,aircraft.

Four models of the F-4 were included: the F-4B and F-4M models, which have

identical airframes but different engines, and the F-4J and F-4K models, which

also have identical airframes (but different from the B and M models) and different

engines. The four models comprise a matrix of two airframes and two' engines.

The F-4B/M airframe at Voi - 138 kt has d - -0.0l; at V -5, d
dV * aV n dV

+ 0.01. It therefore meets the present Level 1 requirement. However, large

differences exist in the pilot ratings of the F-4B and F-4M handling qualities in

power approach. The F-4B, powered with two J79 turbojets, has consistently

received Level I pilot ratings by Navy pilots. The F-4M, powered with two Rolls-

Royce Spey turbofans, was rated 6 on the Cooper-Harper scale -- near the Level 2

boundary.

The'F-4J/X airframe at a V of 132 kts has d-d- 0.07; at 5 kts slower,
Omin dV

_ 0.10. This airframe therefore falls into the Level 2 region of the present
dV
specification. Pilot rating of the F-4J (J79 engines) is indeed Level 2 (Cooper-

Harper rating equal to 4.5); pilot rating of the F-4K (Spey engines) is also

Level 2 (Cooper-Harper rating equal to 6), but very near the Level 2 boundary.

Thus, the F-4K has significantly degraded handling qualities with respect to the

F-4J. The only difference between the aircraft is in the engine characteristics.

Reference 32 concludes that the present specification does not necessarily guarantee

Level 1 handling qualities for po4er approach.

In discussing paragraph 3.6.2, "Speed and flight path control devices",

Reference 32 considers the thrust response differences between the J79 and

Spey engines and concludes that the observed differences in handling qualities

between the B and M modles is the result of engine performance differences. It

is recommended in Reference 32 that the present paragraph 3.6.2 be modified to

state that "engine thrust-to-throttle characteristics shall be compatible with the

airframe stability and control characteristics .... in the power approach configuration."

Similar comparisons of the F-5A and F-5E aircraft have been reported in

References 33, 34 and 35. At V n , 198 kts the F-5A has dy - -. 055 andOmm dV
- -. 035 at V'min -5. These values are solidly within the Level 1 region of

dV
MIL-F-8785B. For the F-SE the corresponding values ared- +0.056 and +0.087 --

Vd
also Leve] 1, but near the boundary.
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Although both the F-5A and F-5E satisfy the Level I criterion, their steady

state flight path responses are opposite in sense. If is a reasonable figuredV
of merit for power approach handling qualities then it seems reasonable to assume

that the F-5E would elicit different pilot comments than would the F-5A. This is

not the case. Pilot comments suggest that there is no perceptible difference in

power approach handling qualities, other than a slight tendency for the F-5E to

touch down more firmly than the F-5A, following flare. 3 5

Although it was not required to meet these requirements, the YF-16 was compared
with the specifications of MIL-F-8785B,36 At V = 133 kts, dy - 0.12 and dy -0.178dV

MILF-78B. 6  min dV dV
'at Voin -5.' These values are near the Level 2 boundary. Nevertheless, the AFFTC

flying qualities evaluation 37 noted no difficulties in power approach flight path

control (after the initial problem due to excessive pitch sensitivity was corrected

with a feel system modification). Touchdowns were described as "gentle".

Cromwell and Ashkenas, in a classic study of carrier approach38; successfully

predicted the pilot-selected, minimum approach airspeeds for five or seven aircraft

examples. This was done under the assumption that airspeed is controlled with

elevator and flight path angle with throttle. Cromwell and Ashkenas were led to

conclude that pilots preferred thrust control of altitude and elevator control of

speed for carrier approach despite analyses with showed that elevator control of

altitude had the desirable characteristics of high bandwidth, good phugoid damping,

and improved control authority.

B. PILOT-CENTERED FLICHT PATH CONTROL PERFORMANCE

The short-period handling quality metrics proposed in Section VI are derived

from flight test data, averaged over a variety of flight control tasks. The power

approach task, however, was not tested. The metrics of Section VI are proposed

as necessary criteria for acceptable handling qualities for those control tasks

requiring aggressive (time-constrained), precision piloted control. There are, at

'this writing, no data available for determination of how (or if) the proposed short-

period requirements can be used for the development of power approach specifications.

A complicating factor is the necessity to rationally account for the

coordination of throttle and elevator control in power approach. There are various
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ways in which throttle may be used for power approach control. For example,

throttle can be used only for airspeed regulation, with elevator used for path

angle control; this converts a back-side approach into a dynamically equivalent

front-side approach (insofar as the y - Se loop is concerned). Alternatively,

throttle can be used to correct path angle error, with elevator used for speed

control. The latter technique is the more likely one for the back-side approach

where two compelling factors exist:.

(1) When low side flight path errors are corrected with increasing thrust,

flight safety may seem.to be enhanced.

(2) Line-of-sight displays of airspeed have not been customarily used.

The first factor is a confidence-building consideration. There is a real

danger of getting too slow, and settling due to faulty power management; the

chances for this are reduced when the approach profile requires increasing thruSt

to touchdown. [There is, however, a very real chance that the high, fast

approach in the middle will become a low, slow -- and dangerous -- approach near

touchdown because of power mismanagement]

The second factor (lack of speed cues) inhibits the use of elevator for

glide-slope control when speed cannot be closely regulated with throttle --

'otherwise the pilot-aircraft system dynamics tend to be unstable.

Regardless of how throttle and elevator might be used for control of

glide-slope and speed, it is believed that pitch attitude must be closely

maintained with elevator. It is therefore plausible that the short-period

requirements of Section VI are also necessary requirements for acceptable power

approach handling qualities. This, however, may be too sevire for specification

purposes; it has not been demonstrated whether 'the control precision requir~d for

approach and landing is of the same order as that required for air combat tasks --

although this seems reasonable for the post-flare portion of the approach.

Accordingly, until adequate data become available it will be assumed that:

(1) The satisfaction of the short-period dynamic requirements of Section VI

is sufficient to ensure the acceptability of front-side power approach

handling qualities. These, however, may be too stringent for direct use

* as design specifications for the power approach condition.
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(2) The back-side approach requires a qualitatively different control

technique than that implied by the current specification of d_.
dV

In addition to short-period dynamic requirements, back-side

operation requires a specificstion of flight path performance due to

throttle.

The "sufficiency" of the short-period requirements means that aircraft

meeting these specifications should also have acceptable handling qualities in

front-side power approach. However, failure to satisfy the short-period

requirements does not mean that handling qualities will be unacceptable.

Various metrics for flight path performance were examined. These were

mostly derived from a comparison'of the metrics previously developed for 9

and e responses with equivalent metrics for y and j responses to both elevators

and throttle control. Fourteen aircraft were analyzed. Their stability

derivatives, total available thrust, thrust increment used for thrust response

calculations, engine response tiba (Tengine), and thrust line inclination

relative to the nominal flight path are listed in Table 11.

Engine thrust response dynamics were simulated with a piecewise linear model

based on the thrust response curves of Reference 32. 'These are assumed to be

representative of turbojet and turbofan responses. The resulting engine model

consisted of a characteristic response time that was a function of thrust level.

Typically, the initial thrust level for steady state power approach was estimated

at 45 to 55 percent of military rated thrust (about 75 percent maximum rpm),

depending on the relative cleanness of the aerodynamic configuration. Engine

acceleration times were estimated from the steady state approach engine rpm range

and the time from idle to military rated thrust. Figure 18 illustrates how the

engine thrust was modeled. A step throttle input is assumed. The model Is

completely parameterized by Athruat and Tengine, The straight lines segments

approximate the actual thrust response. Actual engine data was not available.

* It was believed that the thrust model used 'should simulate the dominant features

of the propulsion system in this manner in order to construct a realistic model

* for power approach handling qualities assessment. The values Athrust and Tengine
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listed in Table 11 were, in some cases, best-guess estimates based on knowledge --

however, qualitative - of engine responsiveness and aerodynamic configuration.

No stability augmentation was assumed for any of the aircraft examples in

Table 11 (except, of course, for the YF-16). The use ofa pitch damper (available

on most of the example aircraft) may result in improved flight path response to

elevator, but would probably not significanzly affect response to throttle input.

The Results

The only positive result that emerged from analysis of the aircraft examples

"from Table il was an apparent correlation between front-side/back-side operation

and the time required to arrest a rate of sink.

The time to arrest rate of sink, ts, was defined to be the time from

application of elevator or throttle control, to achieve a 30 increase in flight

path angle. For a -30 approach ts corresponds to the minimum time required tc

establish a positive rate of climb (see figure 19).

Table 12 summarizes ts for step elevator and step throttle inputs. The

magnitude of the thrust command is equal to Athrust (Table i1); propulsion

dynamics are included, as previously indicated. The magnitude of the elevator

input was sufficient to increase the angle of attack by a maximum of 50; this

was determined for each aircraft by a separate calculation.

No conclusions are offered, based upon the data of Table 12, about the effects.

of elevator response properties on handling qualities. There is, however, an

apparent connection between ts and handling qualities for throttle, response, but'

only for those aircraft that are operated on the back-side of the drag curve.

The F-SC handling qualities in power approach are poor (t. - 6.35). The F-4B is

acceptable (t@,- 2.92') while the F-4M is poor (t. - 5.90). The F-l11A was

unacceptable in carrier approach (ts - 5.39) - but'acceptable for field landings

(t j - 1.85 with elevator). The A-6A is acceptable (ts - 3.06). The RA-5C

(ts - 5.10) and A-3B (ts - 5.03) are both probably marginal.
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TABLE 12. SUMMARY OF RESULTS:
TIME TO ARREST RATE OF SINK ts

t , TIME TO ARREST RATE OF SINK

ELEVATOR THROTTLE
AIRCRAFT CONTROL CONTROL

F-8C 2.85 6.35

F-4B 2.92 2.92

F-5A 2.42 ý.95

A-6A 2,13 3.06

RA-5C .7?1 5.10

A-3B ".C 5.03

P-3B :) 5.91

C-5A ,.58 5.10

DC-8 2.oq 6.83

NT-33A 2.17 5.39

F-1lIA 1.85 5.39

T-2C 1.64 4.38

YF-1C' 2.35 3.24

F-4M 2.92 5.90

1
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C. A PROPOSED SPECIFICATION FOR FLIGHT PATH STABILITY

For those aircraft that are operated on the front-side of the drag curve

in power approach, the short-period requirements proposed in Section VI are

"believed to also be sufficient criteria for power approach. Available data do

not support additional criteria.

For back-side aircraft the short-period requirements proposed in Section VI

are possibly neither necessary nor sufficient as criteria for power approach.

A requirement on time to arrest a rate of sink is proposed, in addition to any

requirement that may be imposed on short-period dynamics.

Until better criteria can be developed, it is recommended that the current

requirement on dy/dV be retained, but only for front-side, Class II & III aircraft.

The -. posed criterion for time to arrest rate of sink, applicable only to

Sback-side operation (i.e. for those nominal poaer approach configurations for

which dD/dV < 0) for all Classes, is:

Level 1; ts < 3.0

Level 2; 3.0 < ts '5.0

Level 3; 5.0 < ts

,tS, in seconds, is defined in figure 19. The boutdary values were selected from

the results shown in Table 12.

Mo e research is clearly needed if more jefiniiive power approach requirements

are to be deieloped.

t Th YF-16 data on'pagoe 141 was from (Reference 36) and was only preliminary
a lysis. This analysis may not trisly represent the aircraft; flight data
is not available.
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Section VIII

HANDLING QUALITY REQUIREMENTS PECULIAR
TO DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS

A.' GENERAL

There are almost no hard data available suitable for the development of

empirically based handling quality specifications for DFCS. In this section,

a qualitative overview of the typical DFCS Is taken and some functional level

requirements are proposed. These are quantified insofar as possible. The

general viewpoint of the handling qualities problem is that given in previous

sections of this report. The "typical" DFCS is represented by the generic

control sy'stem of Figure 1.

There are only three areas of potential impact on handling qualities due

to DFCS peculiarities, per so. These are:

* analog-to-digital conversion (ADC) effects,

* control law implementation effects within the ,FCS computer, and

0 digital-to-analog conversion (DAC) effects*

Handling quality requirements for each of these three areas will be proposed

in the following articles.

B. THE TRANSPARENCY CRITERION

It is proposed that no matter-how a DFCS is mechanized the operations

that are peculiar to a digital process controller--whether hardware or soft-

ware oriented--must be transparent to the pilot. That is, the digital.

elements of'the FCS must be "invisible" to him. It is proposed that a

general atatement to this effect be included in future revisions to

MIL-F-8785B.
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C. CONTROL LAW IMPLEMENTATION AND LOW FREQUENCY
4 LIMITS ON ALLOWABLE FRAME RATE

It isn't entirely possible (or necessary) to forecast'how analog informa-

tion defining the aircraftaor target states might be used by one or several

central, digital processors which constitute the major hardware peculiar to

th FS e sueta this information will be processed via software toI define control commands and display features.

The, digital process mechanics, together with the mechanics involved in

ADC and DAC, result in a transform model between commanded control signals

I and analog sensor outputs which supply the ADC. Whether one visualizes this

Smodel in terms of Z-transform, W-transfdrm, etc. is entirely irrelevant. We

prefer to view it as just a computer program, in essence, with some sample

and hold effects contributed on either side. Due to the effects of digital
I• process mechanics, per se, these transform dynamics are not necessarily what

the FCS designer might want. Even simple numerical integration can alter

system dynamics; 8 this may degrade numerical process stability in severe
cases. In very simple cases, the effect of using a digital computer to1implement a control law (pitch SAS, for example) could be represented as a

Stime delay of magnitude equal, say, to one-half that of the DFCS cycle time.

The details of how a DFCS is mechanized really aren't germane to the

functional specification of. handling quality requirements. The requirements

proposed in the two previous sections apply regardless of whether a DFCS is

used or not.

Thus, when a DFCS is used, the requirements on pitch dynamics

(Equations 12 and 13) are applicable. These requirements will have a definite

impact on how the DFCS might be mechanized. 'As an example, consider-an

airframe for which • -jwc -- 100, with actuator and servo valve lag of
c

-15" at wc; according to (12), the maximum permissible phase lag due to the

digital computer, the ADC and DAC is'10*. If the digital system elements may

be treated as a time delay of T/2 seconds (T - frame period of DFCS for
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attitude control loop), then the absolute maximum value of T permitted by the

Level I criterion of (12) is

T 2 x 10
Tmax 57.3w

C

When w -5 radian/second, T ý 1/15 second.
c max

It is expected that the implications to handling qualities of low.

frequency digital sampling (i.e., low frame rate) are embodied in the pitch

attitude requirements proposed in Section VI.

D. HIGH FREQUENCY LIMIT ON ALLOWABLE FRAME RATE

A popular notion is that with the digital systems hardware either now

available or soon to be available, the operation of a DFCS can be made to

look just like an analog system merely by clocking the system at very high
frame rates (several hundred or thousand Hertz). This ignores the possible

.adverse effects of ADC on the quality of system response and performance.

An ADC converts an analog signal (a voltage) into a digital word. This
word consists of a fixed number of bits (e.g., 8, 12, or 16). Each binary

digit (bit) represents a certain fraction of the maximum analog signal value

or of the analog signal range.

If the ADC rate is so large that the separation between successive

signal samples sent to the central-processor is less than the resolution

provided by one bit in the ADC' output, then the digital processor will not

recognize that a change'has occurred in theanalog signal. It is impossible,

to say what, in general, the specific effect of sampling at rates great

,enough to ex-e.d the ADC resolution limits might be. However, it is intui-

* tively plausible that when the control law implementation requires table

look-ups, numerical integration, numerical differentiation, interpolation, or

any process based on the use of successive samples for the estimation of

-control commands, the overall effect will be similar to the injection of
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noise into a comparable analog process. This could result in degraded FCS

performance and have a potentially adverse effect on handling qualities.

SWe propose, therefore, the following specification as an upper limit on

Sallowable frame rate:

f •o (19)

1OR/ 2 n

r where.

Sf Hertz

ST - frame (sample) period of CPU operation, seconds

I
Wc = crossover frequency for pitch attitude control;

defined by Equation 10, radian/second.

R - range of x(t) used for scaling of the ADC;

range X max " min

n - wordlength, in number of bits, of the ADC for. x(t)

x - any aircraft' state variable input to the ADC; in general,
x.- q, 8, azp or c

x. - average amplitude of x(t) perturbations, from the average
value of x(t) in a prescribed flight mode and FCS con-
figuration. It is recommended that the following values
be used for specification purposes:

x. - 1 degree/second for q(t),

x . 3 degrees for 0(t),

X. - 0.25,g for azp(t), and "

X. - 3 degrees for a(t)
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SXmax and Xmin are the maximum and minimum values of x(t) that are

used to establish the range of the ADC.

As an example, assume x(t) - q(t). Assume the range of q(t) to be

from -180 to 180 degrees/second; i.e., R 360. The following table of

results are then obtained from (19):

I rn

3 8 0.2

12' 3.4

16 U.6

4 8 .3

12 4.6

16 72.8

For this example, it is clear that a 16 bit ADC is required and that the

maximum frame rate is surprisingly low. If it was desired that f - 1000 Hz,

with w - 4, (19) would require that n - 20 bits for this example. If n -

32 bits, the sample frequency could be nearly 5 MHs.

The development of the criterion expressed in (19) is straightforward.

If we can assume that

x(t) X, atnwc t

then

3dxdx max c
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In one frame period AX = XWT; this value must be greater than the ADCmax

resolution, which is R/2n. Thus,

RI2n < X.wT

C

or'

1 ' X.Wc
-m f <*
T R/ 2 n

But to maintain numerical process accuracy, it is advisable that the separa-

tioa between AXmax and R/2n not be too small; otherwise many intersample
changes in x(t) will go undetected by the sampler. The factor of 10 is

introduced for that reason. The result is Equation 19.

The crossover frequency wc was selected as the criterion frequenry based

on prior discussions in Section VI.

E. CONTROL ROUGHNESS

Central processor control output commands to the digital-to-analog

converter are, of course, discrete and occur once each frame period T. The

spectral properties of this converted digital command to control surface

actuators will not be exactly like those of a continuous analog controller.

In general, the DAC output will contain "glitches" representing discrete

jumps in commanded control from frame-to-frame.' These glitches, if unfil-

tered, can result in aircraft response "harshness" that may result in

increased levels of aq (and therefore degraded pilot opinion rating) with

corresponding degradation of control precision and tracking performance.

A qualitative statement should be included in MIL-F-8785B to the effect

that handling qualities degradation due to control roughness is not per-

missible for Level 1.i
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A quantitative requirement, and an implied validation procedure, is

given, as follows:

I Assume that the central processor commands 6 (t) to equal a sinusoid; i.e.,e

a e(t ) 6e sinw ti 1 1 , 2. . ...
ci e, ci

The digital signal 6e t is to be converted by the DAC. The DAC

J output 6ec(t) will be a reconstruction of the commanded sine wave. However,

it will contain power at frequencies other than w ; the actual power spectral

Sdensity will be a function of the DAC hardware. It is desired that the

responses q(t) and azp(t) due to-differences between 6 e (t) and 6  (t)'be

sufficiently small and not apparent to the pilot. [If control roughness is

apparent at frequencies less than about 2w , the pilot will very likely

attempt to track the roughness, in effect, and the tracking precision and

handling qualities may be sharply degraded.] To ensure that this is

obtained, require that

1~c, ( 6 < .001 radian/ second

ici (20)

where A6 is defined to be the maiimum difference between SeC(t) and its

fundamental 6.(t):

ase a max j6ec(t) -69(01 (1

The values chosen for magnitude tolerances, i.e., .001 radian/second and

.01g, are believed to be'reasonable approximations to the respective percep-

tion thresholds of these piloting cues. The prescriptions of Equation (20)
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therefore require that the control signal's "noise" component be sufficiently

small that no perceptible effect is felt by the pilot. The criterion frequency

wc was selected because of its general importance as a handling qualities

parameter.

The fundamental will differ in phase from 6 e(t) by an amount 0; it may

also differ in amplitude. Since the criterion signal 6 (t) is arbitrary to a
e

degree, there is no point in comparing 6ec(t) with e(t) or with e(t)

-shifted into phase with 6 e (t) and its fundamental; that is, the harmonics of

6 Ct) are the problem and we treat them, directly.
Cc

The magnitude, a, of the DAC output fundamental component S. must be

sufficient to yield

(1) -JW a e 1 degree/second, and

ii (2) aQ a 2: 0.25 g

* The requirements (20) could be met in one of two ways. A fairly crude

DAC could be used with large frame rate f. Small frame rates could be used

with a more sophisticated DAC technique (CPU post-filtering, greater word-

* length, slewer sample and hold rather than zeroth order, etc.).

According to these criteria, phase shifts introduced by the DAC are

tolerable, although they cannot be so large that the criteria of (12) and

(14) are violated. Ine criteria (20) specify how much discontinuity can be

tolerated at the DAC output before handling qualities and control precision

are degraded.

The requirement (19) proposed as an upper limit 'on ,frame rate may, at

times, come into conflict with (20). The latter criteria tend to increase
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the required frame rate. When T is minimum to satisfy (19) yet (20) are

still violated, one solution is to decrease A6 . This can be done with ane
analog post-filter at the DAC output or, perhaps, with digital post-filtering

at the DAC input. When this is done, however, the tiltering should be no

Smore than required to meet the criteria (20); otherwise the phase criteria on

8 and azp responses may be violated. As a general rule, filtering operations

introduced for the purpose of signal smoothing must be carefully executed if

handling qualities are to remain satisfactory ard problems such as PIO

avoided.

It
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APPENDIX

RECOMMENDED REVISIONS TO MIL-F-8785B:

LONGITUDINAL PILOT-INDUCED OSCILLATIONS

Ralph H. Smith
Systems Research Laboratories, Inc.

11 May 1977
Contract F33615-77-C-3011

INTRODUCTION

Recent work (Reference 2) done under sponsorship of the AFFDL has
resulted in the formulation of a theory for longitudinal, pilot-induced

oscillation (PIO). This theory has been applied to the study of pas- occur-

rences of PIO for which suitable document&tion exists; it has been shown to

explain how PIO is initiated and how the phenomenon is dependent upon air-

frame and control system parameters. The theory is predictive; it appears to

enable the forecasting of P1O during design.

From the PIO theory of Reference 2 it is iatended to develop acceptance

criteria for aircraft procurement that can be used to minimize the possibility

that a PIO-susceptible aircraft design will reach the flight test phase of

development.

PHILOSOPHY

It is assumed in this recommended revision that the essential purpose of

MIL-F-8785B is to serve as a document for aircraift procurement. MIL-F-8785B

should also assist the aircraft design process by providing specifications

for parameter selection to enable the qualitat've 'requirements of MIL-F-8785B

to be satisfied, insof"r as this is possible. It is also assumed that each

specification paragraph will be documented as a guide to systems design.

This back-up documentation is assumed to be advisory., only, and not con-

tractually binding.
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This recommended revision represents an attempt to address the realities

,of present and probable near-term future aircraft design approaches. Air-

craft are not designed entirely on paper prior to their manufacture; the

flight simulator has become an important tool for system design, test and

evaluation. It is possible to make analytical predictions of aircraft

handling qualities and pilot-vehicle system dynamics. Such assessments could

play a vital role in the earliest stages of aircraft conceptual and pre-

liminary design; however, the quantification of an aircraft or flight control

system design ultimately requires pilot-in-the-loop test and evaluation.

This recommended revision is submitted based on the premise that both

analysis and simulation will be used in a coordinated, sequential, and

(possibly) iterative fashion to predict and experimentally assess tLe implica-

tions to handling qualities of airframe or control system design trade-offs.

There appoers to be a general misconception about pilot-vehicle systems

analysis, its use for the identification of suitable'handling quality

parameters, and the use of analytical prediction methods for the derivation

of specifications for aircraft or control system design. The philosophy on

which the present recommendation is based is that the product desired of such

analyses must be clearly understood; otherwise the potential benefits of

pilot-vehicle systems analysis methods can never be realized. After all,

these methods have been available for about two decades; they were originally

developed to enable the prediction and specification of handling qualities,

but to this date they have had very little impact on either handling quali-

ties prediction or on NIL-F-8785B. The basic reason for this failure appears

to be the belief by many that these analysis-methods can replace MIL-F-8785B.

SThey cannot., MIL-F-8785B is a buyer's guide, whereas the pilot-vehicle

analysis methods can be (and have been) used to develop design methods. The

specifications for design acceptance and methods for designing to specifica-

tion compliance are two distinct problem areas and must be recognized as such.

The recommended revision to MIL-F-8785B for longitudinal PIO is the

secondary product of'systematic application of pilot-vehicle control theory.

The product of this 6.1 repearch was a theory for pilot-vehicle system

dynamics in the incipient and fully developcd PIO. This theory is useful for
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the prediction of P10-prone aircraft dynamics (classical or nonclassical); it

is, in itself, useless as a specification to preclude PrO. The conversion of

the theory into a suitable specification for aircraft-control system design

"was a task of near-equal difficulty to that of developing the original

"theory.

Pitch attitude dynamics were shown to be a central factor in the develop-

ment of PrO. One difficulty in preparing a specification for PrO was to

ensure compatibility with the present short-period dynamic requirements of

MIL-F-8785B. Another problem was to integrate the overall dynamic require-

ments with those of the artificial feel system and any control system non-

linearities included. These are relatively easy considerations to make in a

theoretical description of PrO; they are troublesome in the development of a

specification.

The approach taken in the development of.the PrO specificition revision

was to

(1) Concentrate on airframe dynamics that are not specified elsewhere

in MIL-F-8785B.

(2) Assume that the PrO specification is to apply independently of the

short-period dynamic requirements of the current MIL-F-8785B (and

this is validated by the PrO theory).

(3) Strive for simplicity.

(4) Maintain an overall character of specification that is as near to

that of the present MIL-F-8785D as possible; in particular, there

was to be no overt reference to controversial pilot-vehicle systems

analysis methods.

(5) Not propose any specification item that could not be justified on

an empirical basis.

(6) Ultimately, take MIL-F-8785B to be a buyer's guide (not a design

guide), retain the present qualitative statement that PlO shall not

be allowed, and assume that the theoretical description of PIO

(Reference 2) will. be cited by MIL-F-8785B as a design guide for

meeting the specification requirements.
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In the main, the proposed revision meets these goals.

Finally, it was intended that the proposed revisions address the require-

ments of the flight test communIty and the SPO engineers who must test,

evaluate and certify flight safety and specification compliance. The pro-

posed specification stacements are believed to lend themselves to flight

testability. Possibly one of the most important impacts these revisions, if

adopted, would have is on the flight test identification of pitch-sensitive

versus PIO-prone aircraft configurations. This is a matter of no little

importance in the procurement process.

It should be noted that these proposed requirements are unrestricted in

their applicability. They are equally valid for classical and nonclassical

aircraft control system dynamics.

MIL-F-8785B: paragraph:

3.2.2.3 Longitudinal pilot-induced oscillations. There shall be no tendency

for pilot-induced oscillations, that is, sustained or uncontrollable oscilla-

tions resulting from the efforts of the pilot to control the airplane.

Proposed revision: None

Rationale for nonrevision: This qualitative requirement should be retained

in view of uncertainties in the state of the art of flight control system

design. PIO is a complex problem. This paragraph is an implicit recognition

of its-complexity and an admission that no detailed specification car,'at

this time, be a guarantee against building asPIO-prone airframe-control

sys%-em.

HIL-F-.8785B paragraph:

3.2.2.3.1 Transient control forces. The eak elevator-control forces

developed during abrupt maneuvers shall no be objectionably light, and the

buildup of control fore during the maneuv r entry shall lead tho buildup of

normal acceleration. Specifically, the fo lowing requirement shall be met

when the elevator control is pumped sinuso dally. For all input frequenlcies,

the ratio of the peak force amplitude to t peak normal load factor
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amplitude at the c.g. measured from the steady oscillation, shall be greater

than:

Center-Stick Controllers ----------------- 3.0 pounds per g

Wheel Controllers----------------------- 6.0 pounds per g

Proposed revisions

3.2.2.3.1 Control System Dynamics. The following requirements shall be met

when the elevator is pumped sLnusoidally for all amplitudes within the

structural limits of the airframe and at frequencies 1 : w < 10 radian/

second.

3.2.2.3.1.1 Control Feel. The deflection of the pilot's control must lag

the control force throughout the indicated frequency range (rigid control

devices are excluded from this requirement). In addition, the peak elevator

control forces developed during abrupt maneuvers shall not be objectionably

light, and the buildup of control force during the maneuver entry shall lead

the buildup of normal acceleration.

3.2.2.3.1.3 Control System Phase Lag: Elevator surface deflection 6 must
e

not lag the pilot's contzol force F by an excessive amount. In addition,
s

the total phase angle by which normal acceleration azp, measured at the

pilot's location, lags the pilot's control force at a criterion frequency w

must be less in magnitude than 180-14.3w degrees, where w is in radian!,
R R

second. That is

ae a. <j.~ 1 jR 80- 14.3wR degrees

The criterion frequency WR is defined to be any frequency within the

erange 1 S w1 ! 10 radian/second at which lightly damped (resonant) oscill-

tiona in pitch attitude can result-from turbulence inputs or from pilotin

control of the aircraft when used in the intended, operational manner. is

requirement may be waived at the discretion of the procuring activity for

those flight condition. for which

\i
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a/
(SR) < .0i g/deg/sec

3.2.2.3.2 Stick-Free Short-Period Dynamics. The pitch attitude re~sponse

dynamics of the airframe plus control system, O/Fs(jw), shall not change

abruptly with the motion amplitudes of pitch, pitch rate, or normal accelera-

tion unless it can be shown that-this will not result in a pilot-induced

oscillation.

Rationale for Revision:

(a) The requirements of the current paragraph 3.2.2.3.1 are still considered

to be valid. However, in view of Reference 1, new requirements should be

imposed on the control system and'a new, qualitative requirement should be

initiated dealing with stick-free, short-period'dynamics. It is also more

systematic to further discriminate among the three features of control system

dynamics related to load factor response, control feel charactc:'istics, and

control system phase lag; this provides a close conceptual tie with the past

requirements (which are retained more or less intact) and provides a con-

venient-mechanism for introducing the new PIO requirements 'suggested by the

theory of Reference 2.

(b) It is presumed that satisfaction of the requirement cited in the pro--

posed paragraph 3.2.2.3.1 will be certified by the System Program Office or

the Air Force Flight Test' Center in any manner that is convenient to them.

In fact, sinusoidal control need not--and probably would not--be used; a more

sophisticated test procedure could be easily devised using modern signal

analysis concepts and methods. However, the intent' of the requirement is

made clear by issuing the ,specifications in the form shown; it is unambiguous.

The requirement that these specifications be met for all practical control

amplitudes is new; its purpose is to ensure that effects of amplitude-

dependent control or aerodynamic nonlinearities are adequately considered in.

the assessmnt and acceptance of an aircraft's handling qualities. The

requirement that the control system specifications be satisfied over the

frequency range of one to ten radian per second is an attempt to avoid over-

specification of control dynamic requirements; for manual control, it is

sufficient that only this restricted frequency range be considered.
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(c) Proposed paragraph 3.2.2.3.1.1 is very nearly the same as the original

requirement on transient control forces (paragraph 3.2.2.3.1). It differs in

that the load factor is now referenced to the pilot's location, rather than

the cg; generally, this is an insignificant difference. It does lend explicit

recognition to the fact that the pilot-centered motion cues are those that

are important to handling qualities. Also, for some combinations of short-

period frequency, control location and distance of the pilot from the cg the

effect is significant. In general, it appears that the formulation of the

P.O requirements in terms of normal acceleration on the pilot tends to

provide a small additional margin of latitude to the control system designer.

Paragraph 3.2.2.3.1.1 also specifies that side-stick controller force

characteristics be treated the same as center-stick. Data do not appear to

exist to entirely validate this requirement; it seems reasonable to expect

that it will be approximately as valid as the current specification for

center-sticks since the same neuromuscular system is involved in both.

Research is needed in this area. However, the side-stick controller require-

ments are not addressed by the current MIL-F-8785B; it is b'elieved that

quantitative specifications are important and the proposed paragraph attempts

to aderess this requirement.

(d) The requirement proposed in paragraph 3.2.2.4.2 that the pilot's control

deflection always lag the control force cannot entirely be justified on

empirical grounds; the data do not exist. This requirement, alone, might

have eliminated the longitudinal PIO experienced with the A4D-2 and the

T-38A. CALSPAN (Reference 42) proposed the same requirement for substantially

the same reasons; their, proposed paragraph was 3.2.2.3 (page 38 of

Reference 42). Although this requirement is partly intuitive, it appears to

be consistent with what little is known about. interactions between the neuro-

muscular system, the feel system and human subjective response. There is

some evidence (e.g., Reference 43) to indicate that decreasing average stick

force levels will result in increased pilot phase lag; by the P1O theory of

Reference 2, this would promote PIO in a pilot-vehicle system that had a

tendency to develop pitch loop resonance. It is probably true in general

that the average. stick force level will decrease when stick deflection tends

to lead stick force. Also, the violation of this specification would be
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prima facie evidence of probable violation uf paragraphs 3.2.2.3.1,1 and

3.2.2.3.1.2.

(e) The rationale on which the proposed specification of paragraph 3.2.2.3.1.3

is based is fully explained in Reference 2. The PIO theory of Reference 2

postulates that if the pitch loop is resonant at frequency (R, then the pilot

may at some time (which cannot necessarily be predicted) attempt to control

normal acceleration az to the exclusion or near exclusion of 0. If that

happens, then the violation of the phase criterion of 3.2.2.3.1.3 implies

that the acceleration loop will be dynamically unstable and that a PIO will

be initiated. This paragraph provides the flight control system engineer.
with a quantitative criterion for required minimum feel and control system

dynamic performance. The amplitude criterion of this paragrapk is proposed

as a quantitative guide for preliminary identification in the design process

(airframe or flight control system) of those flight conditions for which

longitudinal PIO is probably not a realistic possibility. More data should

be collected from in-flight simulation to establish the Validity of this

response ratio; the number selected, .01 g/deg/sec, conforms with past cases

of longitudinal PIO (Reference 2). The frequency wR is, in disguise, a

closed-loop, pilot-vehicle parameter. Fortunately, it is also a very physical

parameter (pitch loop resonant frequency) that is readily understood and

accepted. No method is given in the proposed specification for its selection;

methods for doing so are contained in Reference 2. The frequency wR can be
IR

readily identified from simulation or from flight test; it would probably be

an easy matter for SPO engineers to ascertain compliance with 3.2.2.3.1.3

without relying on pilot-vehicle analysis methods. Analytical estimates can,

and should be made by the airframe manufacturer as part of the design

evolution.

(f) Paragraph 3.2.2.3.2 is a qualitative requirement included to eliminate

PIO, PIO tendencies, or general handling quality deficiencies resulting from

sudden changes in aircraft dynamic response to stick force control. This can

occur due to bobweights, coupled with static friction, or due to saturation

of elements within the automatic control system. PIO has been initiated due

to these reasons in the cases of the T-38A, the A4D-2, and the YF-12.
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